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°

A society which Makes provision for participation

in its good of ,all its members on equal terms and which

'secures' flexible readjustment of its institutions through

interaction of the different forms 'of associated life is in

so far democratic. Such a society must have a type of

education which gives i?idividuals a personal interest in

social relationships and control, and habits of mind which

secure social changes without introducing dis'brder.

- John Dewey
Democracy and Alucation

1916

The project presented or repooted herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the National

N
insttfute. of Education, Department of Health. Education. and Welfare. Hover, the opinions
expressed herein. do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the National Institute of
Ededation, and no official endo ment by the National Institute of Education should be
inferred.
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ON CITIZEN EDUCATION:IA PREFACE

The field of citizen education has grown rapidly o$er the past

decade. The Council of Chief State.School Officers proposed effective

eitizeh education as a basic goal of American education in 1976, and
,

'many articles and studies have considered the meanings and implicati9ns

of new programs in civic learning. By and large, a different focus

characterizes the recent emphasis on citizen education. Whereas patri-

otism, knowledge of facts and information about U. S. government, and

limited views of Aierican history dominated the teaching of the past,

,

the new focus,stresses more dynamic decision makini, knowledge about

socials change both individual and institutional, and'concern for the

values and events of imerlicats historical past,

. s in a society with democratic ideas, such as
O , 'ours? there ought to be more to education for responsible

citizenship than passive acceptance of duly constituted
amthority. In a society with democratic ideas, responsi-
ble citizenship entails both obedience and constructive
skepticism. It involves both respect for authority and
citizens who are both compliant and independent, who will'
demonstrate obedience to the law while retaining a spirit
of constructive criticism and reasonable dissent. (.1.
PaCriCk in. Looking At, ERIC Clearinghouse for Social

°Stud4es/Social Science'Education; 1977, p. 1.)

The new citizen education recognizes that the preparation of

,young Citizens relies 90 Aire than the classroom and the individual

er.

teacher. The hope and the community are important influences in shap-

ing the knowledge, skills, and dispositions that comprise responsible
'

and,effecsive citizenship. Institutions such as the school Astern and the

courts also have significant roles in imparting knowledge and expectations

vii
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about citizen behavior. Professional educators and researchers provide

theoretical frameworks withinwhich programs of instruction are -put into

practice across the nation.

This volume focuses on the particular concerns of citizen education

in the areas of school governance and cl@ssroom climate. These are
L iat

largely holistic, process concerns. Two que time underlie the partic-

ular focus. How does the way,in which a sc ool is managed influence the

concepts of authority, responsibility, righis,'end freedoms as they are
>

included in stn ents' citizen..education'preparation? Hop does i-less-

room s organize
/

on drthe degign of the school's environment influence

;,
the perception[ of the ''climate" of that institution an0 its citizen

education prograi? .

To answer these questions, Research

ed several activities that gave scholars

to meet and discuss theiracommon concerns

fox Better
,
Schools,(RBS) conduct-

and,ractitioners opportunities

. An RBS colloquium on behaviorf
variables related to citizen education was held in $tiladelphia ion

I

May' 11-12, 1978 and involved national stholers'and educators. An,ixecutive
,1

Academy, pAsented under the sponsorship of the Pennsylvania Department of

Education,

the state.

(Delaware,

was held February 54, 1979; and
-

A two-day colloquium for school

included educators from across

personnel from the.tri -state

New Jersey, and Pennsylvania) region was held in Philadelphia

on May 29, 1979, end provided opportunities for:specialists.from three

research areas to

school governance

consider the spettfic citizen education concerng of

and classroom climete. The papers of ghqt colloquium

viii.
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are the major portion,dT this volume. The research areas examined

include political socialization, human growth and development, mdinsti-

tutional erafironment'.'. One of.the main goale.of the May colloquium was

( .

. .

t
.

to become awere of the contribution of these-research areas o an under-
o

standing of school-governance and classroom climate.

Political socialization is a research 9rea long concerned with

school goverdance issues: The area has developer sh extensive literature

. 1
,

and political socialization specialists have sought empirical evidence
. . .

. - $

,
.

about at least four student outcomes /closely related to citizen education:

politicarknowledge, political attitedes.and value's towarcirsociety and
. .

politics, attitudes toward political participation, ands participation in

political or quasi - political affairs. As researchers in political sociali-''

zatiore, Judith tillespie and Mary Sbley Addressed ABS" May colloquium.

Human growth.and

with child psychology

learner oriented, the
i

development is a research area. closely associated

and social development. Whether child-centered or
0.

characteristics of the ,maturIng citizen,.through

childhood, adolescence, and early adulthood, are concerns.for the ways

schools are governed and-clasIrd2pAmenaged. Specialists in this area
I

%have recently begun to explore children's eonceptionsof coimunity and
.

of societalAmiderstanding..' David Elhindgovernment and to suggest,sehged

addressed the Hey'colloquium and
. .

. development.

Institutio daltenvironmenttita

discussed a topic on human growth and

a research area which only recently has

.beguit to beLaddiessed by ,educational

.11

1.1 Li

scholars and practitioners. Their

lb
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focus: as largely been to'study causal effects, to explore why and how

certain settings or institutions seem to create more. conducive atmo-
, 41.

,

esphres for learning. To some extent, research in this area to date has

,

odly unearthed new issues and uncovered further unresolved questions. ,

'Nevertheless, the work of these research specialists may prove to be

highly significant to understanding the variables on which decisions

Abbiat schooling policies are made. Paul Gump addressed tie May collo-

quium ant discussed a topic on institutional environment.

4 The May colloquium sought to achieve two other goals in addition to

building an awareqess of the three research areas as related to govern-

a. A
once, classroom climate,, and issues of citizen education. First, the

colloquium sought'to bridge the communication gap that exists bet een .

theory and practice in educational, research. University scholars infri-

4

quently have the opportunity to exchange ideas with policy makers and

curriculum planners actively engaged in the schools. Each major area

paper was thuS critiqued by both a theorist- or researcher and an educa-

tional Piactitioner# Second, the colloquium sought to ?adilitate discus-,

sion by academicians and school personnel on what suggestions they have

for imprAing citizen education by actual practices of governance and

changes in instructional environment.' State agency, district, and local

school staff persons were encouraged to share their perspectives of the

problems of governance and classroom management in discussion groups of

colloquium participants. Summiries of the discussions among participants

have.beed included in the conclusion of this volume.
I

. - x . ,

:
9
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In, addition to.the papers of the May colloquium, a paper by

Lee H. !bean on political socialization research originally presented

at the RBS Pennsylvania-Executive Academy has been included in this

volume.- Similarly, Jahn DeCecco and Petra Liljestrand completed a

paper on the resolution.of school conflict for the RBS colloquium on

//

behavior variables, and that paper has also been included in. this

.4collection. Both of these studies contribute to the central viicsof

concern and complement many points made by the colloquium authors. »

* first three chapters of the volume present the major papers of

they three research area scholars. The three subsequent chapters contain

commentaries.by other scholars and practitioners on each of the research

area presentations. The final chapter highlights major themes of school
. .

. ,
governance and classroom climate'and lists suggestions regarding actual

practices for citizen education made at the May collOquium.. Extensive

%bibliographic citations are made throughout the volume and a comprthen-

sive reference list can be found at the end of the document.

Barbara Z. Preeseisen
Philadelphia, Penneyivani4

1980

xi
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SOCIALIZATION PERSPECTIVES FOR SCHOOL GOVERNANCE AND CLASSROOil CLIMATES

Judith Gillespielpnd Mary Soley

Program in Educational Policy and Change

Uorkshop in Political '14ory and Policy Analysis

Indiana University, Bloomington

A

r ,

The topic of :school governance and classroom'cliaatles is a complex

one, both4heoretically and practically., It can be approached in a vari-

ety of ways." A tripartite division of the study of school governanCe

4

and classroom climates into organizational, human development,, and Social- 4

itation perspectives reveals a great deal'of variation. In addition,

differences within a particular perspective may be as significant as

those across them.

Within the socialtiation field, researchers have used4varpus ap-

proaches in their study of school governance.and classroom climate. Some

have used a tevelopmentalapptoach. }fere shagesdOf cognitive and affec-

tive development have been studieddirectly, and student growth has become

the focus of the study of school governance and clAssroom climates.

Questions such asCiow students acquire knowledge, skills and attitudes

become the chief questions for study. Normally, the

rather than the social and/or political'aCructure of

MOMS, is of primary concern.

learning environment, .

'schools and class-

Other researchers have looked at.agents of socialization, including

11.

4
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Parents, teachers, media heroes and

such as the President. in essdhce,

or institutions imPagt on student a

heroines, and political figures ,

this approach 'indicates' that people

ttitudes and behaviors.
, m

A,third way of looking at the topic involves the study of sociali-

nation processes usi a democratic

have been concerned w th questions
J .

tion of the citizen into the larger

proach, the chief area of study is

"general cipizenship training.

systems approach. Here researchers

of loyilty and support, or Integra-
,.

pOlipcal system: Under this'ap-

the role of educational governance in

The particular socialiretion perspective one takes does make a

difference. Let,us consider, for example, the socialization of a typical

middle school student. We wt11 look at Susie, a seventh grader,ifirst.

, from a developmental perspective. This perspective would focusur

attention on Susie's particular potential for cognitive growth, and her

capabilitlei. It iims!11a

.

redognize i major.developmental poten-
.

'vial at this age level as well as. the problems associated with Susie's
--.

/
affective

transitiogyinto puberty nd her peer group Orientation.

''Yet,we co tauld ke a d fferent-appioach"to understanding Susie.'''
lie J 1

r
Using the igint ofoocialization approach, we would look at Susie's

4a;ents, her teachers, the heroes and heroinei she colsin contact with
, .

in the media, and'he.t: relationship to major 4gures in the society. We

would lOok at 'tie influence of each Of these sgents and see what impatt
4 6

they have on S4sie. We would try to encourage change in the agents

'operating in Susie's life, rather than fOtus'directly on Susie's

'4 1.2

MM.

4

*
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development:
.. . ,

.

O
.

,i .

Finali9, 30e coula approach the ,study of-tilsie %s a citizen: Here
'

..
4 .. .

we would focus on Susiese'role i4.

.

n the larger sociesociety:' ) O.W(and"Whether)-
, .

- ''
, she will vote, what groups'she will-join, what contributions she will.

. .
. .

. ,
, . .

.

.

make to her work place or community. . i

. ,

'...Nonezof these apprbaches ,is- used exClusiveLy by any group of re-
.

. . ...
,

, searchers or pracatiqueri, yet how ,the three are combined,iikes a Teal
:. .

. ,

outline a-variety of perspectives fironr
,

the implications of these perspectives

difference. In this paper we will

the socialization fiep and skekth
x'4

, -

for school gbvernance and classroom climates. We will examine the
AP

0

answers they give to important governance questions. In addition, we

7

\

will consider-what answers are not provided by the perspectives and what

new questions are raised. We will propose, an ecological-apprOach.as

way of integrating the salient features. of a variety ofoclalization

'perspectives. Finally, we will,provide some suggestions for improving

. O
be:study o school and clhroom governance.

.

.

.

Socialization Perspectives

It is probably important to begin with a definition of socialization.

Host people view socialization as a rocess through which values and *

habits are acquired. Formal and informal learnineexperiences serve to

teach us those attitudes, values and behaviors which then become incor-

porated into our lifest9les.. The socialization protege is a dynamic one
A

of growth and development. It includes the growth of individuals, the

5
.

. ,
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process through which societal institutions influence individuals, and

the impact of abroad range of global interaction patterns.

There-are probably over.a dozen perspectives on the sookaliratiOn

p ocess. As stated earlier,'three will be described in this paper:. the

6

deve pmental approach, the socialization agents approach, awl 'the demo-
,

cratic systems approach. Major concepts within each perspective will be*

6

. discussed along with the findings and implications for school governance,

and classroom climates.

Pevelopmental Approach

40.

4 ,,

A variety of researkh-efforts,: including those of Piaget (Ginsburg &

;upper; 1969) and KOhlberg (1971) fall into this category. FroM an.edu

.

cat/one; perspective, the developmental approachfocusei on growth

patterns of youth and the proCesses through which children develop theft
* \\

cognitive, - affective and parficipatorypotential.

There are several major concepts which characterize a devaopmental

°-

approach. These include cognitive growth, affective growth, stages, of

growth, and identity. A greaf deal of research has been done surround: :/1>
,

'ing each of'xike major, concepts, making contribupions to the understanding

of child develoOment.
_ .

'Cognitive growth reflects.the intelleCtUal develOimenb of youth,

generally through schooling. Reseaich by Piaget, Bloom (1950. and others

shows distinct stages of cognitiye growth which begin with'a recall

A

I.
relationship to Rftowledge, and extend through the capability to deal with

0

14.
ow.
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evaluative principles. Findings from this-research tav denonatrated
k i

that students' cognitiye behaviors can be molaed and cha ged through the

. .

.

schooling process. Both clasSioems and schools can iffelt the tognitive
, .

t.
growth of children measurably..

1
>

1

Other research has shown that the informallenvironm t in slchools,
.

in addition to the loimaI cerricaum; Influences Se cogn tive develop-
.

. , ,

meet of students. Students who participate more are key r gurest
. $ , . .

. 4 . 1.

aportiractivitiesor itheol,counciliend tend to get bettei'grades and
.

,

.. ,

%,
to demonstrate more cognitive growth. Thus, the general sclbool eiviion-

.

N . 4 . ) 1
i

A .
t

went ---the classroom, the extracurricular activities and the.currigulum--4
,..

. . ,

s e t ,

influences cognitive development SNewmann, 1970): Socialization theorists
.

,
,I, .

have been particulnrlyinterested in the ways in which cognitive Oilmen- .
.

'
n .

,
:

.
.

4

tial develops and-producei inquiring, thinking students. Fot example,
.

i
.

Bruner's (1960) research states that the process of thinking grows 'over

time as the variety of instructional techniques and opportunities within

1

the school environment art accessible to students.

The second major conceptwithin the developmental approat h is
.

,
1

affective growth. Here the moral mid emotional, development 134. students
...-

are of primary concerns The acquisition of values, attitudes and beliefs
0 , . .

are part of the developmental process. Kohlberg (1971)' and others have
i

.
...

developed theories of how youth acquire values and attitudes. ~They
-

, .
believe that students' capacity for moral reasoning can be expapded

,

.through experience-with valuing situations known as. moral dile as.

Research in this area arose out of a need to
.

integ6te affective

7 .
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Oroyth and development into the curriculum... During the 1960s, curricu-

*/

/lure projects' placed a great emphasis on cognitive skills. . Educators

i .

i

/have begun to recognize the need and potential for affective growth
li

1' through classroott and school governance patterns. Currently, several

.1
7 projects are operating which stress the acquisition of&valuing skills

and their applications.

The third concept under the developmental approach is the stage

theory of growth. This most often seen ase linear process, although

current research is indiatini its interactive cyclical nature.

, . #

Researchers who study both cognitive and,affective processes attempt to

plot stages through which tudents move and,factors which encourage or

inhibit, cognitive and affective development. Within this framework,
. .

learning activities And environments are constructed to facilitate'

movement to higher btages.

'The final*majorp,ncept involves identity,' In, Erikson's (194)

*,
terms, the concept of, identity-includes the self, the learning process,

. ,

and idedtif Mat ion with and through .o t hers. Here, the developmental
4 ,

' approach focuses on the Individual in a variety of dimensioni in' the
. _

development of a coherent-personality and A set ofrolebehaviOrs:
.., .

, . ._. .

Identity can be studied in personal or interactional terps. In the ratter
..,

case, the school becomes an important environment for the creation ofa

.

positive self-image. Organizational structures and learning experiences %.

are created in order to foster individual identity.

These concepfi.cAptain several implications for schooliovernahoe

8 I6
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and classroom climate. Certainly, people who follow the developmental

approach will focus on atudeuts as individuals within schools. Cover-

nance will be'determined in drder to influence students' developmental

patterns. Rules which regulate and those which offer opportunities will

be designed to enhance the potential for student development.

8ocialization Agents Approach

The second perspeetille on the socialization process is the agents

approach. Its focus is on people and institutions and is primarily con-

corned with the socialization agents in the educational, economic, and

political sectors. The classic research by Hess and Torney (1967)

reflects the influences that individuals and groups can have on students'

attitudes and behaviors. They infer from their data, for example, that

the school is the most influential political socialization agent with

respect to attitudes.about good citizenship, compliance with ruJas and

authorities; attachment to symbolarapd'institutions, ad independence

from partisan politics:

The major concepts within this approach are: institutions, roles,

and the relationships between agents and those who are being socialized.'

How the school operateias a total institutiog is of concern. The
,

school serves many functions that influence students. The level of

'bureaucracy, the systems of control, and the. flexibility of the environ-

went are all studied.

Institutional orgeniiationand the role each institution plays are of

<

.14

9
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primary interest. findings demonstrate that a wide variety of institu-

,tional agents are interactivethe home, the school, the Media, and

Community organizations (Remy, 1977). This approach definitely wide#s

the range of factors that affect and control students. It requires the

.

definition of a role for education within a complex set of inStitutions.

In the past, this role has not been well-defined, and schools have

assumed a wide variety of responsibilities in the socialization process.

'esearcIi findings have been contradictory regarding the school's

influence on students' attitudes fnd behaviors. It is apparently one of

a se* of socialization'influences. Yet the school's particular power

and pact are as yet -ill- defined. Langton and Jennings'(1968), for

example, found that the civics and government curriculum toad little or

no impact on political attitudes of students, except in the-case of

their 4ack subsamile. Ehnen (1972), howevei, found a positive relation-
_

ship between isocial studies courses and political efficacy and no dif-

. .. / . , A
ferential .racial effects. Identifying, the "hidden" curriculum of the

institution adds Another agent of socialization, .Very few studies,.

el

-'. 'however, have focused on multiple agents or discriminated among the

influences that different instit tions might have.
Jr

.

lk,
.

Another major concept in the sociafizition approach -involves the

role that individuals take in interacting with students. Here research-

ers have been concerned with the roles modeled by parents, teachers;
.

.media heroes and heroines, and political figures such as the Piiiident.

How these roles are taken by adult agenis and how students are socialized

fr

18
.10
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as a result is a major focus for study. Again, research results arg

confused. It is not clear what particular influences are distinguish-

-able across, for example, both teachers and parents, although it is clear

that they are both important role models for student development.

A final concept in this'approach focuses'on the relationship between

agents and those who are being socialized. Researchers are interested

in interaction patterns between parents add children, as well'as between

teachers and students. Reiteirch along these lines focuses on interaction

patterns in the classroom as well as those among students, teachers, and

administrators Oithin school settings. Findings reflect that both the'
,-#

quantity and the quality of interactions can impact dramatically

students' attitudes and bfhaviors (Ehman, 1969).

Implications of:the socialization agents approach for school gover-

nance and classroom climates are many. Those studying schogpts through

this approach would first look at those in charge and study them in terms

. .
. ,

of their impact4n students. The study of the principal, for example,
- . C

and his or her relationship to teacheri.and students would be a good
0

example of this approach to,socialization.

The approach Would-also imply, a focus on rules within the school
0

system. The total school environment, as well as classroom regulations,

would be examined. As rule-making agents, administrators and teacheFs

.would be a primary focus. The effeceofrules on interaction patterns

between these agents and students would he a major area for study.

The'approach would also call for widening the concept of education /

7
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and its potential impact to a variety of agents who share responsibility

for students' schooling. There is a current move to broaden the study
.:

of educational interactions to include the community, the home, the work-
.

place, and even the.mass media. All relevant socialization agents and

their interaction with students are open to investigation. For example,

Chaffee {1977) summarized the research to date relating mass communica-

tion to 'political behavior. One concldSion states that the mass media

constitute the principal source of political information for young

people. Children who pay close attention. to

more likely to discuss public affairs in the

nication is an important-factor that must be

news in the media Are also

home. Clearly, mess commu-

taken into account in con-

ceptualizing any system of political education.

A final impliationiof this approach to school governance/and class-

rooms

.

4

involv focusing on agents of socialization as ini4ators of
-..,

..

4 , ...e.,,

change. Ag- s are concerned about their impact on students and"Woyld
.

change their own Behavior in order to change students' behavior. Much

of school reform has focused on changing the agentsof socialization

rather than trying other means to make an impat on students' attitudes

and behaviors.

Democratic Systems Approach .

The last approach to be discussed is the democratic systems

'-
approach. It deals with the interaction of school and society, and

participation within the school system. Here the school is seen as a

12 20



practice arena for socializing students to assmme adult roles in the

democratic processes of the larger society. Ssudiesdone by EaAton and

Dennis (1969) reflect this particular-approach. The roles students play.;.

in school and society become a primary concern.

The major concepts in this approach are attitudes of suppott for,
$4

the democratic system, participation, representation and change. A

recurrent theme in a democratic theory is whether or not.support for.

democratic norms exists within society. Normative as well as descrip-

tive theories reflect this concern, Many researchers have attempted to

, ,.

determine Qhich socialization processes help facilitate support for
.., fr,''

democratic norms. ltindings reflect that a school's demotratitatiOn'may

or may not result in:supportive attitudes on the part of students.;

ricula designed to increase support for democratic principles have not
ft ' 4 4 0 'o. ., .1.

.

proven to increase adherence (Ellman, 1977)/Nhile support is geneRally

found in the abstract, little consensus exists in theapplication of

democratic principles in specific situations.

The second major. concept involves participation.. Those interested

ina democratic systems'approach focus on a controversy that has been

wide-ranging over the last decade. T1is controversy Involves the extent

and form of participation that is necessary for citizens to support. -the

democratic system. Some argue that participation is 9ot necessary on

the part of all citizens as long as segments of the public are informed

and vigilant (Dahl, 1956). On the other hand, otherteigue thatsome

forms of participation are necessary on the part of all citizens in order

a
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V '
to maintain` the demperatic'Wayeof life tl'ateman, 1970). This concept

a- a
involves looking at school's in terms of their socialization of sWdents1

, ,
- -0 - ....-

se
401011m" . for democratic participation both inside the classroom and in ger.461

'47
, . . ,,,

school4overnance. In this situation, student participation'in icipoI
'

AP
. 4.

governance an classroom organization Is considered to be an impOrtanix

.1

part of socialization training. 4:4

as I. A

It is worth noting here that patticipation has most' often beeton-,
.

Jer
sidered by.researchers as a one-way process. For example, administrators.

may "allow" students to,participate in student councils. 4In effedP;
4 -, 14s.,... .

,

they control the boundaries under which students Participate. Sesearch-4 .

.. e

ers are beginning to explore' more reciprocal reiationships.and thel4 ...i. :-.

.,,
$ - ..

,4, s

pact under the rubric ofthe idea of "6-production." Co-prlductiorik
.

4,

-i .
.

efforts.

.:4,
caves joint planning, decisibiraking, and implementation ft,0 '

/

*
,

*4
s 11.

It is to be hoped that some comparative work will soon begin on
4

the-.
4 , -4 4.

. .

dilferential impact of these two approaches on studw citIzanahlis `?: . l'

. . ,

.
, . ..

. .
..

. : :

. . $

activities. . .
q

.

. , . ,

Representation is anothe key concept involve in-tfilv approft . A..
.

Here thdre is a basic concern for studegts' righti and resPonlibfrreies .

.

.

itlhin the school aftd.general political system. How

sented becomes a majotfocus for study: Researchers

importance of students' rights and how representatiOn

stud4nts are repre- .

1
are recOgniziriQUe.:

impacts studental..
4 . .

' *vs-.
. 4,

.
.

direct participation in'school governance. t- ,

,

..1.
. -

. .s.
.

..

. ,

A final major concept within this approach involves lAumw. ,Here....
.

,

., '' ..'

researchers and practitioners havefocused on the need for citizent6
, .

. . .
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a
.

. . , ..
participate --4i in the system in bo,th formal and informal ways.

. ..

Changes within the school classroom which are student initiated become

nil:I6i focus of attention. The impact of such activity on students',

4,
attitudes and behaviors is included.

The implication:54°r utilizing the democratic systems approach for

/~tederstanding school governance and classroom climates are several. On

the one hand, governance questions focus onthe society and'theneed for

support of gineril societal norms thiough attitudes and participation.

..On the other hand, epecific kinds' of citizen iarticipation and training

becorlie an important focus. Both thn micro- and macro-socialization

aspects of democraticaletems would be at the heart of an study that

included a democratic systems approach. -

'q't democratic sysaissapproach Also tendd to,focus on preparation

"te

for the future. In this sense, both school:Vvernanie and classroom
lk

eavirdnaent prepare future citizens forsparticipatiop ift,the democratic

system. They would be concerned about the fUture'shape of the democratic

ft>
system and how citdian participation would impact upon it.

governance would also be viewed in terms of participation. Rere

the entire question of who governs or which citizens govern is a major

-case in poiqx. Implications for -schoOl governance would inclide raising

questioni as to appr opriate participation and representation in school

policy as well as in classroom decision-making.

, -

The approach also raises a major issue of control and how leader-

follower relationships are, conducted in a democratic system. Row much

23



control and for what purpbses is an essential question here. The

socialization process which builds support may or may not be One which

results from control of or by a'given set of people.

All these different approaches have a great deal to say about how

schools, administrators-and teachers treat students. In the first in-
. e.

stance, the developmental approach, students are the subjecrofgover-

nance qmestions. Their developmental needs are.of primary concern. In

the second approach, socialization. agents are concerned with their o

behaviors and relationship to students: In the democratic systems ap-
.

. -

proach, student's are part of a group that extends beyond the sohOol and
4

. 0

their preparation focuses on larger societal purposes t In each case,-
- $usje will be treated differently within the school system and within'

.
..

.

the classroom and will be prepared 'for different types of roles within'

society. ...

The implications, for research Are great, as are those for practice.
, ..

e whole question of school change is raised, the issues of who

gOverns that change and who reforms whom are ma.lor ones. Uhether these

issue are adminisiratiov,,curricular or community related; the extent

.

to which education 0 a collabOrative procesd, concerned with both
I

1 ,

students and professionaleducators, is influenced dramatically by the
. M .

type of apprOach employed.'

24
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Issues in School and Classroom Governance -

.
, .

We all know that elaige part of problem 'solving depends oh the

perspective that is. taken by those involved in the process. Often, basic

value assumptions and structural questions rematn'hidden from view. We

have seen that there are real differences in socialization approaches

s.

and in their Implications for schwa and claistoom governance. Our,

purpose here is to demonstrate how generic governance /eves can be

".
.handled differentially depending 6n the approach that ii'Used,. and to

propose an integrated, ecological' approach to problem solving.

Roles.of the School

One prominent issue in school and classroom' goVernance is the role-

of the school in student learning. As societies have b. ecome
4
more com-

.4

4.

plex, the school has takenion new responsibilities. .Academic and voca.-,
, . .-

voca-

tional preparation, social training and the preparation of citizens, and

the teaching of humanistic` values have all become part'of ,the school's

role.

The variety of ptirposes and goals for the school poses a governance
.,

I

problem. now shhools statepurposes and goals can be influenced drama,

tically by the perspective that is taken. Suppose, for example,, that

school administrators ,or teachers decide to ,provide quality
.

education.

.

Their ?exception of what is qtiality education could vary depending upon

the particular socialization approach that they ased. Using adevelop-

--mental perspective might lead them tq focud on student competencies.

17
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..

They would. probably view the goals .of the school in toms of the. cogni-
..,.

ilveand affective characteristics of their students.
.

From en agents perspective, the entire problem would look very
-

different. School administrators 4ouldbe concerned about their behavior

and the pgrOses.andlgoalk that are fulfilled in administration. A goal

e .

of 'improving communication between administratofs and eachers in the

,,
. -

',school would fall uncier this c lassification, as would-a teacher's goal .

-.:
. 1 . -. ..

to. proVide.more inquiry activity in his oroher classrobm. Under a demo-

cratic systems perspective, however, purposes and goals would relate.to
, 6

larger dbmmunity or societal issues. Goals such as preparing knowledge-
,

able citizens would fall under thin classification. ThUe, we see that

the role of the school and the object of school governance would be

different depending on°the socialization perspective whieh was taken.

'Although issues of purpose can be confronted directly by socializa-

tion a0proaches, °some questions Are-altogether avoided. For example,

none of the apprdichis-helps,in answering questions of student needs as

A

.. perceived by the students themaelles. None of the socialization ap-

proaches provple'flbottont-up"'straellt4. They'are all concerned with'

_-____ 1011.

witat happenevhenla given...set offactors operates on the individual or
'

t

on theonit of analysis. They do not consider how the self-declared
4

needs of students can impact bn school governnce.
.1%

One .curtent program, the Scbool Environmental)Impact Vfogram, at

Indiana University, is.designieto surface a set of strategies for school

.geiternance based on students' needs.
1

An array of needs are, being.

I
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identified, ind strategies fors responding to those needs are being

addressed.. Such .o} program does not take any of the three socialization.

. perspectives, but begins with the articulat .needs of the student as a

factual bise for developing! programs which will. serve those needs. This
1

perspective. is not within the purviekof socialization approaches,

although consideration of the reverse direction of ylost soci alization....,
_ K

theories'oan
,

help'to:guide such inquiry in the development of workable

strategies for meeting student needs in schools.

Goverdance. Structures
6

16

second significant issue which is often raised in school and-,class-.

4

rooM governanceinvolves the structure of the school or the classroom

and its fit to the needs of the participants.. Surely this issue is

handled differently depending on the apprbach one takes. Many of the
. . ,

,

individualistic teaching strategies, for ,example, grow out of develop-
. .,

. . , 1,

mental socialization theOries and certainly are implied by their findings.

The same is true -of school learnitig centers and modular scheduling

designed to fit the needs of individual students.

On the other.hand, when the agents approach is used, a.great many

different types of structures are developed in order.to inlet administra-
t

,

4 ' tore and teachers' managerial, needs.- Scheduling and school responsi-

bilities for teachers are one example; another example would-Wthe.
.

N

classroom which is structured to fit the teacher's needs f

A systems approach would necessitate an entirely different governance

19-
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structure. In this case it would be determined in terms of the fit of

the school structure to the general society or community, and the fit of

the classroom to. -the school. A set of interlocking. structures which

serve the interests of the more general. system would be considered.

i
: _- ,

e
Classroom structure, for example, would reflect general school and sys-

temic processes in a society, and teachers would attempt to'model

societal roles. 4

With this issue, too, there are several questions unanswered by any
0

of the socialization approaches. Although a great deal of attention.has

been paid to the democratization of schools, few schools:mould be con-
.

sidered democracies: .A laigei question of whether or not nondemo-
,

cratiC structure of the schoOl makes a measurable 'difference in student

attitudes orfiehaviors, or their future societal roles, is left unan-='.,'

swered by socialization research under any of the perspectives.

Several studies have demonstrated contradictory results. One study

conducted by Ehmaa and Gillespie (1974) demonstrated that both, elite

(meaning top-down) school organizations and participant (meaning consen-

sual decision - malting) organizations have positive effects on students!*
1* ,

attitudes and participatory behavior. Although the participant struc-
-,

tures promoted a greater degree of positive attitudes and participation,

the relationship between the degree of authority and control elerciesed

.

in tie school and positive outcomes in terms of students;otrudt, integra-lt

I i

tion, efficacy and participation bits was curvIllnear rather than

linear do the, democratization cont uum. These tipes of results need to

w 28
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be explore Socialization approaches do not take such questions into

account.

Nor do existing socialization' approaches confront the questitlav
A

the long-term impact of school structure or classroom governance.
. ,

have no idea, for example; whether or not authoritarian governadi *rue-

tures have a llri-term authoritarian impact on their participants.

Longitudinal studies which trace attitudis and behaviors of students
,

over extended periods of time are needed before we can recognize the

impact of,the structure of school or classroom governance on particip

within the school community.

Governance Processes

--,A. third issue revolves' around, the ppiTess of governance. This is

always a problem ill schools. Key'questions of representation and parti-
. ..

cipatiowlire constantly being tested and retested in most schools; They

are often tested in' classrooms.

Most of the socialization approathes provide scant attention to
P

p;
process variables. The systems approach Probably offers the most direct

focus on processes. Gibelrally, studies have found thpt participation

improves the process of governance in schools. Students, teachers, and

administrators all directly benefit from their involvement in decision-

makitng (Eirst,'1472). What is, not clear is what'impact different gover-

nance strategies have. If, for example; a majority rule is used in

teacher meetings rather than a more excldaive decision process, it is not

:*
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clear what sho-rt- or long-term difference the rule makes for teachers'.

attitudes and behaviors.

Even. the systems approact.leaves. out key questions which are impor-

tent In any overview of school and classroom governance processes.

Questions about what types of participation are appropriate for various

participants in the school community are left unaddressed by socializa-

tion theories. Key roles that individuals might take in school or

classroom governance are left to speculation or determined by values

rather than by idequite research findings. The question-of the roles

schools play in training students for participation is also left unan-

swered.

-
One recently published program, American Government: Comparing

l'Olitical Experiences (Gillespie and Lazarus, 1979), teaches 12th grade

atudents specific participation skills. It is the first course of ita

type in American government -that systematically attempts to teach poli-

tical participation competencies. We will only knowthrough long-term

atudies wh-\//ethow or not student entry into the process of classroom

governance has an impact. The same applies to school governance, Unless

. speCific experiment auch as the government course described above, are
J

designed in"such a way that atudents can takee real part in the process

of school governance, we will not know what the long-term imact is, nor
ob.

will we-be able to distinguish important and productive rolet'for parti

cipants.

A second major process question which remains rargely unresolved by

22
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socialization research deals with how such participation in the process

of governance is important to the development of habits of participation.

Although the democratic systems approach brings this issue to the fore-

front, the degree to which someone needi to participate in a school

environment in order to develop important habits for societal roles is

not addressed by the democratic systems literature.

Currently, the Energy Education CurriculumProject in the State of

Indiana
2

is attempting to develop a K-12 curriculum to,improve habits of

energy conservation among students. The curriculum stresses the develop-
.

meat of competencies in individual and group decision - making and partici-

pation on energy issues. Data from this program may give some informs-
,

tion about how habits ireformed and haw they are sustained through

school environments; yet there is no coiiiiable study from *MIT national;
k

state, or local curriculum efforts. 'Therefore, the questioit o, how to

develop sustained participationOlabits remains,

School Change

A fourth set of questions surrounds the subject of change inAchool

and Classroom environments. Socialization theories have been rightly

categorized as static and,supportive of the status quo. Even the most,

dynqmii of them do not take into account changes in institutions that

occur over time. Without some type of change theory built Into sociali-

zatien processes, they will be of little use to those who. wish to underl

stand socialization approachesto governance, ors to those who wish to

23
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practice change in the schools.
414

There are several questions which highlight the barriers to approach-

ing problems of .change. Regardless of which socialization perspective

is chosen, problems of aggregation face'those interested in school

governance. Suppose; for example, that we have an image of the ideal

democratic polity. Suppose further that.," have an idea of how schools_

socialize individuals into that polity. We are still ope rating on two

levels. There is a macro or systems level, and the other is a micro or

individual level. We do not yet know how people aggregate in order to

make a systemic impact. Vntil.new theories, findings, and practices

dealing:withproblems of aggregation and size can be articulated,:the

question of how to.train an individual for asocial role which depends

upon group impact, either in a formal' group or in an aggregate, will not

be tesolVed.

A second set of problems involves longitudinal analysis.' Research

conducted over long periods of* is needed in order to allow research-

ere to'describe change processes as well as to explain them, both on the

individual and the macro level. Until studies of long-term change are

done, those who wish to Improve and sustain long-term patterns of helm,-
.

ioettill be at a loss as to the change dynamic which allows for the

support or change of institutional structures.

m I
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An Ecological Approach

All of the perspectives and issues that have been raised here have

led U. to probe for a way that socialization approaches might be recon-

t

ceptualized. The need for integrationsof these approaches is obvious;

no single socialization theory will provide an adequate theoretical or

practical base for the solution of problems in school governance and

classroom climate.

One possible integrative approach may be termed ecological. Norm-
..

ally, one
a
thinks of the environment when one thinks of ecology, and

indeed, the socialization process does take place in both formal and in-
,

formal environments inside and.outside the schdol. In effect', rules-of

governance are part of the schoolti environment, but so are the physical

facilities, the mobility patterns of administrators, teachers, and stu-

dents, and other aspects of both the building and the symbolic enyiron-

ment. Therefort4 when we talk about an ecological approach as integrating

sevezal socialization approaches, it is important
.

to consider that the

ecology,of.schools includes physical, psychological, symbolic, and inter-

actional environments.
3

Au ecological approach would include a focus on Individuals and

their development. Major, questions would involve developmental patterns

and whether or not they are in harmony or in.discord with thkenvironment

of schools or classrooms. Individuals, in effect, would be the points

os.the map thrOugh which we would plot the ecology o/ schools. Looking

at itstandard map, we might think of thf cities as representing. individuals.

25
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The environment in and of itself would be an important factor. Here

we integrate the systems approach to focus on rules and processes of

government as part of the environment )3 which individuals interact. The

divisions in the environment ari the "gaze through which individuals ve
tv -/

and are of major significance. looking again at a map of the United

States, for example, the environment of institutions could be seen as

the state boundaries; the rules would.regulate both ithid-state and

between-state activities.

We would also be concerned with interaction. Ineffect; through

group processes, interactions provida the cement between the individual

and his or her environment. In this way, agents of socialization'would

be important as they provide role models for interactions with other

individuals. Thi interactional ecology would provide the road haOs

between individuals, with the boundaries set by the school environment.

Carrying the map analogy further, the interactional part of the znviron-

sent would be represented by the communication lines existing between

cities within and among states.

As has been shown, the ecological approach takes in all three

socialization approaches and provides findings which take a holistic view

orprocesles of school governance and practices in the classroom.

The integrative function of this approach can be further illustrated

by looking at Susie, a typical middle school student. Under this ap-
WO'

proach, Susie would be viewed ae interacting in a larger enlitronment.,

Her development would be seen as inflUenced by and influencing &larger)

Z6
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interectiohol network of which sheNe a part. The network would be 2

fluid, dynamic set of interlocking relationships with friends, family,

school participants, and other socialization agents. Systemic rules;

both formal and informal:, that govern her attitudes and Behaviors would

be of major concert!.

4

The ecological approach focuses on two major concepts which 'will

aid our,desire to provide a more multidimensional, holistic approach to

socialization studies. Indeede one major concept is thatt,ef integration,

in this case between people and their environment. A second iitnificant,

concept involves the human and nonhuman resources which can'be'used to

improve the quality of that integration, Researchers and practitioners

.

alike often segment their thinking about schools and Undetutilize the

resources available to thee," Per these reasons, an ecological, approach

could add measurably to socialization research and schoorpraciice.

As these ideas demonstrate, the ecological approach can - provide

.

integration for a variety of sorialization theories. Although the eco-

logical perspective itself is relatively well-developed, it.has not been

applied to socialization processes. It is our belief that integrating

ecological and socialization perspectives could provide,a dynamic and

important contribution both to understanding the socialization of indivi-'

duals and groups, and'to the study of the ecology of schools.

r
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Conclusion

0
10,

One obvious, yet important, g$neral conclusi on to this review is

that socialisation theories are to be effectively utilized under..

stand chool governance and classroom climate, they need to be-related

in some way to educational theories. Although we have created. some

vague 'relationships here, no one has really at empted to inquire system-

atically into possible patterns of correspondence between the two. Verit

example, do developmental approaches imply humanistic, individualistics:,

or programmed approaches to instructibn? Da democratic theory apprachei.

imply participant forms of education in which students aiultemichers

jointly determine educational goals? Thinking through poss ible patterns

of correspondence would greatly enhance the piptAnbial of any'socla/iza-
. .

tion approach.

There are agreat mony'rhsearch implications stem from this

review. For research purposes, it is clear that studies should.focUs

on'the dynamics of the socialization probews and combi nl, perspectives,
.

across various socialisation approaches. Researchogo be realistic and

usable* should also include people from the schools in its design,

administration, and implementation.
,

' If research were undertaken using an ecological aPproadh'wtth a

socialisation basis, new findings about sosialitation dynamics would IA

possible. At this point; there is very little known alloutfilledIntmsica

of growth or change in school environments or in .school claim:moil. .0.ply

through this combination of approaches could we discover the main change

28.36
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processes from a holistid perspective.

In terms of practice, the study indicates that sheer rareness of

+socialization processes by school personnel is important. Oitce aware-
.

ness is created, however, it is important to see socialization not as a

static phenomenon, but rather as a dynamic one. School personnel need.

to be at aware of long-term changes that are occurring in stlirlents and

other participants-in-The school community as they are of the knowledge

or cognitive gains that are measured by achtevement'factors. Finally,

a variety of factors need to.be considered by school educators because

theachootia only one part of the socialization process. More attention,*

. needs to be paid on a practical level to education going an in churches,

.-places of work, and other.comiliiin#, iestitntiOhs."-'

Again, the ecological approach could help school practitioners to

real4ze to a much greater extent the physical, psychological, and soCfo-
.

dynamic aspects of their environment. If researeh were conducted from

this perspective, it could' contribute explanatory recommendations for,

school change, as well as suggest ways to improve school environments to

fit the maximum potential of administrators, teachers, and students.

4 The ecological approach is certainly not the only solution to the

problem of the integration of socialization theories, yet it bears'

special attention given its integrative function and its explanatory

potential. We look f6rward to a fut:fe when ecological studies with a
.

.

socialization basemill.serve moth* basis for q critique such as this

. one, so that we oan see whether s new approach will fill Important gaps

29
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in understanding and help the pract e of education in schobls. After
4

all, without both the research and the practical application, socializa-''

Pion theories will kemain.topics for conferences rather than operational ,

aids for improving edUpation.

s 4.
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4,
Public Instruction.. Fpr fdrther information, contact the Director

at the following address: Program for Educational Policy and

Change, Workshop on Political Theory and Policy Analysis, 814 East

Third Street, Bloomington, Indiana 47405.
V

2. ,The Energy Education Curriculum Project is directed by Judith .k

Gillespie at die Program in Educational Policy) and Change at Indiana

University. The Program is; unded by the Ind4anirpepartment of'

Public Instruction. kor further information, contact the Director

at the following address: grogram 'in Edlicational Policy and Change,

.Workshop on Political Theory and Policy Analysis, 814 East Third

,Street; Bloomington; Indiana 47405. .

3. The best articulation of the ecological approach to thefitudy of

schools we have found is in Lee F. Anderson, The Ecology of Politi-

cal:Education In the United States, paper dpltxered at the Conference.

41

on Political Education in the Federal Republic of Gernikny and the

United, States, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, September,

1975.-
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THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN:.

CHALLENGES IN TODAY'S.WORLD

David Elkind

Eliot-Pearson Department of Child Study

Tufts University
"te

The:issue of children's rights CI a very large topic and one that

can be addressed from many differeneperspectives. This is true because

children have many different seXa.:ef rights: political, social, legal,

VO
human, and scf on. Eachof these sets of rights is important and poses

, l
,

challenges in today's world. AfthOugh I wish that*I were able to speak
'.,.% . -. ..

, .

toothese many different set of rights, that is beyond my range of
_-

,
. el,

'. 1 .....' , 0 a

pempetence. I am A developmental,psychologist and the only domain I can
i .,

. At. .

\-.-aidress wittilmeortty-is that of children's psychological rights: It
.1. A v

is thee psychological rights that will be the foci:. of this presentation.

..-

Before gtoceedingAto that discussion, howeVer, it might bd well to

say soneWaig about the concept of rights inigeneral: As tAaderstand .

.

the 'conceit of OlOtti, it ball to do with entitlement, with birthrights,

with whaie is due 'inchildren as a consequence of iheit existence as human

beings. The challenge which any set ofrights:Coses,then, is hoe'to

ensure that clifIdven receive what is chair due, that to which they are

entitled.,Accordingly, in talking about children's.plychirlogical rights,

we 'must begin with their psychological entitleneit kthei look at the
0

challenges which that entitlexent imposes.
As

35 .
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. Chirdren's Psychological Rights
40,

dt:.,
From

411
a developitental point of view children can be said to be

growing; &wing and showing individuals. Children grOw in ability, in

ohs
knouledgetAn skill, in Sensitivity, tact, understanding, and much more.

Children are also knowing individuals inasmuch as they are continually

ling to make wile out of the physical and social worlds in which they

live. Finally, childen are showing individuals in the sense that they
,

ress or to:represent to others og esq of their growth,

of their attempts to make sense out o their world.- Talking, writing,

dancing, ainting, and adulptingare but some of the ways childien
s' 0 . 4

.

demonstrate their-symbolizing natUre.

It smut reasonable...therefore, to suggest that these basic

psychological prbpenaities of Children be considered rights and that

children are entitled to their realization, If we accept that children

have a right to grow, to know and to show, what challenges does the

future pose to their realiT/SiiOn? In answering this question I will limit

thediscUssion to our AAricaiiexperienCe. This ia necessary not'only for

reasons of apace but also becauaeYthildren's psychologica rights are

d'onceived differently in different sdtietiea.

The Right to Grim. 0
As suggested earlier, the child's right to grow has many different

' I"facets: intellectual, personal, and social. To my mind some of these

rights to grow are in particular danger today, and it 1.1s'these that I want

to talk about in de ail. 'First(, there is the child's right to grow as a

T

V .
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totality which is challenged by professional differentiation. Second,

there is the child's right to growet his orher own pace and time that

is challenged by a misreading of our American value system. We need to

address each oft ese rights in turn.

The right to grow as a totality. At a recent national conference

for child development researchers, I.became increasingly uneasy as I sat

through session aft session, of research reports. There were discussions
411

of memory, of setamemory: of space, time, perception, language and social

cognition. I wasvery impressed by the elegance of the research designs

and tht sophistication of the conceptualizations. What I missed was any
a

sense of a child as a totality and any recognition that the nature of
/'

memory, metamemory and so on,:thight be very much influenced bywthall"
P

o.
character 8Ntliat totality. To be sure, for researchpufposegOt is

necessarf to deal with spttific dimensions and thid\research focus dots b'

little practical harm'so 164 as the researchers refrain,...feem. making

practical sug cations. Where the lack of recognition of the child is a

growing Lotality Much more pernicious is thewwbole area of children

with apecial needs. A personal experience may help to exemplify what I

mean. Some years ago, I had the good fortune to visit ',small residential
0

. .
school for emotionally troubled young people. The facility was run by a

tusbst)and wife team. He was a retired, successful auro'executive and

she was a gifted psychiatric social worker. Together they created, in the

mountains of Colorado, one of the most.succsisful therapeutic environments,

0 / have eter seen.

11411141441.
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The Ingredients of that environment were easy to see, if not to

duplicate. First, there were the personalities of the two people who.

. were strong,, gifted and caring. Then there was the family. atmosphere.

They boys helped with the farming, the animal husbandry and the household

chores. The former auto executive took the lead and taught them the

basics of farming and mechanics. He and his wife together offered

regular sessions devoted to formal schooling. And in the evenings, they

provided their own entertainment with games, music, storytelling, and

reading,

Not long after.I visited, the husband died of a heart Attack, The

) facility was taken,over by a younger couple who obtained grant support and

br7.4ht in teachers, counselors, and therapists. In the new setup, a

farier taught the boys to farm, a teacher taught them to-read-rand-m.7-
. .

counselor taught them to-play. Each function became identified with a

different person. Moreover, each person, teacher, farmer, or counselor

understandably felt that his or her contribution had the major therapeutic

effect. Infact, of course, the success of the program diminished

,significantly.

I have seen this happen in other settings. I think what happens is

;hat professional dif.firentiation of children's services-can take place

at the expense of the child's right to gro4 as a totality. Children

**some attached toronty a fei adults, anctthis attachment is a prime'

motivation for socialization, including schooling. When that attachment

is divided among many adults, its motivating power is lost. In addition,

45
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and equally important, the child loses an opportunity to be treated as a

whole person, the primary means by which childreh can come'tb think of

themselves as whole people, too.

The threat to children's right to grow as totalities (particularly

those children with special needs) isalso threatened by our tendency to

think Of children in terms of labels. I recall visiting a lab school

for learning disabled children. Thorns were small and contained little

else besides a few desks and a blackboard. In each room a teacher worked

Intently with the. children on math, or reading or writing. When I

wondered out loud about he absence of color, plants, animals, and

manipulative materials, I was told that these would distract the'

children from their learning.

Although this example is perhaps an extreme case, it highlights.the

tendency to teach to a child's labelled deficits, not to the child. We

become so concerned with remediating a part, that we forget thewhole.

But a child is,not a disembodied deficit nor is a deficit that concrete

embodiment of a child. The concentration on a child's deficiencies,
a

vb

however Well.:intentiiled, Violates the child'S right to grow, and function

as a totality. Wecanhelp such children best by recognizing their

strengths as well as their weaknesses, their feelings as well as their

verbal responds, and their need for play and creative expression as well

as for work.

Our language is unfortunate in the sense that it places the adjective

before the noun. We speak of the deaf child, the blind child, the speech
°A

handicapped or the learning disabled child. Language suggests an order of

46'
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priority which is contrary to thechild's right to grow es a totality.

But language is a servant, not a master, and should not determine,our

practice. In MesiachuaatEs, we_speak of children with'special needs.

That, to me, puts the priorities where they should be, the child first

. and the speciality second. ;Language is much easier to change than

children and whilechangea in language use will not cure the problem I

have described, /_think it is an important and easily adopted corrective.

The child, then; has a right to grow as a totality. Two challenges

to this right to grow as a whole person are the differentiation of

professional services for children on the one hand and the diagtostic'

labelling and treatment of children on the other. To be sure, professional

differentiation is important but it may go too far, to the point where it

benefits the professionals more than the clftldren served. In the same

way diagnostic labelling is valuable so long as the needs of the whole
A

child areleptin mind. It is only when the label, the part, is taken.for

the child, the whole, that damage is done. The challenge for the future

Is to ensure that the continued, professionalization of services for

children and more refined diagnostic categories do not threaten their
s.

right to grow as total persone.

The right to grow at one's own rate and pace. Wetmust, I think, admit

a peculiar paradox in modern society. Prior to Darwin, men believed in

their divine origin and rejected any kinship to animal species. ;Yet, at

the same time, people in preindustrial societies were very well aware of

their biological nature'anyd accepted it with a certain zestful vigor.

47,
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Today, in our post industrial age we know very well that we are descended
O

from apes and Om, animal lineage is well established. But; perhaps because
IRO

modern society is so far removed front nature, we often ignore our biology

and treat ourselves and others as if we were machines, not organismic

beings.

This is particularly true psychology and education. In

psychology, for example, the tremendous impact originally made by Piaget

is already blunted. We hear, from respectable voices, that the concept of

stages is passe, that infants can do what Piaget said only children can do,

and that growth is nothing more than the gradual accretion of knowledge.

In education, too, the concern with the problem of the match, as J. McV.

Hunt called it, is no longer considered relevant. There is no need to

match the child's abilities with appropriate curriculum materials; all one

,needs to do is teach skills, snd these can be taught as early as you wish.

"Let's get back to the basics of curriculum and ignore this child develop-

ment rubbish."

tHow easy it is to forget that we sre biological as well as spiritual

beings. Piaget noted this tendency in what he called "the American

-question"; if most children attain a certain stage at age six, how can we

get them to attain it at age four? Yet, we know that it takes an infant

nine months to mature in the womb snd no one, to my knowledge, has argued

that we should' accelerate that process. I have not heard anyone say, well,

if it usdilly takes nine months, why can't it get to happen in seven

'months, or three months. Yet" once the baby is out of .the womb, ewe seem

to loseour awareness that growth takes time.,While we are merely impatient

4
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thethe time it takes for children to learn to walk and to talk, we are

absolutely champing at the curriculum bit that will get them to acquire

cogniti e athletic and social skills early.

We see this eagerness in the current efforts to teach math and

reading at even younger ages,._at the introduction of team competitive

sports in the elementary school grades, and at.the dress and hair styles

.of children that are miniature replicas of those of their parents. We

want children to grow up fast intellectually,emotioaally, and socially

and we refuse to recognize that the constraints on growth, which operated

within the womb, cdhtinue to operate outside it.

Consider just a few facts. .The body configuration of the presChool

child is quite different from that of adults. Preschool children are

mostly head; it makes up about a fourth of their body size. Bones and

muscles are not fully formed and remain soft. luny 'Motor' coordinations are.

far from well established and children have trouble walking a balance beam

and throwing and catching a ball. Children also tend to have tunnel

-e
vision and to be unresponsive to 'visual stimuli in the periphery of their

visual field. I mention these facts because they are so often forgotten

when preschool,children are treated as if they were fully formed.

Wheime comes this pressure to grow up fast, this violation of.

children's right to grow at their own rate and pace? It comes in part, as

I have suggested, from our modern tendency to deny our biological nature

despite--or maybe because of--Darwin. But it has other roots as well.

These lie in some misinterpretations of our American value system. The

problem lies, or so it seems to me, in a misunderstanding of the concept
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that "All men are created equal." The founders of this country meant this

in a4litical and a legal sense. All people are equal under the law.lend

should have equal access to education, jobs, and property regardless of

race, creed or religion.

Unfortunately, this political and legal doctrine, which_is,the bedrok

orour democracy, has been made into a psychological postulate as well. It

has been interpreted not as meaning equal access under the law, but equal

-,ability and talent. Consequently; in our society, it is regarded as

immodest to admit talent or ability. What one can admit to is hard work.

' access is 99% perspiration and only 1% inspiration." Achievem nt is a

function of motivation, not ability or talent. If you don't succeed in our

society, it is because you didn't work hard enough, you didn't' want it

'enough. For adults, this mi#construed egalitarianism may be pOelpful

rationalization for the inevitable failures encountered in duk. society.

This psychologicalization of the equal rights doctrine becomes

pernicious when it is extended to children. The denial of limits .based on

differences in ability and talent in adults gets translated into a denial

of limits and constraints grounded in age differences in Children. Age

differences in achievement among children are treated asif they were

individual differences in achievement among adults. As inthe case of

adults, the differences are looked upon as evidence of diffeient

experiences, and motivations rather than differences in ability and talent'.

But adults do vary in talent and ability and children at}different age-',
/

.. ..

levels are different in their intellectual competencies. It is not un-

American to recognize differences in individual talents and abilities. 'It

50
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.

'It 1

in un-American to deny anyone the opportunity to realize and expreseihose

abilities and talents. So it is not unpatriotic Ito say that there are

limits to what children can do physically, motorically, intellectually

and socially. It must be understood that children are born equal under

the law, but not upon the delivery table.

Instead -of engaging,our efforts in concerted attempts to deny the

limits set by maturation and development-so much time, effort, money and

intelligenci is wasted in that enterpriae - -we might better put our

energies into ensuring that children have opportunities. under this law to

,

realize their individual differences. TO instill in teachers, parents,
9

administrators and legislators a knowledge and a respect for the limits

set by our biological nature is the real challenge children's right to

grow at their own pace add in their own time.

! The Right to Know

Children are knowing individuals in the sense that they are

continually trying make sense out of /the world in which they live.

Making sense out of the world means putting it into a conceptual framcworlo

that has logical consistency and order. Children, perhaps even more than

adults, need a predictable.world that follows rules and social conventions.

Although we, as adults, acknowledge the Child'sright to become acquainted

with this world, we sometimes fail to allow children to make aenee out of
.

the world in theivown way. It is my belief that a child's right to

know in his or her own way is every bit as-imeortant as tht right to know

itself.

14
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There are at least three ways in which we as adults interfere with

children's right to know in their own way. One way is ourlsilure to

differentiate between Affective andcognitive interests. Another is our

4
failure to diitinguis 11-16 etween individual and collective knowledge, and

the third is the failure to distinguish between the child's-conception

of riltity anour own. These confusions present the reattchallenge to,

the child's right to make sense out of the world,inshis or her way.

Before proceeding, it is necesqpry,to qualify the nOtion'that a

child has a right to knoW"it his or her own way. Like all rights, that

right is relative, not absolute. The child does not, indeed should not,
:9. . ,,

4.
. \

learn everything in his or her .own way. A child should not learn to
4 r *

.

avoid fire by being burned or to stay out of Oe
%

street,by being hit by'_

a car. Th is much that children' ed-to be taught about the physical

: .
.

and social world So the idea that childreh have a right to learn in

their own way is of an argument against adult intervention. It is,an

argument fogtaking the child's ways df knowing into account whenever we
t 4

\,engage in i struction.

The child's affective and cognitive interests. Perhaps one,of the

most widespread chhlenges to the child's right 'iOknow fin hii or her own

way is'the confusion between the child's affective 'and cognit4ve

interests. It is particularly troublesome because,it often appears to

be progressive teaching. Consider the following, quite common e*ample

Some preschool bdys haVetbecome enamoured of dinosaurs. They want'tO
.

,

_hear stories about dinosaurs, look at'pictures of and play

. ,s .i
9 0.

..0.

V 0
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.

a
with plastic replicas of dinosaurs. Quite understandably, the teacher

-

wants t6Ebuild upoil this spontaneous interest to'instruct children in

concepts that-will benefit ,their school learning lie or she wants the

children. to. appreciate something of the size of dinosaurs, something'

.

about how long ago they lived, wh, they failed to survive and so on. The
.

, I

idea df building on children's spontaneous interests BONS to make such

,t . ,
, good.padagogical.sensethat to question it would almost loippear as heresy.

But we must question because it reflects a fundamental confusion betiften
.

the chiles affectiviinterests (the need to deal with emotional

conflicts) and the child's cognitive interests (the need to exercise a A (

'matu;iftg ability) .

Why, after allj are preschool children, interested in dinosaurs? My

, . guess is that it is for the same reasons that they are interested in

. witches and ogres, fairy godmothers and handsome princes. We don't try

cto teach around stories about witches and ogres because we recognize that

they have dynamic, symbolic significance for children. So, too, do.
,

, ,

dinosaurs. Children are interested in dinosaurs because they symbolize

..

power and size" that are nonetipleds- distant and which the children ai"N

able to coptrol. Dinosauts.allow children to.work through, in a symbolic

way, power struggles with the giants in their world. The,proof of this
. .

is that once the issue is resolved, children drop dinosaurs as swiftly as

',they, pled thee up.
...

,

. thildren, then, are interested in.dinosaurs for dyhamic, not Imee
..,

curiicvlar-reasons. To build curriculum content. into the dinosaur

°

. ,,
.

it

.

I
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'interest prevents the child from knowing ebout them in his or her own
.

way. Although teachers can feed the child's interest in dinosaurs with

books, pictures and models,_ the interest should not be transformed into

a lesson plan. Although. the child may learn something cognitively

from classifying dinosaurs, the real value of this interest lies *Its

cathartic power. We must be careful not to deprive children of the
4

syneolic significance of their affective interests by overetructuring

the activity.

This confusion between affective and 'cognitive interest helps.to

explain a lot of the poor curriculom in our schools. For example,

first grade.children may express en,inierestin learning about the

planets that the aecond gripers are studying. But this is an affective,

not a cognitive interest. They want to do what the next.age group is

doing and don't haVe a clue as to wbat.plan ets are all about. They 4on4t,'4

by the'way, have a aloe to what planets are all about-e'ven after they

have studied them in second!grade. Planeta - -the size, diatance and so

on- -are simply too abitract for young elementary school children to

understand.

There are, however, manycognitive interests that children d6 display
. . .

and that are appropriate to build upon in a curricular way. When young
. .

, .. .
.

children begin to count and use quantity terms, they show that they are
_ . ..

eager, and ready to get into measuring activities. 'Children's fascination
4

. ' . .
.

_ , . .
_witb how things work is an abiding cognitive interest that one can build

. . . .

upon in a curricular way. So, too, children's curiosity, about animals,

. '

Ir.

plants and nature in general provides a riah e iXorosy \ of cogait ve--
-,
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interests upon which to'bUnd curriculum projects. Building curriculum

around cognitive interests is. the epime of good teac ing.
,.4**

How, one might.ask, can yoti tell affective interests from cognitive

s

ones? Usually the content of.affectivelinterests is inappropriate to

the child's cognitive level. Dinosaurs and Indians are removed from what

.children can understand, and use to nourish their cognitive growth. The

Sear Wars materials, Superman, and Tarzan are all of that genre. They

have primarily affec )tve, not cognitive, significance. .In contrast;

940gren's collections, or their concern with building or with learning

144
about and aariag for animals are activities that can nourish their

e
4

'budding cognitive abilities.

IP

It would be a mistake, of to make too strong a line between

7ognitive and affective interests. Clearly the.activities generated by.

affective interests often yield cognitive gains. Likewise, activities

initiated by children's cognitive interests may have positive emotional

benefits. But there is a difference and that is whe1e talented teaching
,

and parenting comes in. When.to .fertilize an activity and when to pru*

it are delicate. decisions that gifted child.watchers 1P rn intuitively

'but which others can acquit* with diligence. Indeed, one of the great

challenges to a child's right to know in his or her own way,; primarily

cognitively or effectively,, is to orovide adults who are sensitive to ttil

i?qualit as well as to dm content ofiChildren's interests.

,
Individual andtollective Knowledge. A second challenge to the

child's right to know comes from the confusion between collective

knowledge and individual knowledge. By individual knowledge I mean the

48
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sequence in which an individual acquires knowledge as well as the bbay of

knowledge he or she has acquired. Aly collective knowledge I also mean the

Y. social interaction(seqiences that are involved in accumulating the

knowledge in a given discipline as well as that knowledge itself. When
1

defined in this- way; it is clear that the way an4ndividual goes about

acquiring collective knowledge is not the same as the way collective

knowledgejis accumulated and organized..4a acquiring collective knowledge,.

the child does not recapitulate,the sequence that marked the accumulation

of collective knowledge itself:

Although no one today, as faeas Kknow, makei the argument for
4

recapitulation, another sort of confusioft between collective and individual
4

knowledge is prevalent. In a sense this new appro= h is the antithesis of

the recapitulatioi argumenti- If the child doe not discover thejrutps of
. 1

* mathematics by following the sequence istorical discoveries in .
. ..,

.,,

mathematics, what peiluence should we,u n nstruction? The answer has .:N.,

Y-7-2
been in 'analytic one. Let us analyze thematiceinto its most basic ,'

ponetIts frqm w hich all others deri4e. If we give children these basic.:

. 41

,co ponents, then they will have a solid foundatioA on which to build all
. \

4 '

4

' of their own'mathematiCalielrping.

UnfOrtunately, the basic components sol( ion to the relation. between

a individul, and collective knowledge is as fallacious as the recapitulation

doctrine. The basic fallacy lies in the fact that one cannot really

4
1

appreciate qr understand the basic elements of a discipline without under-
. p. ,

standing the disciplineas a whole. Ie'is only because the mathematiCian,
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chemist, or physicist has e conception of collective knowledge as a whole

in that area, that he or she is able ro.dist the colimpn elements. This

is a basic tenet of concept formation- enerally, ly, that you
.

. .,
,

.

experience a wide range of instances of the concept before constructing
..e. . . ,Jw ,

the common features. To teach chi&en'the common elements before they

have_ experienced the whole is like teaching them that a circle encloses

360' of arc without ever showing them balls or targets:

Many of the curricula of the 60s quffered from this fallacious
\\

9 analogy between individual and collective knowledge. What is missed and

what needs to ,be emphmsized is that the acquisition Of individual knOwledge
. ,

-Like the acquisition of collective,knowledge, is an empirical historical
, e I... 4 . 9

issue, not an analytic one.
.

U we want to Mir how .the discipline oft)) -
.

mathemMtics camito-he what it is today, we have to study the history:of
. ,

. .

want to'understand how individuals acquire
/

we have to study the emergence cif mathematical ,
.

°

.

Both 'individual and collective knowledge have a

mathematics. And ikNwe

akhematical.knoWledge,

thinking in' the child:

/.history'and that is whert their commonality rests.

)KThe Chi 's.Reaitty and Adult Reality. A third way in which the

child!S right to.katlw can be clocked is through a conasion between the

and the reality of adults.
., _.

Children's'questions are a casein point. I recall a

child's reality

of what I mean.

Let me give you some examples

young man of five who.ra into the kitchen one afternoon. He was confused

and upset and asked his mothei, "Mom*, what i period?" His mother, of

course, as sumed that one of his friends had told him about msnstruatfon
. $

9

4
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and replied angrily, "Who told you about periods ?" To which her son
r.

replied, "Janie was angry at me and said."You Can't come to my party,

period'

Such instances are,of course, commonplace. They dramatize the

differegce between the childis and the adult's conception of theworld.

iA
_ins childo has a right to know; and to have his or her questions answered.

But it is impbrtant that we answer fhe Questions -in ways'fhat make -sense

to the child. When a child asks what makes the sun shine, it really is

0

J

of little help lif we explaii the relations between heat and light. Children

are interested in purposes, motives, not scientific abstractions. An

apprOkiate an to the child's question abbut sunshine is to say "to

help the grass and flowers grow, and to keep vs warm."

One might argue, of course, that children need factual khowledge smd

that an anaiier of the sort thss..1 have described is ,in effect "coddling the

14*.

child." W own sense is that this is not the case. din contempordry society

children are challemged on all sides bywords, concepts, and experiences

that they do not underatand. This provides all the( challenges they needifor

\intellectual development. Answering queations at their level communicates

respect and understand/9g for their world view and makes childreh feel cared

for and loved, Children have a right to that kind of knowledge as well:'

.4
,

The Right to Show
#

A basicfinnan propensity is to show or express our ,emotions, our

feelings, our thoughts, and oar' discoveries'about ourselves and the world.

This propensity - prsuni.at all levels of devielopment but is-paticularly
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prevalent in childhood where the shese7Swness of the world makes children
1

balm full of expressive reactions. Too ten, however, adults block this

ecpressiveness as if it were mere idle ch tter; hence?the maxim "Children

should be seen and not heard." The same attitude is reflected in

teachers who take children to a museum but Spend most of the time trying

to keep the children quiet.

This bias against expresiion in childre reflects a bias against
.

.

.

expressive modes of learning in general. Thexe is, no general acceptanA

of the fact that expression is not just mentarfdim but has body as well

and that it is an important mode of learning. Where children talk, write,

draw, paint, build or in other ways attempt to express,their experieftie,

they are learning in the most comprehensive and the,most socially

beneficial way. The ilure to understand the importance of children's

expressive acti ties, is perhaps ,the most imfortantchallenge to, the

right to show.

, The failure to appreciate expressive learning items, or snit *eel's to
..,.../

1

me, from a confusion about play, work and creative expiession and theif
0 .

role in education. It might he well, th n, to talk about these concepts

in a little. more detail and to look at hem from a developmental point of

view. But fifst of all it is necessary to take a moment and pndo a bit

of demagethat was unwittingly done by Maria Montessori when 4he' echoed a

. then preValent idea that "play is the child's work."

. 1

Whet M64tessori was reflecting was the view, current in the early
..,,

. .

1900s whefshe was writing, that play was a preparation for life. The
-.. .

play of, young animals seemed to mimic the activity of, adul s and, hence,
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Was regarded as a preparation for it. In the same way, when children play

house; this is a preparation for real, role taking in adulthood. It was

in, this sense, the sense 4...play,as social adaptation or as preparation

for life, that it was called work. But this equation clouded the important

differences between work andplay and has led, in Montessori education in

particular, to a denigration of fantasy and creative expression.,

Prom a developmental standpoint,. namely, a Pisgetian point of view,
r

there are two poles of adaptation,\individual and social. Individual'
r

adaptation is expressed in the profess of assimilation, whereas the

individual transforms the environment to suit' his or her needs and
. ,

interests. Social adaptation is accommodation, the transformation of the

individual to meet the demands and the constraints othe physicaland

socialOenvironment. Individual adaptation or assimilation is play, while

social adaptation accommodation is work.

'

r

It is important to emphasize that this way of looking at work and

play rules out any affective dimension.- Both work end play can be

pleasurable or painful. an ,the other hand, this view of play'means that

we reconsider the labels we attach to some aspects of children's activity.

---,
When chi dren are setting the table in a Montessori classroom with real

glasses and real pla;es,"this is not play, it is work., But when children
,

are depicting adult roles in the doll corner, this is play, because the

children have transformed the dolls into babies and because they are using

the situation to express ndividual needs and propensities.

In other words, play is not the child's work. The-child's work goei$

on as he or she learns social' conventions, such as saying please or thani



youtor eating according to accepted practice. All of these socially

adaptive activities, these accommodations, are the child's work. The

%.* child's playhis or her symbolic games, painting, movement,and

talking--are ways children have of expressing who and whaethey afe and

what experience means to them filtered through their own unique needs;`
4

interests, activities and talents. Play In its purest sense

individual;,work at its most clearly defined is social.

But there are some activities wherein the individual and the social

are combined.. To do this well takes Talent but all chilAren'have some

propensity fbr it. The coordination of play and work of individual

expression and social adaptation is most clearly seen in art and in

science. The artist, in giving expression to persdnal themes, nonetheless

taps into something that is universal. The artist expresses some thing that

is experienced by others in addition to himself of herself and, this,

transcends both work and play with an achievement that is at once .

-individual and social.

Science operates in much the same way.

4.0

s e".

e c eative scientist gives

expression to his or her unique, integration of nomena but this holds

for others as well and helps others to understan the phenomena which

they could not have understood otherwise. The crea ive scientist, like

the creative artist, transceridc;he dichotomy between individual and

'social, betWeen play and work, in a unigile achievententlth'at combines them.

This is what Piaget means by equilibration.
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Accordingly, what we must come to....appreciate is the importance of

art and of.science ineducation generally. Both art and science provide

avenues for children to coordinate their need for individual expression

with their need fOr social :11Zailmodation. The human propensity xo show,

to-express; takes its highest form in these activities. The real

challenge to children's right to expression is to convey to parents and

to educators that art and science are not just incidental to learning but

are, rather, critical to it. It is not accidental, after all, that our

colleges are called colleges of.arts and sciences. What we need to

recognize is that arts and science 'are as important to children as they

are to college students, provided, of course, that they,ire taught in

ways appropriate to children's level'of intellectual developm.
, 1

Conclusion

In this paper, I have argued that children have three basic

psychological rights. The first right is to grow both as a.totality and

at one's own pace and in one's own time.' Challenges to these rights
0

come from professional role differentiation and'labelling and from the:,.

American value system which makes us refdpe to acknowledge children's

limitations. The second right is the child's propensity to-know or make
;

sense t of the world in his or her own way. This right is challeriged

by adult confusion betwee; the persOnal and the school curriculum,

between individual and colleCtive knowledge, and be-tween adult and cUild

conceptions of reality. Finally, the tpird psychological right is the

child's.right to exptess his or her. personal and social experience. This
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right is'challenged by a failure'to rec ize expression as a mode of

learning; by the confusion between wor and play, and by the failure to

recognize that art and science ire integrative activities that are of the
-

highest -importance aeall levels of schooling.

4
In conclusion, children have psychological as well as legal, social,

and political rights. It is impdrtant in these days of child

advocacy and courses in parenting, that we take children's psychological

rights into account. For-example, giving children the power to choose

which parent to live with in the ease of divorce may protect the child's

legal rights but,violate the child's psychologiCal right to grow at his

or her own pace and time. Such decisions are, from a psychological point

of view, not appropriate for a child to make.,

Today; we are concernedwith many different perspectives on

'children's rights. Such concern and activity is on the whole beneficial.'

But it does hav e dangerS and therein lies the greatest challenge of all.

Somehow, as we deal with children's rights kspecific domains, we must

manage. to keep the whole'child in mind. We-have to remember that legal

rights affect medical rights and psychological rights and that they cannot

be considered in isolation. In the end, the ,right to be treated as a total

person is the most,important right of all.
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THE SCHOOL ENVIECINr2NT AND CITIZEN EDUCATIMN

Paul V. Gump . .

Department of Psychology .4.'

.

The University of Kansas

We at the conference undoubtedly share the belief that citizen edu-
s

cation is profoundly shaped by more than a school's curriculaeoffering.

Russell Bill's position paper, which we'all read as background, noted

that students alive within a-- social /political organization when they are

at school".(!11.11, 1978, p. 19). Hill could have added that Staff also

live in this'sociopolitical.organilation. Just how we understand this

-

system hai much to do with how we
,

plai for citizen eduhation. Hy field,

ecological psychology, proposes a set of units and yatiables to describe

schools which I want to discuss. I would also like bo indicate their

importance in determining student and teacher behavior in the educational

arena,

,

The basic unit in our conAeptiomm
i
of organizations, institutions, an4

...
t.....-.

. rc , .

communitiesis the
.

synomorph. We deliberately propose this somewhat b i
,,2

technical Lbel, when other more commonaenst words scale's "lessons,"
, .

mactivities,ft'Agices," "programs," or "settings," mlIght seem to do as

mill. But the problem with commonsense words is that, they have accrued

meanings -Which do :.not reflehtthe,precise'idea behind thelibel,

t

0

'OP
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A minimum requirement for a position paper is that its author inform

the reader just what it is he is talking aboth. We communicate our con-
.

cepts either by definition or by illustration; should like totake the

time here to do the lattert to offer several verbal pictures of school.

synomorphs. These examples cut communicate the idea of the synomorph

unit and also hint at how such units are Xundamental in considering the

operating environment in which we hope to develop the motives and the

competencies basic to citizen behavior.

Here'is one of the first occurring synomorphs of the school day for

an, pen design, elementary school this past winter. At 7:30 A.M., three

second- and third-grade teachers met. around a table and discussed their

professional activities for the immediate future. Elements of their

teaching programvere evaluated; plans were laid for substantial changes

in student assignmenWrepresentation at a regionsl meeting was discussed

and feedback to other teachers and administrators on'the success of a

recent school-wide Christmas event was formulated. An agenda was fgllowed,

k
and minutes were taken.. At 8:26, the meeting closed as 180 young pupil'

started bustfing,in from the cold out-of-doors.

Around 8:30, another quite different synomorph operated. The

physical aspect lor this synomorph should be described. This school

building includes a large "centium"7-locally labelled as "the pit." The

pit will accommodate the entire school. It is oval shaped and exhibits,

of seating: that of the school floor itself and then three

around inside, providing step-like seats
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for students. At and segment o

somewhat inside the oval

1 the floor or top level projects

tovide a simple. but highly visible "stage."

All is carpeted and clean. This physical arrangement is important because

.
events. Fur-

,

it provides

ther, the seating

pool -wide participation in daily morning

on four-leveli with a semicircular array means that

most students can be seen by most other students. The program of the

assembly includes schobl announcements and news, awards to

who behaved w in cafeteria, and then something special.

day, thil speci 1 happening involved recognition of the retiring president

'student groups

On another

of the school council. A slligAt, dark - haired. girl graciously received *,

kind words from a teacher-sponsor and warm applause frbm fellow students.,..

On this,particular day, the special

WithPapproprimte gestures, brightly

event was singing nonserisical songs

led by the drama teacher: The ditty

"I've Got the'Crazies, How About You?" aroused frequent exchange*, of looks

and grins.

At 8:45,
4

4

assembly ended. On some days, pupils go to var1ous

niches and spaces to have"-fttp sessions" with other 'students and with

the teacher they have selected On this say, the posassembly synomorph

was unrestricted reading. Children sought out the spots and postures

which seemed 'good to them. Some lounged over the tiers in the pit, some

were in chairs, (but not as many as.one might suppose), some were at

desks, a few were on top of desks, and two were even tucked away beneath

desks. The children read, the teachers read, the principal read--all

material of their own choosing. Everybody left everybody else alone and
.
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.

everybody read.,

Around 9:30, this eedohd school-10de synomorph,ceased and pupils.
,

streamed back to their base areas. NOw began the more academic learning

\
1

synomorphi: 'sdatwork sessions, reading circles, and spelling games

supiriised by :tips. Small groups were the mode; 20 to 30 groupOkctivi-

, ties might be distributed across the 180 children at any one tip. I

will not continue the sketch of synomorphs since enough hai been said to

inditate that the entire school day could be described i erms of the

number and 9.nd of settings in operation. 7
4, "

With that concrete description of synomorphs as a starting back-

grounde two major discussions can follow: the delineation of the ton-
" .

ceptual nature'of the units deScribed; and the illustration of how

qualities of these units ilight,relate.tO 'citizen eaucatiOn.-
The synomorphsdescriba above exhibited a.similar basic construe-

tion: a physical milieu; a standing pattern of action (or mini-program),

and a fit between the two. The pit assembly, for example, possessed a

physical lerut quite supportive to the kind of "congregating behavior"

. that was desired. Without a physical array of this size and shape, it w

would not be possible to manage such a large and socially interactive

prosr4 The fit between the milieu and the program of a setting is a

kind of "similarity of shape," a relation called synomorphy; hence the

label synomorph for environmental-behtvits of this type. A'finaf

aspect of these synomorphs, making this true units rather than envi40-

mental fragments, is the j)oundednesc. Quite clear limits or edges of

60 -
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space and of time operated for each of the three synomorphs described.

Before'considering the'importance of synomorph qualities, it is im-

portant to note the conceptual nature of such units. The units exhibit

several virtues that should appeal to perbons researching or manipulating

school environments.

environmental ones.

First, these7 of psychological units; they are,

Psychological its and descriptors, it seems to*us

in ecological psychology, often lead to vagary and circularity in think-

ing. ,For example, we have terms like the "invisible Curriculum." Such

a term is poetic, even provocative, but what can it mean? If the phenom-

eta are truly invisible) we have no way of understanding them, no chance

of manipulating them for positive social ends. If they.are visible, what

would one see? The synomorphs described could have been given labels

such as organizational meeting, school assembly, or reading period; but

,these labels hardly carry all the meanings, the environmental qualities,

intrinsic to these synomorphs. There was,lor example, the highly'social,

immediate, unifying qualitiof the nonsenst singing game at the assembly.

The sgame"is doubtless intended to do more than entertain; it is also

physically and behaviorally patterned to yield some feeling of social

connectedness, of community. The'exchange of grins observed indicates

that ehe purpose was probably being realized. Much of the so-called

"invisible curriculum" is either a highly visible part of the standing

pattern of behavioi (or program) of the various synomorphs, or it is part

of the behavioral reaction to suckprogram. In either case, it can be

(.9. identified and measured.
.
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Further, when we consider the relation of, the human environment to

div4uaI behavior, we need to describe each in terms relevant to, but
1

.

,conceptually

.

,

independent of, one another. To avoid circularity of think:-

ing, we need to establish a separation between environments and persons'

reaponses to them. Mach pride has been taken in referring tothe impor-

tance of the phenomenological or the psychological environment. But this

,kind of thinking springs from the inability of most psycholo'ists to get

outside their fraiework, even when that would seem manifestly' necessary.

To explain: Suppose, it can be shown that pupils who'report that their

school environment is psychologically supportive, will also show better

attendance. The psychologist happili)reports that, as predicted, the

. kind of environment predicted the kind of responsetto it. But this is a
0 4

circular relationship. The out -of:the -pkin, prePerceptuar environmenl

was, in fact, ever mea red; what we have are two aspects of the
4

children's response to the e tern environment. One aspect deals with

ts

feeling,' another with behavioral reaction. Anyono aware of the human

tendency to Develop consistency between feeling and action 'is not sur-

-.prised when the two correlate:

Use of measures of the subjective environment has an important but

strictly limited place in our efforts to understand,and to construct N
,school environments. 'when we search for relationships between the exter-,

nat environment and the individual's behavior and experience, the subjec-

stive environment is much.more aldependent variable than an independent

one. The fact that whole books are now appearing describing such subjective
0

4
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environments (e.g., Moos,

to the use of subjective

I

1979) does not diminish the inherent limitation

4

environments. The circularity. between "how one

sees'the situation" and "how one reacts tb the situation" has fundamental

, practical implications. In principle, a school staff can directly change

the physical milieu and the behavioral progri6 that goes with it; but

they cannot directly alter the perteptual world; the life space, the

phenomenological environment. The place to start is wits the environmen-

tal settings, the synOmorphs, and then check possible effects on the
. ,

subjective environments and on the iu4ividual behaviors in these settings.

JP.

Basically, educators are not, and phou d not be, psychologists; they are
,

setting-creators and managers. Much othe time, it can be shown, they

-

`don't even teach, in the pedagogical sense of that word. Instead, ty

create, rearrange, monitor, mane And protect settings in which learning

is supposed to occur (Conant, 1973; ,.19/5; Jackson, 1968).

. 4

Another favorite term of those who would eophaufre psychOlogical

variables is "climate."' In geography, climate ha; sound objective refer-

ents; fn social science, we use the term when wePare not sure what we

lean but we want to indicate something beyond the objective measurements
,

I, *
, \.

available,,'' perhaps phenomena beyond the strictly forma/ or structural
,

t
.-

characteristics ofa place or an organization. Now when we wish to point
,

-

to the response of persons and groups to ispects of their environment,

t
the term is still'vague but at least it'll located reasonably well. When

'climate is taken as "tbe'environment," as 'it surely is in matters geo-
,

t

graphical,im are' slipping back into circularity between the preperceptual

r

,
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environment and inhabitant reaction to it.

( Our'potitiOn is that many of the meanings suggested (but not speci-
4

fied) biowords such as "climate" and "invisible curriculum" can be dart-

le

fied by use of synomorph properties--or by noting behavioral and experi-
A

ential rebpises to synomorjhs.

For example, an examination of the first synomorph presented, the

teachers' meeting, shows that the professionals operated 4th` considerable

independence; and that they had the power. a? restructure their curriculum

(no administrator was'present). It also shows that the teachers were

interdependent: they, as a group, had important ties to school-wide

4111r.
events, and they were part of a regionaL, as well as a local; operation.

Amters of "organizational climate" can be directly ,observed in the actual

meeting operation and can be decided on the basis of "who works with

whom" and "who decides what." In terms of citizen training for students,

we are probably safe in assuming thai'democratic activities and values

will operate for students only if they opera. for staff as well. .Author-
,

itarian relationships between superintendent,
. -

al, and teachers will

hirdly support e4ualitar ian relationships among teachers and studedti..
%

But the Conceptual and methodologicml.point we wish to emphasI5e is that

the "organizational climate" can be specified in. terms of programmed

operations. It can even be quantified; for exainple, one could determine
C

how much teacher time is spent;, -synomorphs where group, sharing aild

group decision making are thS.dominant patterns of action.

'
The teacher's meeting refers to matters of power: Who has it? H

=
...

4 ,.
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widely is itshared? The.pit assembly refers to anothei dimension rele-.

vent to citizen training: a sense of community or social connectedness.

Although motives of interest in or of caring about ttie others in one's

social arena d4 not establish citizenship behaliyS, these motives would

seipssential for such behaviors to occur. Only those who care about

others are likely to exhibit the restraints and the social efforts that

'

productive citizenship requires.
4

Uhether or not young human-beings dev'lop these social feelings

would seem to depend on how frequently and haw.intensely the ecological'

structures, the synomorphs they inhabit,' h' re togetherness and'insterder

,pendence as a part of the program. The nonsense sang -with- gesture in the
, .

1
,

pit 'calls4Pon all participants to join their verbal mnd motorictbehaviors.,

. \" '

to active

i

y share a play form. The exchange of looks qvt grins--responses

r
n

. -- ,

to the p agree environmentindicated that the overt, independent, eco-
. .

logical' provisions had succeiLfully elicited psychological reactions of

mutuality..nonpsychological part of.a synomorph program had yielded a
.:

.

psythologica/ senserof.toetherness.

, .

Mother aspect of citizen training imould probably, include an a pre-

('.c at of privacyone's own and that of others. The reading program
4o-

i

s ,

encouraged all to choose theirAwnreadin, material and to pursue it; to

suspend at tension to teachers or peers, and to'follow something not in
, '

.,

the immediate p .1) tuktion, something requiring one's own thodght agd imagery
.

_

to appreciate elTaken together,, the assembly g.pand the readineriod seem
.

.

to say: "Being b4h a congregate person did a privste person-and helping
.

,

6

,
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1,thers to be the same - -i4- -14 a good way to be."
./...

.-
.

The idermorgdance between interest In\Rocial connectedness and

f
.

concern Tor privacy points to the Target contern of how to conceive and

, 0 4
impresenl the whole of a. . lassroom or a school's 411iperation. Since sync- 0

2(
. . . . .

morphs encompass arrays objects, persons, and'behaviots into bounded
.

,

Pr . , -,
,

units,
nd

since thepare ubiquitous '(behavior occurring in one syno-

moTph ofanotber allof the time), these unity can be used to map class-
... . . .

4 '
. room days (Gump, 1974). Or, if larger ecological,units are

,
employed

4_ . . .
... .

(such as,behavior settings), they can be used do map an entire school's
e .

operatiobNearker & Gump, 1964).

Once a comprehensive set of units is employed to describe a school,

environment,..one can describe each unit -along dimensions of interest and

its duration or its occupancy time and learn tbe extent to which particu-
, ,/

lar qualities pervade the total environment. For example, in six rela-

.

k

tivel7 traditional third grade classrooms, Atudents inhabited interdepen-

.dent small group environments forbnly 112 of their school time; on the

other band, completely noninterdependent or "priva4y-requiring" synomorphs
.

took up 33% of th1 pupils' time (Gump, 1967); Another dibension (degree

if- opagtivity required) aholed that synomorphs asking for,, attention only, or
c, t , ,

attention and sedentary tasks requireekbont /a of student time; those
. % ,

.
requiring active, doing modes (making things, music,

.

games)' took about
, 4

4.I3%. The proportions or balances of environmental emphases on other
,Y 1 Y \ ,

dimensions can be measured. One could ask, for ample, how much occupancy :
. ,

4*

..)

A

time t spent in synomorpha which operpte:with students in positions of

t
.

04f)
4 4.1.
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some power and responsibility. One study of four elementary schools,two

of which were presumably "open". revealed that occupancy time in student-
.

led synomorph was minuscule (Gump, 1974).

Regardless of the form taken by citizen education in schools,

be necessary to learn more than, how often synomorphs with a citizen train-

. ing label- operate. Synionorphs with curricular labels such as "arithmetic"

4
"langlage arts," when their formats are examined, can be seen to offer,

little or much student interchange, and frequent or rare opportunities

for student decision making and exercise of power. Measurement of such

qualities and their balance .in.the total school environmental operatic

becomed possible with the use of environmental units such as classroom;

f.
, *

:

synomorphs or school hehavior settings.,

In ecological psychology, we have endeavoied to learn what we can by
$.

observation, measurement, and, conceptualizatiori of naturally occurring

phenomena. We.have not intervened to create synomorphs whichanifest

presumably pasieive qualities. Clearly, this kind of engineering bf the

needs to be done, and is being done. gducatorseducational environment
a

ye introducing milieu changes (e.g;., open design schooli), human compo7

nent changes (main streaming), and program changes (curricular games).,

Research efforts which introduce_synomorph pgograms designed to

. Ue
improve children's social relationships are being published with increasing

frequency. For example, the .recen.t.text, Social Psychology of Education

. (Bar-Tal & Saxe,4.978) provides a number of alpteredevoted to attempts

/, to manipulate pupilTpupil and teacher-pupil action relation hips and
. .

-me
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thereby improve both academic learning and the elings children develop

,

toward one another and themselves. Another race t referenCe in thi

1generalarea is the Fall, 1978, issue of the Jou al of Research an

Development which bears the title,e "Social Interdependence in the Class-

room: Cooperation, Competition, and Individualism."

From the point of view of citizen training,. the development of young

People who have positive feelings toward themselves and toward one another,

is essential. Children who really believe that "looking out far number

one" is the only feasible motivation in society' will probahly'exhibit,

limited citizen. behavior. (The issue of prosocial behavior in children

has been' thoroughly explained in another RBS. document; see Staub, 1978.)

. . -

Those students who have suffered repeated defeats in competitively,arrang-
'

ed 'school synomorphs--the,"losers"--may not be predisposed to support the

outrof-school settings. A'final problem relates more to learning than to

motivation. There are situations in which cooperative effort is, regain!".

tically, more efficient than individualistic orcompetitive effort. It

is4to be hoped that students in.an exemplary school environment might

learn how to identify such situations and Wow to operate successfully .

within them.

If one examines the many studies on cooperation in the classroom,

what doeg one leak about the meaning of cOoperation; the effects it may

.1' produce, and what arrangements, formats, and program conditioncan be

involved in establishing classroom, cooperation?

A simple conception of cooperation Aeals'with,rewards, a situation is

, *
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cooperative hen rewards are shared, but competitive when one person's

reward requires another person's loss. Although the word "rewards" here

could refer to psychological gain during the program operation, (the

reward of sharing ideas, for example), the practice has been to emphasize

outcome rewards. A thorough analysie of various outcome reward arrange-
. .

ments has been developed by McClintock (1978). While examination of out-

come rewards would seem essential and while it does lend itself to neat

analyses, I should like to turn attention to "rewards," or Lack of them,

in the process of synomorph operation. The general position teken is

that these in-process events are also very important. Setting arrange-
, .

ments which arrange for shared end results but which provide little

interdependent action prior to the,outcome would seem relatively weak
A .

0

contiXtz for develo6ing cooperative benefits.
\' 10

For our purposes' here, /et us leave asidtoutcome analysis and

consider what can happen iti the settings designed to maximize cooperation.
, .--

`If we examine'thlii'llig a0(w" format proposed by Aronson, we can appre-
,

9. .

ciate the importgice,Of in-procesa:.activities and their implicit reward
:,

/ , .

for cooperatlyaclassroom synomorphs (ArOnsonv Blaney, Stephan, Sikes, &
. ..,

Snapp,1978).4,-

/ .

Briefly,/the jig-sew approach involves four action structures over
.

.
s..

*
...

time: '

, i .

,

1. The Learning G pt. 'First Meetings.' 'The class is divided into groupi

i:

..',

of fiveor stpdents each. Each memberin each group will become

. ,

-r4sponsible for learning about and for teaching fellow group members.

.
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about his or her section of the mateial. For example, the lesson

might be the life of Eleanor Roosevelt and each member is to become

the teacher` for one phase of that life. After each member receives

the pertinent assignment and after leicaing over the material, the_

/,.../)second phase of jig-gam is established.

2. The Counterpart Group. All students from each group who, for example,

are to teach Eleanor Roosevelt's early life meet in one countergroup;

those who were assigned her years in the White House in another

equntergroup, and so on. The job of the countergroup is to prepare

members successfully to teach others in their learning group. By

emotional support and cognitive exchange, members clarify and strength-
*

en one mother for this next crucial step.

3 The Learning Group: Second Meeting,. Reassembled in their original

groups, students now fit their, pieete of the tleanof Roosevelt jig-saw -

t

puzzle into the larger picture. Each shares with others'what he or

she has learned. An important aspect of the arrangement is the monop-

oly members holdlon,their respective saterialstand information- In

any dne learning group; only me child has tte information on Mrs.

Roosevelt's White House Years; if 'others are to learn about, this

piece of the lesson, they must
4
learn from that child.

(

4.. Later Quiz or Teacher Check on Individuals' 'Understanding. Students-

,are la* tested or'otherwise measured on their comprehension of the

lesson. Clearly their success is heavily dependent on th://adequacy

of their fellow-members' presentation's.

70
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Results from the jig-saw method (Aronson, Bridgemafi, & Geffner, 1978)

have beed encouraging., Learning achievements were improvedat least for \_

ethnic subgroups yhowere repeated losers in traditional classrooms.

Further, attitudinal comparisons clearly favored the jig-saw as opposed

4o the cottrol groups. Fupilig. frmm theAig-saw experience 'became more

positive about their ciwn*acedemic ability; they felt closer to peers in

their gromm'even when those peers were of a different ethnic-group, and

they expressed more favorable attitudes toward school.,, 0f importance to

Aronson was the fact

tive skills ;and atbit

at the jig-saw ppiticipants were learning.coopera-
.

es which, it was hoped, would survive when 'the.

children were in competitive situations.
. ;

The hopes for coope#tive formats in school are very relevant to the
. ...

deVelOpmenf of.individuals whocan appreciate the values important In

'citizenship Via mole bUiene future society.. The jigsaw researchers ex-
,

press this idea well. .

For moss American children, reared as'they are on a'
fairly steady diet Of competitiveness, the strategy
seems to he: When in doubt, go out there and beat
the other person. Frankly our*ultimate goal is for
children to begin to learn that cooperation is appro-

, priate, functional, eiciting, and humanizing in
many more a/twit/ohs than they might have realized.

;It is even conceivable .that as more. and more chiAdren
begin.to -experience some systematic as

part of thoir'educetional experience and social 4

development, then perhaps the values of society might
shift away from the relentless concern with winning
that currently pervades it. As has been-shown, high
standards and good performance are not, necessaril
incompatible with support, friendship, empathy a
tolerance,fOr individual differences. '(Aronson,
Bridgemen, & Geffner, 1978; p.26)'

1,0
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With the specific operations ofAjig-saw synomorphs before us, and

with the evidence of results of significanegv'alue that have been achieved,

we might ask about the variables behind the obtained results. the re-

4 searchers emphasiie the ideas of Mead and Piaget as they relate to role

taking and the expanded social view that flexible role taking enables

(Aronson, et Al., 1978, 13:24). Our own interpretation, while not.contra-
N

iIatting the views of these authors, would place the emphasis a lit e'

differently. Consider the usual experience of, sayi a lower clads
A

Mexican-American child in an integrated but otherwiie/traditional class-
.

room. Not only do these children "lose"many academic encounters; they

also 4iave no valuable function in the typical academic'settings. But

when, they become spedialists in one period of Mrs. Roosevelt's life, they

become individuals with function. The importance of having a function

/ in 4 ,sytting has,been discussed by Barker and Gump (1964). If one ha0(

no function of importarice, others may ask"WhatIkind of person is with

us?" Attributes of dress, skin color, and personal mannerism become im-

portant. But when a person has function, the'questions are, Is the
P.

fundtion being performed? Is the job coming off?" If It is an important
. ,

job, the person takes -on the value' of. that achievement no matter "what
.

kind of person" he or she is. (Ogcall that in.the jig-saw arrangement,
.

' .
.

eic ild possessed a monopoly on,his or her information. each was,
% .

in eco ogical not justosyehological
t

terms, important; each Child had an
.. .

4 essential function.) Operating withfundtion also effects how one views

oniself. Without function, the question of "What kind of a'person am I?"
»

.72
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"*.)
becomei related to egocentric evaluations. With important functions, the

question shifts from "What kind of a person am I?" -to the more objective
IL 4.

interest "What am I getting done?" And if one is getting 'done things

value by others and oneself, one becomes more viltiable. This self-

,

esteem can occur somewhat regardless of variety positive and negative
. .

personal characteristics.

I have selected the jig-saw example from an extenstveliteratve on

social interdependence in the classroom. I want to reiognize that inves-

' tigators such as Johnson and Johnson (1978), DeVries and S1Ovin (1978),

BucaibfUt'and Wodarski (1978), and Weigel, Wiser, and Cook (1975) have

developed classroom formats to increase cooperative action and shared 4

rewards: Some of. these formes involve straight cooperation while

othertrrei4ire within-group or team cooperation but between-team'competi-

tion. Basic to most of these arrangements is, an increase,of tpdiviaual

'functioo. The analyses emphasize the reward systems, but examination of

wist.is actwillyabone will show'that the performances of individual
1

children becom significant and valuable to other children. A Major func

thit Of tuc,f; the child changes from a kind of passive educational

,.

* '"customer" to an educat al performer or operative. In ecologital
1

I

r
_.

Otychology, we ha developed considerable evidence that this change from s i

if ,

mere customer or mem o operator or function!ry brings along with it'a

'number of other changes relevant to social values and relevant to citizen-

ship. It is to this evidence I wish to now turn.

When children enter high school, a whole new cluster of synomorphs
, . .
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or bhavior settings beCOmes availably( Often labeled "extracurriculae

or "cdeOtricular" activities, these settings provide both consumer and

functionary roles in athletics, dramatics, journalism, politics, social

%me

service, and partying.

The ecolOgica i. weight of thogedsettings In the total high school

a

,

1th. ....

env be quite impressive. Our.own investigation of small and

I

Lige schools shaedthat extracurricular settings accounted for about

one half of all the settings in the small school {150 students }; if

athletic settings, which are sometimeephysical education claeses'and

'N. other times are extraclass events,_areeincluded the percentag% rises to

Ik70%. schools (1000 students) showed almost 50% of the settings
, 4

were extracurricaerand if athletics are added, the amount 'rises to 60%.
. .

In terms of psydholdiical signifiCance to students, our daVa-would

also show that students experienced quite significant percept one and
-

feelings in their extracurricular activities; more of this later. The

point for now is that the ,extracurricular school arena has considerable

ecological weight and psychologicalsychological consequence.

The nature of this realm of school environment differs in important

ways from the academic settings of the elementary ciassrom. The extra-

curricular sattings manifest the following:

1. Rewards are less clearly outcome and more likely ih-process.

S
2. }When rewards are of the outcometype, they are based oh percep-,

r

tions of successful projects and affairs, not on points or grades..,.

3. Much student cooperation is required,'in the very nature of
rr

'8
F.

v°
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'settings and their mission. No s ecial definitions or arrange-

4e/Pments are required to establis a* cooperative st!cture; pitting

out & newspaper or.putting on a musical manifestly requires the

integration of'many,volunteers and their efforts.

. Many responsible roles or functions mustbe assumed,by,students

if the extracurricular settings are to operate successfully. In 9

the academic setting of elementary school, social interdependency/....,",

arrangements such as the jig-saw yield-special formats which

increased the number of functionaries. In the extracUrriCuleX

high school settings, these many functionary slots exist natur-

1
al)y. 4b publish a school annual, some students must come.

°

.

ssalemen of advertisinpspace, others will besphotographersod
..

still others will be layou experts.and/eclitors

.7"
In this high ool functivary

ptisitioni must be ill d b Lents. Teachers arlditaff do not just

1 ,choose to lave it so; ita.th e is to be a flourishing "enrairricular t

program, Staff cannot r vide sufficient middle evel leadership tot- (

. 1

support it. Stud t reakunsibilitybeco n ideological aspiration,
44 .

1 . .

but in ecological necessity. .

,-) *
.

. . 4
- .*

e The,exteni to which students actually , beCoue functiondtdes ij the

'"'",-; 7

. extracurricular realm is Very much related to sebool. sizto- ecological

lk
,--.

. . .
, 4

Tsychology wf/have developed a theory of undermanning pert ent to the
. r

issue of aotil.ties and experiences of individuals in institutions (such

) and communities. This theory is.thoroUghly described by Roger

V
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Barker (1968) and updated by research an
$

d conceptual development*accom-

'

:i ' . . .
.. , .

plished by Alan Wicker (1979) : I want to describe /int enough here to
.

.

clarify the importande of fusittion for children and youth in school.

theory for high schools may be sketched as tollows: I

1. As high schools become larger, their student population

4.

The

increases

more rapidly then the extracurricular settings available to

Data: In Eastern Kansas, from.the smallest school to the

largest, population increased 65 times but setting in-
.

creased only 8 fold.

rt .
2. As schools tkecome-larger, the number of people avagable per

. setting also becomes larger.

4
Data: The average'nuaber of juniors available per'extracurriC4-

4
tar setting in a group of small high schools was

a large school, 4 :0.

When there are

.5,

more people available per setting, there ore
A.

in

.

fewer (forces) presdures and invitations on any one to t ke on

\
responsible functions with the result that . . .

Students in larger schools engage in fewer responsible tiara-
...

. .

curricular roles (are less often in functionary posietions) than

udents in small schools.

Data:. From 'September to December, junior students in a large
,

4igh school had responiible flinFtione in,an average of

V

3.5 settings; students in four small sohoOls,,in.8.6

S.

settings. Further, .292 of te large sctioof students were

.1"
le.

4
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never in a hinetionalliposition in that four-month period;

. only 2% of the small school persons never experienced a

funttionary role..
k4.

5.,
\
Because experience in settings is very mdch influenced by Posi-

tion in the Setting, large school students will report extra -
4. \

r.

urriculbr satisfactions different froWthose of small school
1

students. N:arge'school students will dl' repot diffirent

'pressures and invitations for participition n settfhgs

Datb; Large school'participants typically report satisfactions.'
,

ti

in: vicarious compethtions; excitement and affiliation

i

with large,groupl. Small school students'report more

t factions dealing with: expanded competente, challenges,
7' ,

j bs or toughcompetitions,. being valued and suppdrted

by others, and being part of a small action group (a team,

or a cast, for a

In terms of actual quotations, large school students were more likely
s , i)

to say 91at they. found a particular setting, and .their participation hn

it worthwhile because!

"The fall elections haveexatement to theur" 416

. Nt . .
OK ,"I like to watch a bard-fought game."

/
1 °. 4. ' r . e 1

"I like the companionship of Mingling with tbq `crowd."

/'
_

Small school student1113ghtsayr.
,

los'

"It (inglior Class Play) gave me more confidence.'%
'.4

"This (Junior Class Magyine Salergeve me .a ehaiee,to,see whether
- .

,or not I sae goq4 salesman. I now believe that I am "
)

. .

' ..

s
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b %

.

. /x.

"It (Homecoming Parade) also gave me recognition among the people'
and students at the school."

i
1 "During the clais,i)lay peacticerthe class worked together as a ..

group and I dajoyed drat very Such"
,% 10

Clearly, the satisfaction, the rewards of students in the -small

schools' ex&acurrioular arena we of a different quality than those of

the large school stud,e9ts. Why these differences? Is it just that,.like

t.'
the title of the book, Small isNeautitul? The issue can be examined

u

.c,___shortly; onelhole set of data is important in understanding the psycholog-
..

i
:

. , t.t . ,40
icaLeffects.of the small and large schools.

,..-1,

.- ,

. e One of, the criticisms of the competicion structures common in class-
.

J .6. :
`rooms is .that they produce children w suffer repeated loss fn the con

. .
. .. .

mot4ion, who reactively assume an apat etic approach to school, and who I,
, . .

.
. ; .: .

.
,

, 1.

fail "Of more certainly 'because of this attitude. A group of "losers"
.... , .

'
/ ),

in the academic game is thus established in the schools. l' .A ,f,
.. IA

,,, Such losers mayor may not experience success and inclusion in atc
,

. ,
,

..

exgraCticular game. Willems (1967) investigated youth whose,I..Q., 'r
- ,

. ,

academic, and family background gavethem only 4rmarifaal probability of

. . ,.
. ,

.auccess in school.toursis; he allso studied a-comparisOw group of students

without signSficant aca4mic disabantages. Hetaamled these 'groups
1

. . . I.
. lr

c marginal'and regular and he examined their attitude to extracurricular
*

,"

4.

sr.

e.'

ti

events in both large and small spools. .BasicallY,,Willems asked all
T

student "What, if any, ,were for u real reasons,for,,or pulls toward,

.attending various extracurricu
. .

)octiviXies?" Willems discovered that,

,_
7 snrall, small school akudehts repoted significantly more pUtle'to

.:.

\
,...A .

* \ I 4/ . 4 . 4 .

,
.

Sio
. "r. - , . ti., 18.'1 .

.A

.

. . . .. ..!
...

I.
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.
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activitiet than students in the large'schools, Especially Interesting

1

were the findings for the marginalstudents.% These disadvantaged youth
...3 -- .

.
,

.t,in large schools repOrted.signifiCaOtly
1..

less polls than,did regular large

'

sthool studenta hoyever, in the small school, marginal students reported
------1- ,

, .

just'as fairly pulls to, participation as did repliar ones. CoMmitment to

school affairs was most preciselyneasured.by acount of ".4esponsibilJ.V

answers." Students wtuld sometimes reportithat reasons for participation11
were; should gowto support my class." Ord "I,had a responsibility for

.

.. ,

the party." Both small school regulars and small school ma els report-
. II

. ,
. .1.---

ed bver five such obligation answers; large scho'ol reguIara reported about -'
., /

_ i(. .
.

.

. ---:..1
. I ('

thresp6d large sdh!;01 marginals less than one.' It. isipainfuitirclear,)

that if acadeiicIly,margtngstUdents attended a la ge schoo ..they ,felt

mTinal to the schoors social evente.. However e same type .oft

. ,
.,

studentviit mall school did not feel marginal; on the tyntrary,..tbey,
.....i

.s. '

% . .
N .

ex erienced as many pulls, .41s, many tugs of'responsibilitys, as- did their

0 1
I t., =-,,, .-- '

rogular counterparts., i ; .; * .4\
.

I

.

The data reported .here haysfroved.quite robust; -many of the eindlins

,

.

.

, 1".

have been replicated (Wicker) 1968, 1979; Willems, 19§7). Several thing*

,

--".--,
,

are estabLished: Students itt:lawk schools, on, the &verso, experience

, .
. \ . ,. /f Nt ' .

more vicarious .satisfactions

*

s and tower' satisfaction's relating to hallenge,

ti
,

.
,

, - .(1.

oompetitlon, andbeingmtiluedand'suppo#ed. Further; large sc ols .4
,.

axert'a'weakar claim'on alit' stodente,rhanW.smalI schools;
.

alienation V"

,
4 . %
. k °

of matIginal..students
.

seems relativiiy.absent in the small-sche.s and.
. .-,

, - , ,

o N e,

severe.in the large ones. .

, 1 1:
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4.

>.

.

a

.

Now we wish tO'return to toe more badic question of why uch behav-

ioral And expeilential difference& should (malt. The small chool obtains
. .

its results because its extracurriculaf arena is undermanned. This
ior

undermanning means that thete is more pressure and invitatigm on available

students to take Cofer Important functions. Once the small school students

engage ih importan t functions, they perceive the 'situation as needing

them they feel valued and important in the situation. An internal analy-

sis of the aita demonstrated that the opportunity to havefunction was
. -. , _

'indeed the major cause of the big school and small school differences.

- For example, students in the big school who exercised functions in settingsl
,

.

reported satisfactions quite similar to thou of smallt'school student?'
. .

.
,

. -\---J
Or, in a parallel analysis, whin the individualsiA hoth size schools

.
participated in both nonfunctionary and'fianctionarlt positions:it,was

found,. that the nonfun ty pattern Of satisfactions differed from.the

functionary one in.g fashion similar to overall small and large school

differences: Willem' results onresponsibirity rest on the feet that

,

marginal students in the smalltichools occrp d functionary positions

in large schtals did not. oth eeologidal theory and

conclusion that pressure leading tostgnificant

while such students
... *tp

Mate pUsh us,to the
- s

function is then key

sh.

variahl;undetlying engaging'in such function and in
A

."
experiencing the kind of satisfactions and'eommitments described above.

This is not to saythat size is not important; 1t is to describe the way,
.

or
seize works. Putting it-overLsimplf,larrit sixestfilf not countered in Some

,

way--will make some people 'redundant. OfbeethUle peoge are the less

0
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... . .

Savored: the Marginal; the young, the.old, the handicapped.
../

or the

A a" .
,.

"differentE' When there are, many enterprises, mehy persons in
...

functionary,positions, these people4re used and their ilmitatims or_
. .

_

d . .

differences fade in comparison to their. contribution.
*. .

'throughout this paper, attentioditas been directed to,,the'school

synomozphs or settings. young people.occupy and to the effects different

r- ,

settings, and different roles
/

3
in settings, might hale upon the young.inhab-

/twat., Specific, measureable milieu SndiprogFais qualities can produce,
_ .

inter- and intrapersonareffdcts which seem pertinent/to citizen training.
4 0 A

A 4 r .
Itii presumed that.achool.synomorphs, engineered so that participantspresumed

J

come to feel their own )4.rth and the worth of others,-areheneficial =
. . 0

4 ,.Sr.
t . .

. . ..

::,Segianings to tuturecitilemehip. Further, it isassumed that a commit-
. ..

*;
amen the eve4,

.

and.akfairs bf Schsorthe predomifiant'beyOnd-the-home-

. e

societll °instit uA i o n fo r4the you ng- rovides better ci t iz.en.experience
p

. . ,
..

... ,t, -
'1..Wi:wOuld.44a,-finally, to. int to'h.f rther 'slue inherent in taking

A .

. ,

responsilipe, part in A variety of school set lags: Thisroint has more

44 ",
4 . . ,

,

'

d th ecological. with,the &M I% of
r
worl or'Caring., p

. k

4;pha us-;fai. . .t .

. >
. ,

. . The.leainin f importapce.here relates to setting operation and even
. .

.. It .

,.

, . .. . .
.

setting.crestion. although,rwe'have.-no research to test this
.

idea, it is
,

" .
1 easy to believt that *when student* help "run things,",they arelearning

' . , . . , A .

°hew thing4,run:":,Tte quAtityNof moderia life gill depe d upon the vigor ,' .. .,s,

F

'4hamtileriation frmm,that inatitut
F

1

."

4

acid7!enSiveness dl many types of settings.

r

d

r

f

I

ent .eitizent should
S

.

r
.

'4



know"how things run;" they. should have had experience in functionary

,-
_Positions; and they ihbuld have faith in their apacity to help a volun-

teer organization, a political action g oup, 0d community celebration.

!.
A rich array bf settings with a varie oflunctionary positlib4 would

,

seem to.be an impertant raining-ground for citizenship,
.'

.

, .
. .

. ,. .,

'Whetheiithis settin array should be limited to the school or in-
. .

.

. ,

-dude many beyond school is an open question. Coleman and others (1974)

have given the matter dcholarly and imaginatiVe attention. In any cede,

%- what we have seen in. schools suggests some possibilities for training

, .

citiiena rho can ielp maintain And even create settings'of benefit to

T

Recent developments \4 high school envirornts often show, an

s ion. of t,hose very settings .which ght :yield. the social interaction, the

ggsvc.hool feiling and the exercise ofresponsibilAty &at enbanc4S

. -.
.

citizen educAion. P.eporting on a large, recently Integrated high school,
I, ., , . '4. ' .

Schereg an#-Slawski (1978) show ;tow both the design features suppos dry
t-

leading to blip eTehts 4n the-quality of student lifAnd the t aditional,
, -

extraclats wag settings.were abandoned. The key to schbol management

became control, not beneficial and pletitriabte
4
activi,ty settings. In the----;r -4 . ,

name cl control, the lunch, hour wis eliminated an auxiliary gyp'closed,
. .

.

*i. .... . . ,

pus media ,centair divided into sore ,superviseable, spaces, thethe; pa

y I
i 4 -

ald'itoriumAipkdd up,"trafisit in and outi6tclassroomi and through hallways
.. , . ,

4. . . /
. 0, e , .. . 4

,. . .

.

tightlysupeivised and ntryL,into and out bjytebOilding made'difficult.`
...-

"The au5kkors deny that this situation

" -

.

by lkocked doora. and a pass

.

:7

Ad

4
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fte

qo

is unique; each a "retreat to control" may be quite ooimon. Instead of

inviting youth to exercise responsibility*.in a relatively open school

.environment, we are

sponaibiliti is req

larving them.

Young people creed functions in settings partly just to learn what is

.

eliminating those ecologicT niches where such re-
:,

's

aired. We,are taking away functions instead of en-
,

4111

.4

a involved in successful setting operatioA. pey'need to have settingi

'depend on their efforts; they need occasionally to see that without their

S
efforts, settings can deteriOrate or even.die.

FAther, the /earning aboUt. settings. and oles within them needs to

in difficu'lty: :...'Mere are positigns which can be eajily

The .role of4advettising solicitor foT the high-school annual

be giaduated

understood.

,

isoften m eled student tó in accompanying younger one.
.

11,Many.extracurrieular:settii*scontinhe year eftirrsr so that incoming

generation', sli easily tato posltions vac 04 bj precedink ones.

11,

More aiff tlr-is the YefoOm of'dysfuOtional settings, and even

mgtdhalle
ging- ia t4tecrea0On'of new settings. - One would hope that

these at r experiences could alio be en neered for the young.

e resMarch on certain school settings has:centered ott

tsand onpsychologicalor_feeling rewards. But the

c:pot us 61'settingaare created, Maintained% and used for
.

nd othereougt to belanother target of reseersh.

Perhaps a future-day will see A science Of "setting- learning;" it might
.

Ile a fruitful stuffy. , 6 A

the benefit -of self

N.

ar

i.
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INTRODUCTION TO'COMMENTARIES'ON POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION

Jo ph .1. D'Amico,
.

FWId Specialist
Citizen EduEation, Research.foi Better Schools, Inc.

It
,

I
'

#

The effect of agitooi goiernance and classroom climate on the poli-
. i .

---

tieal socianzation of children hai'been studied from a number of per-

spectiven. In re-examining three clasiic perspectives and outlining,

some salient issues in school and classroomibvernance associated with

each, Judith Gilleara and MarA Soley provide s. useful framework tohIlp

practi;ioners underatand the complex phenomena of political sociAlitation.

In addition, they alert poractitioneis to some specific difficulties in
O

adopting any ope perspective 'exclusively. They suggest that an iniegrat-

.ed, ecological approach to uAderstanding children's political learni4 is

necessary in)order to minimise the effects that adoption problems have on

the efforts of practitioners. They believe that applying-such an ecology
z

; ical approach when examining school and classroom environments will enable
At .e .

educatois to make more effecti4e; useful changes. In the following

t
responses, Murry Nelson of,the Pennsylvania State University and Nancy

.

r

e : 4
e .""."..

Wyner of Whe4Iock Collegereaffirm the need for this-' kind off integration
. .

, *

and offer additilpal considerations for Gillespie and Soley's ecological
t

..
t

approach. ,

4
A

4

;pointing to other disparate fields which haversuccessfully adopted

. ? . 4 .

an ecological approach, Murry Nelson predicts that "educology" may well

r

play an important ro e izV relating children to schooling. However, he

raises what he believes are three other important considerations fbr

.1 ,

tit
93
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r4.

those pursuing an'ecological approach: philosophy, culture,, and'change.4 , ..,
!k

nelson suggests that a.truli integrative apprOach to political sociallte-
. i.. . . .

. . ,

-4ion shoead address issues of educational philosophy as practiced by
4

i
.

schobl personnel, political enculturation as it occurs bOtb in andeut of

school, such as pursued in cultural anthropology, and social chaige as it

affects both tht individual and the instit4Sion.

Nancy. Wyner also views an ecological approacrs a potentially

valuable analytic tool. Like 'Nelson, she would like to see it broadened

so that it wip be of greater benefit to those whose responsibility it

to plan governance learni g,for children. Specifically, Wyner would 4ike
s I

an ecological approach to explore social deNtbnient in iteater depth;

She believes such concepts as social cognition, perspective taking, and

developmental interaction are crucial issues to be investigated and

understood. She reconmends'that Gillespie and Soltyls ecological approach

beeeipanded to address these consicTe;itiOne and include an examination
.

1 . .4. t .
.

the part that children's earliest experiences with gove ance and institu-

cia4tional climates play in their political qolization.
t .

Lee Ehman provides an historical view of cttizenshi education,
"1 *

jOaiticularly focused through an examination of research n political social:.

ization. He addresses eheAfffeetive'concernwof classroom climate and the
'

Methodology of
instruction',that research suggests is effective in serving,

hese concerns. Ehman drawa,a histiaction between knowledge and ettitudi-,
.

outcomes. He discusse organizational aspects'of clashoom climate
. 1 .e ,

and issues such as freedom of expression and toleration of various points.'

yr . .,t , 94 /.

4
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.

4

.1

,

)

.

of View. By and large, Ehman offers in-depth/sUggestions for many of

Gillespie and Soley's ideas in their ecological.approach. However, he

also suggeSs it will be difficult; -if not impoissible, to
el

achieve both

/
knowllidge and attitudinal gains by means of simultaneous instruction.

,.,

4

4 40
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REFLECTIONS ON
ok`

SOCIALIZATION PERSPECTIVES FOR SCHOOL

OOVERNANCEAND,CLASSROOM CLIMATES,

r *

Murry Nelson

The Pennsylvania State University

44,

Judith Gillespie and Mary Soley have admitably.sumded up the4Npurreine

status of political so ization asmit relates to school governance and
t .

-classroom.climate. By e
.4.- , ....

.
bya number ofmatters, First is the relative flimsiness of political

.
s $

socializatimn reseerch. any studs have never been replicated, many

..

.-

. .
-11'

studieha been inconclusive, and some studies have been repeated with
, N

ing cirefully their_spthesis one is struck° /

_X
contradIttory results.

..:- .

.
. Second is the very limited discussion of do concepts thatLdemand

/
.

,

much fuller attention across all three apprbacheschange and:the,mediat
..e

liespite Gillespie andSoley consigning these ideas to only one approach

each, their,Impaot is clearly broader in scope: .

4

A third point that wellOnts notice is dilleepiM and Soley's idea of

combining viewpoints in their ecological approach to political

zati6n:_ Their tripartite division orthe

for whet.it truly II-4a heuristic attempt

various studies should be seen.

to' classify diverse examina-s

tions of socialization,. none of which could totally exclude any of the

three identified perspectives.
,."

. .
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A fourth point that I feel should be consideredis the whole nature
'.

of socialization ?alself. Can it be studied without commensurate study

of enculturation and the broader context within which they both lie?

(ipe

Before returning to these )issues I should note the very positive

im et that the Gillespie-Soley paper made on' my thinking. Theauthors
...

clearly synthesized thinking in the field, noted implications for re-
',

search and also noted the void that is present in each approach. In a

manner reminiscent of a legal brief, 'they then fill the breach with

their version of the best way to study the politicalsocialization of

Susie.

Some of the excellent points that they make,_often in passing,

certainly warrant further emphasis. One of their most important points

concerns the decisions that teachers and administrators make to improve

quality education. As Gillespie and Soley note, "their perception of

what is quality education could vary depending even the particular

socialization'approach that they (the teacher or administrator) used."

Unless this is known and understood clearly, all the models that we '

create and recreate will be of little use. Again, Gillespie and Soley

are well aware of this. They remark that, "In terms of practice, the

'study indicates that sheer awareness of socialitation procestes by

school personnel is important. Once awareness is eteated, however, it

is important to see socialization not as a static phenomenon; hut rather

asta dynamic one." This is much harder to put into practice than it is

,
to perceive. One way to do this might be to encourage school' personnel

)417
go



**

to recognize and clarify educational philosophies as they relate to the

school curriculum and then to see the approaches of Gillespie and Soley

as extensions of those philosopties. Most school personpel do not hlve

a well-articulated philosophy toward the curriculum and the school.# A /

knowledge of various curricular postures could lead naturally to philo;-

sophical approaches to political socialization.

Gillespie and Soley's approaches might be.seen as extended analogies

then of aperimentalism4 social reconstructionism, and essentialism

(Tanner & Tanner, 1975). The developmental perspective would clearly

relate most easily toexperlmentalism which encourages reflective think-
,

ing for social problem solving and growth. The difference between -this

thrust and a development that is totally asocial is neatly'summed up by

Tanner and anner (1975), "As Dewey observed, when personal fulfillment

is severed from intellectual activity, 'freedom of self-expression turns

into something that might better'be called self-exposure" (p: 17).

School personnel must be aware of the social contracts implied in a.-

developmental perspective.and& not see it as drharcissistic enterprise.

By recognizing theirgoal of schooling to'be reflective thinking, they

4

can more easily understand how a political socialization approach follows

from that.

An agents' approach would seem to rely More on the idea of recon-

structionism whereby a critical analysis of societal flaws and program-
.

matic,needs for corrective action are offered. The roots of essentialism

would also.be utilized here as they relate to the basic tenets of the

93



,social sciences hdt impact upon the curriculum. If one seesithese

philosophical app =aches to the curriculum and schooling as sjOilar to

one's own, then an gent approach would seem' consonant witti that.

Finally,'a syst ms approach would seem to be also rooted in social

reconstruction but wish a more technological undercurrent which resembles

the analytic style of Irlosky and Smith. With these philosophies famil-

iar, an understanding o the approaches to political socialization,might.

be more easily accomplis4d. Following that, one isthen free to reorder

those approaches, and theresult Might indeed look like the ecological

approach of Gillespie and oley.

The ecological approac is not unwarranted in this examination of

politic I socAlizAion by chools and other agents. Other seemingly

disp= ate fields have been ded with ecology to form new expertmenfal

.appr aches and there is no reason to believe that education cannot also

be art of such a marriage. 'For example, Pablo Soleri has combined his

a chitectural designs with an extreme concern for environmental issues

o fOrm.the new and experimental field of archology. In a similar vein,

educitidn'might expand and deeien its scope as it relates to important

issues of school enyironmentt The field of "educology" may well be an

important factor in how schooling relates'to youngsters. In additiori,

it would incorporate thrusts that Gillespie and Soley voice concern for,

namely what voles churches, places of work and other community agencies

play itthe overall socialization process. .Essentially what Gillespie

and Soley advbcate is a true holistic approach - -no earth-shattering

:



:

5

r

proposal in,..1115ory,'but a very unique step In practice for schools.; e
_.

In many ways the ecological approach resembles and draws its nethOd-
.,

I

ology from the ethnographic approach education has borrowed from anthro-
. 4

pology. The focus on individuals and their development aswell.as the

harmonious or discordant nature of schools and communities has heenjf

concern to cultural anthropologists for many years. The cultural bor-

rowing of educators of anthropologic methods can only broaden and strengthl

en the understanding we have of political awareness of otr children. This

concern with method, however, is important.

Advocating such an ecological approach implies again that. most

school personnel and /or researchers have the prerequisite skills to,
. ,

gather, analyze aad draw conclusions from the universe of available date.,_
.

That ii simply not true. Most good school ethnographies have been die, `A

by or with anthropologists. That fact does not preclude educators from

such a task, however. Alan Peshkin's Growing Up American is a fine'

.

exauple of an educator who has used an ethnographic (or for our purposes.
ook

-

ecological) approach to the broad concern of sc oling and socializattirn.

It was clearly a long, arduous (albeit enjoyable taskp but the results

. . . . .

were rewarding. (It should be noted that Peshkin tad studied comparative

modes of education and schooling in other countries and considered as'

stedy in the light of that experience.) The point I am trying to hike is

that educatois can do as Ullespie,and Soley propose, but it is not easy :s

and it is very time-consuming.

.,01
Cultural proitlems that evolve from the research may not be understood.

100
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or handled adequately. For example, Gillespi d Soley note that they

are doing "bottom up" research by interview

students see as needs in school. This may

studentaeto determine what

eem'a noble goal but how

does it square with the cultural backgrou 1 the students and their

families? It may be that what the resea hers are doing is to undermine

the strength of a culture in the way it sperates. The result of the

ethnographic research, however, seems be a much more conclusive pic-

ture of the process of'events and ind idual interaction on those events.

This'anthropologic perspective is the whole process of socializa-

tion in a different light and may m n that political enculturation a

broader concept, is really what Gi, espie and Soley are concerned th.

Socialization focuses on learning at is guided primarily by group'norms

and expectations. Enculturatiowis similar but involves more familiar

and oft eft more informal learmin patterns and processes. The way youths

are encultdrated and, with gr

ated alfay be as -appropriate fo

Earlier in theft cowmen

paid to social change and p

deal with it only from:the

socialization implies a c

ng political concept - borrowing; accultur-

study as socialization.

mentioned that more attention should 1)9 .

itical socialization. Gillespie and Soley

ystems point of view, but the very idea of

ge, a shaping to societally proper courses of

thigking and action. How one approach changes is another issue that will

affect socialization. A

social change. In orde

of change must also be

I

pelbaum (1970) presentajourldiverpe theories of

to make choices to politically socialize, theories

grasped.

4TP
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.1.friemarks have in away skirted the issue of the Gillespie/Soley

paper. The authors of that paper have presented medel'based on
.

. , 4
...

. existing research and their own theorettcal.constrocts, and for this they
4. ., /..... .. . .

shvid-be lauded highly. It shou be noted, however, that their ,

Choices require adequate preparation and understanding of anthropolOgical
,

perspectives and overriding theories of social( change. Ini addition,

.
school personue,X might be well advised to find a philosophical frame

..f
or

their ideas of schooling before attempting to make inferential leaps

into political social,izatitn. As ilillespie and Soley note, research

from approaches has been inconclusive and theTe many research

qUestions that remain unanswered. The ecological apProich may indeedibe.'

I

.., ,

the best approach to examining political socializatiori.,Aluiet-this
.

. '''-'
,

. , .

juncture there is no way that other approaches can be categorieally
. , 'I , .

-

rejected.

,0 t

0
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RESPONSE

SOCIALIZATION tERSPEGiIVRS FOR SCHOOL GOVERNANCE

AND CLASSROOM CLIMATES

,

:"Saclalization
s .

ClimatesTfiy.Judith

research in the
0

indicators that
,

.INancy, 4. Wyner

{Wheelock Cdllege

v.

0

ik

Perspettiyeeforchool Governalse and Classr oom
.

Gillespie and. Mary Sdley proVides a °map of recent

0

terrain of socialization. Although there are forthright

tile cartographers.' work is
,

are intriguing:':' .

Authors4GilIespieAnd Soiey explore three perspectives within the

socialization field that help in examining'sotialiZation processes: the
, a 1

c
incomplete, the'exalorations

' I

developmental approach., an approach focused on socialization agedts, and
. , .

.- . ... -
.

, .

thedemocratic systems approaCh. 'Allowing a review of thebe.perspectives
,

. 1,..
. .

the authors propose an ecoldgical approacil that"intends to Combine
...

.

. . ... . . .-

perspectives .ecrdS0 various,, almost arbitrary, divisions. Their proposal

4 .

co:e moves to interpret the dynamic', interactive nature of so0alization and

A.
offers a higklypresponsifile

. .

,builds on false dichotomies

4

challenge tothe validity
4

and.unnatural

.

'As analytic tools, the perspeCtives examined by the authors move us

__closer to the idiues'and'eVentsinvolvrd in socialization processes. Com-
, , ..

.

of mud) lesearch

plexities and

/ focus make as

contradictions thatelude:Wepretationinakr single

even morn minaful'of the immensity of the problems we are

conSidering and the 4.nadequapy of present ways to analyze interactions.

I

'eV
104
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x.

;

the Gillespie/SoleY discussion of the developmental approach, all

accounting of emerging. theories in social development is missing. As

I 4"
preiented, the emphasis is on the individual; significant research in '

sotial.cOnition, social perspective taking and the growing child's

',knowledge and understanding of social institutions is surprisingly over-

looked (Fuith, 1979; Selman, 1975, 1977). .A more balanced portrait'

dbb4ld also Include the developmental inte raction viewpoififormulated by

Barbara fiber and colleagues (Biber & Shapiro, 1972). ,Knowledge of\

Biber's'ideas enlivens our efforts to understand classroom governance and

school tlimateparticularly in focusing on growth as a transactional

prOcess. From this viewpoint, the child is seen as an active information

procesior interacting within his or her soCial/physical environment. ,
r -,. .

...,

Gillespie and Soley propose that "people who.follow the dev opmental'

approach will focus on students as individuals within'schools;

Governance will be determined in orde4! to influence students' developmental

patterns." Recent research in social- development and the
.

encompassing

.:s.

interaction
,

ideas prbposed by tape developmental positiOWpress us to move. '
..

, .

beyond the duallank of IndivIdualiand social'groups. An inclusive view
...-

-

builds s*ongly on acceptance of social interactions -- governance learning C
.

.
.

. . . .

end prosocial behaviors-,=as Email experiences that
.

nourish Cognition,-
/

.

.

These ideas link to the Plagetian notion regarding the social milieu of

mutuality indicat4d by respectful teacher-child interactions. Such-

relationshipstend tb empha lie cooperation and provide a
.

climate that

promotes' reasoned inter ei pal responses, t'hils'increaaing the capacity;for.
, ..

. .-, J .

differentiation and a reniess of concern for ptherst

1 '1r* .



In sketching out the developmental-perspective, mention must also be

made of research that7substantiates the qualitatively unique mental

capabilities of children younger than,age seven or eight. This distinct

emphasis. it particularly important in relation to the child's construction

of a governance concept, for rules specifically. From a Piagetian view,

. the communication 6f rules and the quality of adult intervention in

developing, conveying and enforcing rules are critical psychological and
.t.

4

moral starting:points for the child's attitudes about, authority and justice --
.

key.elemIntsiri any plan for scho9lgovernance,

..tssentially,.the concern raised. above is for.a,fuifer,. more Comore-
,

%. , - .

hensive accounting of the deOelopmental approach.' The aulhor'sjAspneeion4ofo
. ..t, is

. , ,
0:: , .

..
I.: f

., other apprdachaplaise other points fdr reflection: The section of this.

.... %
. , .- , ! . o ,

.
; ,

,'paper on socialitatiott agents has partidvilar 1=0124 and=-provides an
. . ,,,..

-. . ,.. . ,

V

exec
'

_alternative way,of illing-.the-interplay of students: schools, families
-. :

.

'' ang cOMMunities inielition to political, social learning.
,

. 4 , V ' ' .
' '

Thesocialliation agentsapproach calls for widening the concept of
., .

education to include citizen agencies-,media, business, lam enforcement, for
.,. .1,

i . . ''. A

example - recognizing these representatives of the commun/ as adult
-

'

sociEdizm'invplved in tne.sollooling orstudeiltd becoming citt ns.

One of thefroblematic:isp'ecti of aoCialization agent's role in

a s .

the' modeling process is an buroi focus litew of ourwlges,as socializing,
.

- agents, adults who axe actively. modeling, Influencing, and can44buting to

.'. ,

. , ...
4.,

L
student's kerceptions abut the'Oblitical/legal system. ;11 this, crucial

..,
, .

1

interaction of teaching and learning, educators often do not think about
f.;

.

o.

A

.P
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)
4

children's perceptions of authority, the use of power, the management of,

conflict, or other related matters.,

The very isolation of the Classsroom from community. life perpetuates

a peVvasive myth and maintains another false dichotomy-=that educational

andepplitidal environments, like work and play: do not mix. Our alternative

is to search for. interrelationships as powerful conceptual patterns that

can guide citizen development and help us in, our dialogues about achoOling

in democracy. Isolation deniesinterest and involvement. In contrast, the
ti .

interactions of:learners:with socializing,agents, who incorporate and

develop an understanding of the child's'growth and-devefopment, encourage
.i .

V
active experience-based learningland firsthand observation of citizenship

, .

. ,...., 4

. ...

tasks. Sudh interactions hold4he potential for impactin he curriculum
.

. - ,

. ,

and, changing rhe,polltical edgcation emphasis from learning4idealistic

- -! ;

N., .1
, ..

aspirations to oSserVatiotkand investigation of actual behaviors, In

addition, they also msy bring aboutsincreaSed Oerceptions of the importance

of obligation dnd responsibility,'Otgovernspce And..prosociaI involvement
, -

,in democracy. . ,

. ; ,

The influence, of researeh on practice.mupi'be care- Billy drawn, without
,

, ., ...

,

. ,

losing sight of,common sense and the uniqueness oflocal'oetting s. Proposed-,

schemes fof s/ool goVernahce ultikatelrshould respond to learner needs and .

,
, .

- %,

In plinqing goveroance ],earning for young.Children, affects
. ' ,.. g,

o all t e appreacheaegbi,feadily.contribdte-ltd consgtucting experiences
,' ,

., .4

that enhance

attention,to-
,

.

understandings of democratic p rossoses and-values. Careful
o

ber's wayeasonstructing knowledge arethe acti, young leer

%specially important it this
.

tivgy'oriented process for, learning about
v.

.

,,the social/polltical'environment.

1
. 1 9 '7 :ot . .a,

.



What does governance look like in the e'emettary schools? What are

/ 4

1

the variant patterns ,that promote prosocial democratic behaviors and

0.
politicallearning? When are children not learning about governance? In

the gym when they are playing group games? At classroom meetings that are

dominated by an aut oritarian teacher or one who only allows the bright or
. I

."good" children t share:4r isit when children interact at meeting

time, plan learning experiences together, and listen and communicate in a t.

cooperative social context?.
J.

./`

0

There are, according to the authors, a multitude of questions not -N '

. .,
.. . .

'accounted for by the socialization perspectives--the impact of different

governance strategies, the types of participation that matter, key' roles

individuals might take, and the roles schools play. Iodeed, Gillespie and

Soley conclude, "we will only know through long -term siUdies whether

student entry into the. process of governance hat. an impact which makes it

worth concentrating on in cl4arooms. The 'same applies to school

governante." What are respons blieducators to do in the abseitce of such

evidence? ,

...-.
. .,

When we think about the 4cialization process, school governance issues,
... . ,

and school climate, wIin we analyze: perspectives and summarize these

findings, we realize that we are dealing with invisibles, like Socrates'

metaphor Of the wind. To paraphrase: the winds themselves are .invisible,

yet what they do is manifest to usaUd We somehow feel their appr9aoh.

At best, Ife seem to have little in ow grasp but perplexities to share

with one another. In considering the problems of school governance and -

7 4**25
/ 0 /
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classroom climate, perhaps we will conclude that there are no answers--

$.

4 only variations of our questions. Perhaps we will lose the inclinat n to

'find solutions and recognize the .importance ofthe-search as criticalto

the-teathing *and learning process. Practicaliy,speakfflg, each time we

)k are confronted with some new approach, we will haire to make up our minds to

think to examine anew: We will know more about what we do not know. 'Then

we might ask what - -nab why. What makes this issue of school governance

and classroomlimate importaint to us? Does it have something to do with

our intention to remain loyal to the fundamintal experience ofemocraty?

,

1
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POLITICAL EDUCATION RESEARCH AND

CITIZENSHIP' EDUCATION

Lee H. Ehman

or Indiana .University

Whose job is citizenship education? Until about 1925, it was con-

sidered the taste of the entire schooling process to socialize youth into

citizens. With the advent of a new curriculum pattern, called social

studies, citizenship education began to be equated with the goals of'this

new school subject. At the present time, at would agree that the main

purpose of sociarstudies is the development of good citizens.' Other

prominent Writers in,the,social education field remind us, however, that

-)

responsibility for citizenship education goes well beyond one subject'

area in school, and transcends schooling itself. Many other agencies,

from the armed services looal institutions such as libraries and police,

share this job.
2

In this paper, however, I will analyze the principal gay 'in which
,

the schooling process has been shown by,researchers to impinge upon

. . -
citizenshiveducation. This broad research area, labelled "political

ciaiization" research.3 Findings Erompolitical education research
.

.
e

o

,ha e implications for school teachers, especially social studies teachers,

°

and for school administrators and counselors. :These impliCations must be.

quali ied both becauseof the relatively weak methodology of much research

in thi area
4

and because of many gaps in the coverage of problems.

hit- III
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Nevertheless, some important generalizations can be stated and implica-

tion s drawn from the studies conducted.on'tgis topic. After reviewing

four main'theilles of citizenship education, we will discuss those general-
'.

izations and implications.

'Four Traditional Thanes of Citizenship Education

The four main themes or desired outcomes, of citizenship education

seem to be these: 1) Political Idyalty; 2) Pdlitical knowledge; 3) Demo-

czatic attitudes and v4rs; and 4) tecision-makingskills. The first

,

theme, political loyalty, refers to goals such as obedience to laws and

political authority, and a sense of duty and loyalty to one's coiiiraiity;

state, and country. The second theme follows, from Thomas Jefferson's

prescription for good citizenship -- learn history. Somewhat expanded,,

the political knowledge theme suggests that knowing more-about history,

society, and especially about political institutions, will leadto goot

citizenship.

The 'clercratic attitudes and values position holds that beliefs are

the key to good citizenship. Belief in majority rule and minority rights;

'tolerance for dissent; belief in political participation; sense of

.personal political competence -- these are examples of such beliefs.
..z., 9 ,

Finally, the fourth theme is that decision-making skills -- the ability

to understand social and political problems, to collect and analyze data
ya

that bear on these problems, to sort out competing value positions, and

finally to make an infoimed personal decision,about the problem --

constitute the most important aspect of good citizenship.

11_2
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In addition to these mainstream ideas about the desired outcomes of

*
civic education, there are a substantial number of contemporary "interest

. groups" which clamor for their.particular goals. A simple listing will

give an idea of their range Political action skills; Legal education;

Motel eduction; Glob'al education; Economic education; Environmental

' education; Parenting and family education; Career, education; and Multi -

cultural /multiethnic education% Suffice it to say that citizenship

education has numerous p ;oponents and positions!

Political education research has by far the most to say about the

secona and third main themes, political knowledge and democratic attitudes

and values. Rpsearch ahs been focused on Emaii-iff the otner-main-aml-----SL-------

special' interest themes, but the findings do not "add up" to an ability,

to generalize as in the case of knowledge and attitudes. It is to these

generalizations, and :their implications for teachers and administrators,

that we nowlurn.

Content forKnowledge and Climate for Attitudes

',The thesis of this paper is simple: If your goal to increase

political knowledge of students in school, focus on teaching specific,

well-developed content, through direct instruction. If, on the other

hand, you want to promote democratic values and attitudes, concentrate

on school and classroom "climate." Put another way, emphasize what you

teach for knowledge outcomes, and for atti tudes, how you teach. The

two different goals" seem to have somewhat separate paths leading to them.

What is school and dassroom."climate?". This refers to how things

are done in the whole school and in specific classes. Rather than what

$

ipirk
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is done, it is the way in which they are done that f crucial for the.

"climate" aspects of schooling. How much student involvement there is

in school decision making, and how'extracurrictgar activities are conduct-.

ed, are examples of school climate variables. If students see themselires

.

as involved in school decision making about school rules, fOi instance',

or if they view extracurriculafactivities as ways in whiCh they.can

participate meaningfully in.sthool affairs, then we would say there is-

an "open school climate." Likewise, if in the classrOom students con-

sistently have m opportunity to Tress their opinions on controversial

topics, and the teacher is not always dominant, then there is an "open

classroom climate." Researchers have found that climate makes a differ-

ence in attitudes.

Politic c1 Knowledge as Citizenship Education

Before analyzing the "climate" research, however, we will examine

politica education research findings for knowledge outcomes.

For ten years the work of Langton and Jennings has dominated our
8

knowledge about the impact of civics courses on political knowledge of

senior high school students. Using tileirnational sample orseniors in

1965, they showed that a number of civics and history courses taken by

these seniors during high school was not related to political knowledge.

Several other researchers confirmed this finding with smaller scale\
studies:

6

This research had one major problem, however. The test of, political

knowledge tended to be very perfunctory, often consisting of two or three

low-level knowledge questions. A more recent study, based on much more

*,
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' extensive and cu rent national data, and using much more sophisticated

and sensitive political knowledge Measures, has shown that the,number

of courses, any the study of specific topics within these courses, are

relatively p. erful predictors of political knowledge.
7

Based on the

most recent 1976) National Assessment for Educational Progress survey

data,..ttese onclusions would appear to have more validity than the
. ' 4

., earlier fi sings of Langton and Jennings. This is especially true
....:'

2\

because of the much hig er quality of measurement of political know-

ledgeledge its lf. Therefore, sone generalization that can be made is that

is

taking mere courses, and studying specific content within these courses,

does im rot4e political knowledge.

B t we can go further than this. The National Assessment fin ings

also s ow that -the use of so-called "aiitCellilifFactimeLleithin, these. _

cours s also makes a'positiie difference. Three pedagogica)..aspects of

"dir ct instruction" were included in the fihdings.) Tqese included the

4 P sis on and use ore textbook; the use of lectures; and assignment
I

of omework in civics-related courses. Apparently, according to the

Na ional'Assessment researchers, the more the teacher tries to teach

tent through these instructional practices, the more knowledge will

b pined by students.

Other, more specifically-aimed studies have shown the same thing.

or example, Patrick, in his extensive pilot study of the American

olitical Behavior curriculum materials, showed that with a !piaster-long

course in civics having a special focus on political behavior, student

knowledge made impressive gainp.
8

Attitude change, however, was not

Os
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found.' This was not surprising, as,it was knowledge, not attitudes:

thatwps the object of the special materials. Other political education

researchers have to come up with findings similar to those of Patrick.
9

This generalization is interesting in light of the overall kpow -'

ledge °declines shown by the National Assessmeht from 1972 to 1976. With.

-

out esbribing these declines fn detail, sufficeli to say that-political

'knowledge has declined significantly for both 13-Year-oldit ancglj-year-

olds in such areas as knowledge of tonstitutienal rights,.understanding of

the structure and function of government, and understanding the political
... ,,

..

10 , )
process.

-If this. decline is real, and there 'is every reasonito believe that-

it is, then it would appear that there has been a recent decline in either,

the number of ci4i courses taken by students, 9r.the amount of direct

instruction 1-ar-(ure-o-ftextbooks-1-ectures, and homework)-, or ,

a decline s both of thestfactors. Looking backwat the last decade of

change in the secondlry socialstudies curriculum, it is not difficult to

believe that a decline in both facers hasoccUrred.

The emphasis during the late 1960s and early 1970s on electives

rather than required subjects, on a variety kinstruCtional media

rather than the single textbook, and on inquiry and discovery rather than

exposition and homework, might account for at least part of the political

knowledge decline in the early 1970s.traced *National Assessment. The

implication seems to be that if we de-emphasize knowledge in our classes,

knowledge declines, perhaps to the benelit of whatever it is that we

emphasize more.

41.



Political Values and Attitude's as Citizenship Education

There are afew examples in the political education research.lfter-
,

ature of successful attempts to change political values and attitudes

through direct instruction aimed at that goal. For instance,. Goldenson '

conducted a three-week field experiment in two high schools t at s wed

quite convincingly that a.specific program could change twelfth graders'

attitudes toward civil liberties.
11

Other researchers have demonstrated

,

similar, but limited, results for othervalues'and attitudes .12 However;

more studies have shown the opposite °-4 that a number of courses or

specific curriculum units do not have positive attitudinal outcomes, The,

center of gravity of they studies suggests that more often than not.

direct instruction does not change values and attitudes in a desired.

direction.
13

a

rat

Furthermore, there is some solid evidence that direct inatructioh
.

, ,

't

can have negative iiPaCt bt-artitudeay- Tome*, JOppenheim, and Farnen, in

reporting the results from a ten-nation study conducted in the early 1970s,

shows that across all countries, such school practices, as the nse o printed

,

.
,

7 drill meteriale And stress on factual aspects of subject matter have a
4 «

.negative relationship with attitudes such as, tolerance for. dissent and a

positive relationship with authoritarianism. Thii may be one example of
14

the trade-off between knowledge and att4tude outcomes discussed-above.

Knowledge gains might be accompanied by negative attitude, shifts. Unfortur

nately, the Torney study did not examine the poliXical ,knowledge question
211. ...%

,

with enough precision to determine if that was occurring in their research.

To contrast with this rather confusing and.ambiguouw.picture, we now

/10
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a ,

-
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. i. .

-examine tfie-relatfonsttips prechool tnd classroom climate factors tO-
. . ,

; '... .7.
,

-42, 4F0- . student attitudes.: The overwhelming conclusion is that open clerae$ , 1
. .

, -'
Y1 1in schools is related to pOsitive attitudes or students:

15 "
t ,

School organizational ciliate is related to positive attitddes.4
AP, s . ....

,.

An organizational climate characterized by reciprocity within thg
.

. 0,0 .,.
decision-making process, and.no by a strictly pierarchical,*top-t0-9' ' i

g:a
!

,
I . .Z 1

bbttion decision and c unication pattern, is'one likely to have stuT, . 1

. . .

., 2 I s 1

dents who are more socially trusting and politically interested, an& who * )

N
%

c,1 -
! ,

believe they are politically comintent:
16

,

f_

Particfpation in 40xtrachtricular

1 , k
activities is similarly related to posiilye political Attitudes.'.

4 . .

o

Classroom climate has also been foupdoto be connected to . student; .:0$ ,"
sk

p
s .1 7 . 4 Ac ..,

attitudes.' The extent Of controversial social and political iiquee , ,, A #
. ' .I 4- . O . -4' '.

..;' ,'" *
.

.

discussion is one asPect of an 'open climate in the class. ,This-faitor , '.
\ ... i .

is
$

.: $ , ,. t .

, is related to positive a titudes such as,political.confidence and int& - '., '-

.

1 ,
t.----, ''' . **-

. -,..
.

.

est, aknd toleranceof di sent. Another,'and related aspect ofopeh,1;. ,,-t:
-

.
._..........._ __........ .

-.,

classroom climate', is the degree to Ohich-students.-ddents,believethai scancan
e

-.1

express openly their views in classroom sestings. l4gain, telated,t4/"*-6
11'

.
4

this, is a third factor the extent to Nhich teaaSss'activelftdc&rage;'
.

a,range of viewpoints being considered. BOth of these latter two climate ,

e
attributes have alio been linked to positive student attitudes.

4' 'tr44s

For attitudes and values, then, how schooling influences'stueent ibb

decision-making involvement, and how Classroom.

dents in considering politically pertinent subJ

. ,..
teachersinioll4e the -

ect matter,irether than the
---

content of this subjectf matter, is*hatNtters. In

.
.

pretation of the "climate research te is again interesting to donidert.,

(k.
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r
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1

vihat Natio nal Assessment asidiscovered to be the across-time trends In
k

polifical attitudes of st dents. From 1969 to 1976. they found that

students' sense Of being .b1e t9 influence government increased for.

national Concerns, but decreased for local concerns. Unfortunately? fewer

in.1976 than 1969 could explain specific wlyt of'influencing,governmental
P .4

processei,

Tolerance and respect for otheiss' socio-economic and racial differ-
.

ences increased over this time period. This finding may well reflect an

u 44'
,increasing concern in the late 1960s and early 1970s with just such attir

' ist , ,,-

tudes in the school curriculum. It
.
also.may signal the effect of less

.
. . . .

,authoritarian teaching practices and open school egmates,
,

s suggested

. -

, .

above. WhateVer the explanations, these attitudinal findi gs underscore
).

;

r I

the point made earlier that there may be a curricular trad -off operating.
f

C

. i eif it Is true that there yea
111

a major re-emphasis'in the s eial studies
-

.....

!

,

curriculum during the period under study, then National Aisessuent is
,

I
findingwhat it should find -- decreased knowledge levels and somewhat

more positive attitude< as a result. If the current shift toward basic.

skilre' ands beefing up of the knowledge aspects in social studies

continues, then the next National Assessment itlitizenship and-Social

Studies ShOuld contain a mirror image of the 1969-1976 change findings.

What Sbould'Teacbers and Administrators Do?

When we stancrback and take

stand out `from the rest. First;

cititenship.education goals are.

stock of our findings, a few features

what we should no depends upon Ohat our

If they center around students' acqui-
,

sition of politital knowledge, theft we shoUld use direct instructional

119
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. ,.. ,

practices such as .14Clures and homework assignments, and textbooks.

These should hmuaed in conjunction. with specific curriculuiM.objectiies

geaied toward tneieasing.Oolitical knowledge.,

If, ,on thm'other hand, out goals have' td do 'with fostering democratic

. ,

values and attitudes, then the school and classroom climates appear to be

the most powerful leverd that we can Manipulate. Adatfilstrators and

counselors should make the school a place in which students have a role

in the decision-making and Communication processes. They should be

encouraged to participate in meaningful extracurritulur activities. \-:,

Classro61M.teachers should engage their students in, the discussion of

controversial social and political issues, so that students feel able to

express their-opinions openly. Eurhter, the teacher should encourage a

range of views in the classroom.

But there is reason to believe that wm can't have it both ways.

tnowledge or attitudes, not both, it would seem, can be achieved. In

chi ving success in one area, we may:lose ground in the other. The

more the-instruction is direct'and pointed at knowledge outcomes, the les

open the classroom climate will tend to be. Perhaps the,best we can do

is make bur choice,firmly, one way for the other, and stick with it. There

does not seem to be research which suggests an optimistic synthesis which

will lead to both goals simultaneously.
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FOOTNOTES -.4

See Robert D. Bare, James L. Barth and S. Samuel SherMis, Defining
the Social StUdies'(Washington, D.. C.: National Council fqr the Social .

Studies, Bulletin 51, 1977).

For a complete analysis of this idea, see a:chard C. Remy, "Social
Studies and Citizenship Educatiori: Elements of a Changing Relationship,"
Theory and Research in Social Education 6:4 (December', 1978), 40-59. -

3
The term "political educatiop" in this paper is taken to mean that

subpart of the political socialization process which constitutes instruc-
tion in schools; both direct and indirect, which is aimed at shaping the
political attitudes, knowledge and behavior of youth. -Tr is noted that.

this conception of political education differs somewhat from that of
Patrick, who characterizes political socialization as a subset of politi-
cal education. $ee Johll J. Patrick, "Political Socialization and Political
Education in Schools," in Stariley A.Renshon, Handbook of Political Social-
ization: -Theory and Research (Neu York: Free Press, f977), pp. 190-222.

4
In forming the generalizations used in this paper two recent reviews

Were used extensively. ,Lee %man, "The American School and the
Political"Socialization Process," Review of Educational Research, Vol. 50,
No. 1, (Spring 1480) ; Lee H. Ehman, "Reseaich on Social Studies,Curriculum
and Instruction: Values," in Francis P. Hunkind, Lee H. Ehman, Carole L.
Hnno, Peter H: Martorella and Jan L. Tucker, Review of Research in Social
Studies Education: 1970-1975, Bulletin No. 49 (Washington, D.C.:,, National
CounCil for the Social Studies, 1977),'pp.55-96. Several others were
consulted. Dean Jaros, Socialization to Politics (New York: Praeger,

1973); John J. Patrick, Political Socialization of.American Youth: A
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.INTRODUCTION TO COMMENTARIES ON HUMAN

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

Nicholas M. Sanders, Research Coordinator
Citizen Education, Research for Better Schools, Inc.

In the two commentaries which follow, there is basic support of

David Elkin's focus on the psythOlogicarights of the child as a 1,tizen.

In fact, one commentator congratillates Elkind for providing practitioners

with such a "driving idea," in pleasant contrast to the "bloodless

theorists" usually presenting papers at this type of colloquia.

Both commentators, George French and Jeanette Gallagher 10 agree with

and elaborate on one of Elkind's specific areas of concern, the child's

. rigbt to grow at a totality. French points out that as a curriculum

developer he isconcerned with the extent to which most curricula are so

fragmented as, to ilolateissentially this right of the child. As one

illustration, he focuies atteption'on the current popularity of a return

to 'basics," which means to most people stripping the curricu lum, espe-

,
cially inttre early grades; of eveiything but reading and arithmetic.

Jeanette Gallagher elaborates on the waya in which labelindilhe child

4 4

violate, the child's right to grow as a totality. She referi"to recent

writing'by Bronfenbrenner, who characterizes most human development re-

search and appllttion as being based on a "deficit model." The deficit

model results in children being labeled relative to particular distur-

bances in their development. Once identified, the particular deficiency

trS
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is the focus of treatment, while other-aspects of the child's life are

ignored. Gallagher notes that those applying Piagetian conceptions of

development to education are often among those who engage in the deficit

model labeling, even though there is nothing in these concepts* that Imply

use of that model. A "growth.m6del" alternative which encourages the

child's growth as a totality is then described by Gallagher.

The commentators raise some issues with specific aspects 6f

Elkind's presentation. French cautions that Elkind's concern regarding,

the acceptance of differences in the limits of various children may easily

be turned into a justification of limits imposed on children of certain

backgrounds because of preconceivdd nations about their natural limits --

aninterpretation basically inconsistent with citizen education in a

democracy.

Another issue focuses on Elkind's warnings not to base curriculum

development on the fleeting affective interests of children. French .

suggests`that the variety of advice of!ered by learning theorists con-

cerning the relation of, the cognitive and affective domains in the learn-

ing process has served only to confuse curriculum people in their attempts

to unaerstah the /laming process.

There is a positive reaction to the implications of Elkind's position

that citizen education is more than a set-of courses. Prenoh finds it

gratifying that a connection was made between the developmental needs of

ir .

children and the classroom climate, which he sees as conditioning citizen

behavior and not merely providing instructional context.

o
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RESPONSE TO

THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN:. CHALLENGES IN TODAVS WORLD
.

. George W. 'French

The.School District of Philadelphia

My reaction to Dr. Elkind's paper will be governed, of course, by

ay position as a curriculum director in a lar4e. urban center. This in-
.

volvea the responsibility for the preparation of curriculum for 13,000

teacheri at every grade level /13 use with all the people's children. This

responsibility,doesn't bear on the accuracy:of Dr. Elkines observations

so muji as it influences the manner in which I shall respond. ',SpeCifi-

cally, I shall look first

education of Dr. Elkindis

Dr.' illnd to clarify%aeme'sreas of confusion generated, tor le by his
.

at the curriculum implications for citizen
4

developmental concerns and-eecendviI shall ask

paper.
s'

4
First, it is gratifying to see the connection made between classroom

climate andand the developmental needs of children and cit

f
min. education.

So often, citizen education is relegated to the social studies where
,

experiences in American governments Aierican heritage and related subjects

constitute' young people's preparation for citizenship. Aside from the

fact that it-is'a very restricted view of citizen'educationotthis approach

.

overlooks the significant processes in the classroom that condition be-
1k

Iavior much more so than the content of,the instruction. Dr. Elkind is

. , .

correct, in my view, when he asserts that young, people have psychological

2 7 W 414'
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rights that shouldilot be violated. The violiation of these psychological

.rights undermines the two basic principles of any citizen education, the

concern for the rights of the individual and human dignity. 'You cannot #

6

superimpose content on a foundation where such rights have been violated

and expect to attain the desired behavioral outcomes.

Second, there is the right to grow as a totality. Speaking as a'

curriculum develOper rather than a developmental psychologist, I would

reaffirm that right. In our zeal to return to the "basics" 04 have too

often stripped the curriculum, especially the primary unit of the elemen-

tary school, of everything but the soZcalled essentials: reading, writing

and arithieticani often there is very little writing. Children are

reduced to pawns im,a political and bureaucratic game where standardized

tests measure skills developed without references to any context based
t

either on theinterests of children or on professionally developed currir

culum. There seems to a feeling abroad that experiences in science

and, human behavior must await tNNIviuisition of proficient skills in

reading and computing., The argument advanced is that the good citizen is

the literate citizen. But the overemphasis on development of the basic

skills to the exclusion or neglect of other areas denies the child at the

, most crucial point in his education the right to grow and learn as a

totality.

`Beyond this violation of the child's right to grow ss a totality, we

must inspect existing curricula and their purposes in most schools today.

The curriculum of too many school systems reflects two processes that



educators have not yet arrested or corrected. The two processes involve

the fragmentation of and additions to the curriculum. The elementary

school curriculum, where the 'idea of growth as a totality is crucial, is

perhaps the most fragmented in spitd of the.self-contairied nature of most

elementary school classrooms. This fragmentation is reflected in an over-

emphasis at the very early stages on skill dev4lopment without an accom-

panying conscious effort to build a foundation for development in cognitive

areas other than the basic skills. nd in affe ive areas that,have been

Fontinuously identified by developmental chologists as important for

the healthy growth of young people. The school gives an occasional illimpse

of surrounding reality but without any unifying theme or purpose. A

little of this and l-m-little=of that when time can be stoled from the

'development of basic skills is the school's response to the explosion and

implosion of, information with which6the modern child must contend. The
L

) world has moved into a modern neolithic stage while ,the sShgols remain at

a modern paleolithic stage.

Occasionally,.when this disjointed state of affairs is recognized,

action is taken in the form of adding to he curriculum. The addition is

often a response to a situation that has gown sharply and critically

problematical. The process for such additjton is usually simply to add

the'missing ingredient to the existing themeless stew and extect it to be

taught or, more probably, ignored. The picture presented ..the informed

observer is. a .fuzzy one of uncoordinated purpose` sharpened only by a

\
dedicatimi

.

'to the development of skills and processes the value of which

1,2a.
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changes with every technological advanCe.

The right to grow and learn as a totality in an increasingly complex,

interdependent world is imperative, and citizen education must take new

shapes and an expanded definition XO'd-gathe demands of this imperative./ A

Today's world demands a modern iedeflifing of the Greek notion of paid4.

Citizen education Cannot assume that the learner can step out of himself/

herself to enter some fragmented school process which produces a.citizen.

The leainer is always, as Elkind states, a growing, knowing and showing

individual. He'/she communicates in a world enormously sophisticated in its

means of communication. He/she learns in a schoolroom setting of discrete,

experiences that is far'Oifferent from the real outside world of simulta7

nevus! experiences. He/she is involved in a pxoceas, of accepting tremendous,

loads of information ase/she seeks to make sense out of a world that often

seems irrational to his /her adult stewards, He/she seeks the means to give
)

scope 'to that fundamental need of human-being-1i' to be expressive. It is

therefore important to heed Elkind's warning that children have A right

. to grow and a right to grow as a totality. it ft therefore important to

under'ine the understanding that fragmented, unidimensional citizen educe-
,

tion presents the danger of producing decision makers without wisdom,
4

technicians without human understanV citizens whose psychological

rights have been ao violated as to render theelhcapable of the new human

shapes necessary to survive and find fulfillment id a world receding into

human indifference.

Third, Elkind maintains, there is the right to grqw at one's own

4.
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. rate and pace. Again, I am in fundamental. agreement with Dr, Elkind's

'assertion that the artificial acceleration of intellectual, emotional and

social growth is a violation tithe child's psychological rights, and

generally is a fruitless endeavor.' Today's students have greater demands

on them than students in any previous generations.

The amount and depth of knowledge necessary to understand-the every-

dayworld has tempted parents and educators to accelerate intellectual

and social processes. Very often, as parents and educator' we transfer

our-anxieties totur wards and turn them into machines whose only human .

expression is that of anxiety. One must note, however,, that the call for

an understanding of limits is a two - edged one. Oftemust question the

.

use of the phrase "misconstrued egalitarianism,* especially .at a confer-
..

ence on citizen education. And, one must be concerned about the dangers

lurking beneath the statements °equal under the law . . equal access to

education."

It is impor!arit that we understand that children have limitsat

given stages of development, but_ie is.equally important to Understand'

the day-by-day process by which limits are imposed on some children ,

because of preconceived notions of these children, theirlimits, and
.

their right to know, express'and expand. The notion of "misconstrued

egalitarianism" used as an argument for establishing limits,for some

6.dren is often an expression of dwindling faith in the democratic

treed. It is a departure from that basic notion that education serves to

provide each generation with the means to establish the real equality of,,
. ,

J.
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peop4and to prevent'societi

intellectually and socially.

from becoming

Suc.notions,

increasingly' stratified hoth

along with the Statement

"equal access to edueation," often hide an implicit view that the belli-,
,,

.

shaped curve is a reflection ofreality., In our concern for the piychw- .

" ip ,-

shifting views of reality,,..

that we do not burden

logical/ rights of children, we should see the

Which history informs us of, as instructive s

children with the conceits of our times. °

' -

I must confess perplexity regarding Dr. Elkind's remarks about the .

affective and cognitive interests of.chiidren and these two domains in
4

the learning process. It has been my understanding.thatthe emphasis on .-

the affective domain in recent years has been a reaction to a previous

overemphasis on the cognitive domain in years past. The learning psi- :

. .

chologists I have encountered in discussions about such matters have

assured me 'that any differentiation between the two domaiics was purely' k .ft.
0e

for practical purposes of investigation and discus he cognitive ,

.4

and the affective domains had been described as the gasoline and fire of

the learning process. To neglector to overemphasize one or the

e
was to rob children of the naturalness and intrinsic joy of lenrping. I

le

understand and appreciate D . Elkind's warning to curriculuni people,to.

exercise great care when veloning curriculum and to.mske.sure we are

aware oftthe fleeting interests and the status-seeking nature of our,

learners. But curriculum people need fewer confusing,signals from learn-

ing theorists about the learning Obcess and about the role'of the cogni-

tive and affective domains in that proles

6
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Finally, Ioust offer Dr. Elkind my heartiest congratulatiodi

message conveyed wieta driving idea. It sometimes seems to the practi-

tiondrs that such conferences as these are too often peopled by blgodless

theorists whose presentations reek_of manipulative notions or conditioners

of behavior which belie the basic message of Dr. Elkind. The idea!that

, children Dave certain inviolable psychological rights including the right
. . . . .... 0

r

Ito' grow as a totality, thethe to grow at one's own rate, the ri ht to

!know and to show., is an idea equal in importance to its political ounter-

part and the political rights that thus' nsue. This- idea provides \a
r.

foundation for good citizen education. It canhelp lift the teachAng

profession beyond a whimpering dismay about the inadequacies of its)

.wards, beyond a search for tools of mans ulation to bring about precon-
...

ceivdd notions of desired behavior, to an understanding of the pater of

4
education to free and expand teacher and learner to creates Community of

"learning that enhances real citizen education. The history of AmeriCan

education informs us as.to the consequences when we neglect the totality

of hUman growth.

The mixture of religion, romanticism and rationalisqx along with

nationalism and utilitarianism, that has characterized citizen education

ikAmerican history, has been punctuated by sharp and often opposite

410

),..re ctions when one ofithese forces is overemphasized. This is- the

A

historical correctiod'for ignoring tht total growth .of the individual, 'but

theprice for such lesson s is too high for educators to continue to

accept,witJ good consciehce.. Dr. Elkind's driving idea reminds us once

more of our task and mission as educators.

.
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PIACETIS GROWTH MODEL VERS A DEFICIT MODEL:

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PREADOLESCENT.

Jeanette McCarthy Gallagher

Temple Viliversity

In Bronfenbrenner's (1979) The Ecology of Rumen Divelaisnt we are

'presented with a challenge to study children according to a new blue-

print: the analysis 'of the layers of the environment that haiagreat

influence on the child. This is precisely Eikihdls pOint in,the pre-
. #

vious paper: the child's 'right to be treated as a total person. Bron,n

iinbrenner compket:,toicilkind's thesis by pointing out the problems of
<

a "deficit model" that peryades both research and practical application

in the discipline of human development.

Consider the meaning and pervasiveness of a deficit model. Such a

model is based on the assumption that when an inadequaCy or a di urbance

is found in human development (that is not obviously organic), there

.certalnly
(:.,must be some deficiency within the child or within the child's , ..

immediate environment. Firs t one lopks for apathy, hyperactivity,
.

learning disabilities, defense mechanisms and so forth. If such probing

fails, then one lopks to the parents--surtly there mast be a lack of

cognitivi stimulation, an ill-balanced marital relationship, or personal-
,

.

.

,

.

ities fixated at the pteoedipal leTel! Suppose one fails
again..

Then

one may turn to the ethnic gtoup or social 'group. So we hey. millions of

I
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professionals who are at'this moment looking for deficiency and hoping

to.correct it. But how strong is this hope? At the level of ttve soelal

group, we aak do these people really want to change?

We are so surrounded by the mentality of"a deficit model. that at

Times it may seem difficult even to consider alternatives. In simplest

terms, our thinking pkocaeds as follows: a child has a problem; there-
,

fore, there is something missing within the child, or within the child's

neighborhood. One is especially struck by the pervasiveness of the

deficit model when listening to teachers and administraws in our

schools. Probledis seem almost insurmountable because they are said to

.,be' rooted in deficits created by drugs, parental apathy, excessive'tele-

.

'14si4i.and fickof discipline; Little attention is'focused upon a

"change model,"' that is, one Of growth and creativity. Much psychic

energy may be wasted, for example, in focusing upon lack'of parental

. .

involvement in the school. The roots of this noninvolveMent may be so

amplex that no one teacher or administrator may effect a change.

A teacher who is motivated by a change model, however, will con-
.

stantly evaluate teaching methods and interactions with students to

determine if he oroshe sparks intereat.in thI subject matter. This is

the teacher's area to efflact change. A highly motivated teacher will

focus on the pdsitive characteristics of students and not on their

'Let us consider. in some detail a trend in the application of

.Plagetian theory which is linked to a deficit model. There is a movement

;

O.
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to' label junior and senior. high school students and iii some cases,

college students) as either concrete or formal operational thinker'

According to Piagetian theory, a child (roughly ages 6 to 12) thinks

about realit and solves problems from the perspective of the concrete,

the hire and now At around age 12, the preadolescent begins to solve

problems from tbe.perspective of,the possible or even the impossible as

in Piaget's latest imphasis(Piaget, 1976)4
'se

Unfortunately, the original -work by Inhelder.eind Piaget (1958) on

the development of thinking in adolescents was almost entiiely centered

upon science experiments, especially physioe Now it is known that

whether or not an adolescent fails tO solve a research task designed to

investigate thinking at thalormal thought level may d Pend upon many

factors: knowledge of science, the scoring system us d cognitive style,

. .

Or the individUil's unique approach to the,probrem ( (allagher & Noppe,

1976; Gallagher & Mansfield, in press) . /..-

*
.

. ,

Researchers who checked the original protocol4 at the Archives de
.

, _...."
i

Jean Piiget fou*d that there were unique solutions( to the problems first ..---'--
.

,i. .
given by Inhelder. But because only a few representstivefprotocole were

selected for publication, these unique solution*or even

though advanced and certeinly at the formal lem410ere filed in the

'archives.
4

However, if a student is given a "formal thought test" tbday and

does not 'pass" items according the test cystructor's standards, he

or she could be labeled "concrete operational." To label.an adolescent '

136
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1
. .

as cogs ete Operational' and provide curriculum materials to match is

another example of operating from a deficit model. What is implied by

the "concrete operational"label? Fi ;st, such adolescents certainly are
1 dillts ,,

not able Co handle abstract concepts such ;a /the settles up of possibil-
/ i

ities or the separation of variables. Secondly, such adolescents are to
..

_ Ir._

be taught new concepts by starting always in the concrete, that is, hantls-
. .

on manipulations and diagrams. Carrying this labeling to
.

iEs extreme,

,.../
it mightlbi assumed that these adolescents could not handle the abstract

concepts of justice and democracy which are basic to any citizen educe-

tion eifort.

Whyis this lffibelin(a corruption of Piagetian theory? W, all need

hands -on, concrete examples of difficult.concepts In such complex

areas as the studrof electricity or the structural analysis of literature,

we are aided by diagrams, Models, analogies; and 'here and now" examples.

Without suchaidarwe4say not be abfe'to grasp basic fundamentals. To

need such aids for understanding, however, does not make a person "fix-
.

a4du at some lower level of cognitive development.
4

tie ahould be deeply concerned about this false division between

concrete and ope tional students. Our concern should echo Elkind's..

stress upon chi drents right to batreatea. as whole 2rsons. The
I.

fallacy in theidivision is that the criterion is based upon solution of

problems drawn from science. iat Piaget never meant that formal thought
.,

. , .
was to be bound up exclusively with science:Oallagber, l9741). Such a

. 7

e
concentratiolTuld be a fragmenting of chldren's wide ra ge of interests.

,r4,1
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A related concern is that we will ignore the transitional period to

' 1ov:61-thought, *proximately between the ages of 10 to 12. There is

growing,e7idence that this transition period is one of rapid and impor-

taiit change. Let us briefly consider two research areas to highlight

the dramatic shift in thinking in this transitional period.

The first research area is that of selfdescription (MOntamayor

Eisen, 1975). Suppose we ask childrknjbetween the ages of 9 through 19

te_give 20 answers to' the question: "ho am I?" A surprising finding

is that an 11-year-old is more likely to gi/e answers that sound more

like a,17-year-old than a 9-yeer-old. Younger children list a set

elements such as "I like to play baseball" or "I like to play tennis."

Startinrat preadolescence, the children are more likely to start listing

superrtdinate categories suCh.as "I like sports" or "I like athletics."

In addition, thlizunglt children in, the sample gave many descriptions

discrati elements such as brown eyes or hair. Zji the. transition
4. .

.

period, however, a shift could be found to interpersonal and personality

traits which are more significant in self-description as coipared to
.5

discrete elements:aj

. "
A secgftd research area that clearly points out the significant shift

in thinking at the preadolescent period is Chat
a
of the solution of anal-

ogies. For the past too year*, I have been involved in the analysis of

# ,

written reasons for why children select a certain answer to complete a

verbal analogy (Gallathlot,,1978a,b; Gallagher & Wright, Around

(

the age of 11 or 12 may be noted a flexibility of strlieture almost totally

4

4

y

4



missing at earlier ages. For example, consider the analogy: Motor is

to a car as man is to bicycle,which is of the form A is to B as C is to

r

D. Younger children have to spell out the reason in their written state-

ment: Imoto% helps drive the car and the man pumps the bicycle." At

the transitional period of preadolescence may first be nosed examples of

the lstatement of a rule and true inversion. of terms. The rule may be

"They are the energy reeeivers or "This is where the power comes from.from."

An example of a true inversion-would be' tor and man provide the Po'Wer

,

#

for: car and bicycle" which takes the form: A is to C as Iris to e. Nite

t such answers relate to the sufkrordinate categories of the self- 1$

oe.

perception research.

Whet is evident from these research areas is the significant shift

in the quality of thinking at the time of preadolescence. Therefore,

"instead.of emphasizing what preadolescents cannot do or placing them in

categories, the more productive position is to capitalize upon the new

foUndations.of thinking tkat appear at this age level. Again, instead -of

a deficit models we need to opt fora change or growth model.

During .a rocent interview with a junior high school 4nselor, l'` 1'

asked what was the most frequent frustration named by the students who

Came to his office; The counselor repliedthat teachers are too prone to

present topics in the same way as in Oade school. Even though the Con-

tent may bemore complex, when s topic rich as.the Bill of Rights is

presented, the students feel it more of "same oli ituff." These

teachers, then, may 4ot be tappineinto,the new abilities and intereats of

139
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this level. Junior high students need opportunities for such learning

activities as Lively debates, dramatizations (an "imaginiry country"

with no Bill or Rights), mock television news programs, and interviews

with citizens who have lived under restricted freedom.

Piaget's.theory is basically one of growth according to a spiral

model (Gallagher, 1978 ; Gallagher & Reid, in press). Each stage opens

A
up 114W possibilities. ,Por-the preadolescent, we may sdd an additional

need to Elkind's list: the need to choklenge thinking!

41.411.16.
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INTRODUCTION TO COMMENTARIES ON

INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Barbara Presseisen, Director
Citizen Education, Research for Better Schools, Inc.

Joie' Epstein considers Paul Gmap's paper on ecological psychology
<

i. ,

'significant to the study of children 'eta
,

the planning of schooling for ,

4

°

...

A .

citizen education. She indicates that his views, show the various perspec

tines brought to education from 'several social sciences: psychology,

Sociology, and anthropology. To some extent, Epstein underlines Lee

Ehman's thesis that the environment is concerned with the way tasks are

organized for instruction and need not be related to the curriculum itself.

Those various organizations. are, the structures of the school environment.

Epstein maintains that research agthe Center for Social Organization

of Schools at the Johns Hopkins Univeriity can-be related to Gimp's work.

She compares studies of various reward structures in schools to his

cooperative learning syeomoiphs and proves answers based on empirical

studies to Cump's quesifAS concerning the relation between climate and

tstudent achievement. .Authority structure, the central concerns of school

governance patterns, are dibcussed by Epstein and related to 'chitties in

both teacher and student behavior. Student decision - making roles, which

are related to pedagogical style or milieu, influence attitude formation

among students, says Epstein: She advocates "varied structural designs"'

'inschools seeking effective citizen education:

142
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Finally, Epstein 'cells fora better, clearer definition of citizen

education. She suggests some synomorphs which can create environments

capable of faciliiating,auch education. She calls on researchers and

practitioners to assist in the definitional endeavor.

Jean Dresden Grambs finds that many questions are being raised about

citizen education but few answers given. She comments on how significant

inatitutional environment research is for educational practice and policy,

but how little information about auch research is communicated to prima-
'.

tioners. Grambs raises questions about the quality of learning when stu-

dents attend small schools with high involvement patterns. She also con-

eiders the cultural indoctrination role of every school, regardless of the

specific institution's environment.

Grambe raises the important question of the role of the school aystem

in Gump's ecological approach.' Included in her definition of a school

system are the perspectives of the administrators and the teachers who make

the schools work. She alludes tothe influence of unions and the absence

of females in, leadership positions, and touches upon the concerns as

part of understandin the real power structure of today's. educational

establishment. Included in he discussion are topics such as the grading

system, student selection and reward, and.motivation for teaching in what

she considers essentially s nondeadcratic syatem. Grambs resists the bell;
. ,

shaped curve and suggests, in agreement with George French, that neither

citizen education for schooling-at-large can afford to be enterprises with

built-in failure.

John DeCecco and Petra Liljestrand presents pragmatic model for

1.13 .
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resolving school conflicts on the basis of negotiation in the school

environment. Conflict in their model is seen as the dynamic force that

both threatens to deatroy the learning environment and offers the drive

that can transform the environment's dysfunctional tensions. As Elkins'

maintains, the student is seldom treated as a total being. DeCecco and

Liljestrand similarly suggest the school is an institution often appioach-

ed'in fragmented, pon-iitegrated ways. Negative conflict contributei to

this fractionalization. Violence and vandalism, rising incidents of crime,

and generally disruptive student behavior are specific school concerns

prevalent in today's educational institutions about which conflict nego-

tiation can be organized.

DeCecco and Liljestrand,preaent alternate modes to resolving school

conflict and compare the benefits and deficits of each for .influen4ing

positive citizen education. They point out that negotiation as a jnode of

i

resolution has been relatively neglected.in the school. They suggest it

is theost productive tactic for building the positive, creativelforces

of education called for by Jean Grambs and stresaed by Jeanette Gallagher's
.

, . 1

"growth model" alternative. A six-step model of negotiation is Outlined
i

1

and.extensively discussed. The steps of the model are examinedlwithin the

.
/

context of desirable rights in a civic or citizen education program. The

model suggests a living lesson in citizen education to be carr ed out

within an institution that seeks to be democratic, as well as /educational.

/37
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PSYCHOLOGICAL SYNWORPHS AND SOCIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES

Joyce L. Epstein

The Johns Hopkins University
-

In the past, sociologists and psychologists hav'e enjoyed a cold war,

taupting and harassing each other about whose research is more basic,

whose terminology more Accurate, whose implications more generalizable or

more applicable for solving human problems. Paul Gump, a psychologist

with new terminology for school activities, could be the target of socio-

logical sallies. HOwever, Gumpts paper is too important for its similar-

ity to current emphases of sociology of education research to play gimes

of academic altercations. Indeed, it is the isomorphy--the similarity of

forms of different ancestry--of ecological psychology and. sociology of

education on the topic Gump addresses that deserves attention.

Ntit

The similar emphases will be apparent if I describe a research program ox

at the Johns Hopkins University Center for Social Organization of Schools.

In'this.program,Que examine the effects.oh students of contrasting struc-

tures in educational movirorments. We have selected for research structures

that are manipulable by the classroom teacher and that are likely to

improve student achievement, attitudes or behavior. We have defined the

task, reward and authority` structures as the manipulable building blocks

of classroom enviconmenta that are under the teadher's control. In other

words, teachers can change the way tasks, rewards and authority (decision

13.
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making) experiences are designed and dispensed, without necessarily

changing the required curricula for students. In this approach we; ike

Gump, are placing emphasis, on the identiffiation of positive aspects of
1

3

the classroom environment that may create positive studeht attitudet and

behaviors.

For exakple, research conducted at the Center on nevi-reward structures'

is similar to Gump's descriptions of cooperative learning synomorphs.

About 14 studies have been completed over the past eight years on atudent-
f

team learning and rewards for team performance. Teams-Gamesadurnament,

(or TG1) classrooms have been compared with regular classro and have

been shown to raise student achievement and improve race elations in

desegregated settings (DeVries and Slavin, in press; Slavin and DeVries,

1970). This basic research led to a useful product, Student Team Learning,

now available to teachers. TGT provides curricula in several subjects

across the elementary and junior high grades and also prolides a prbcess

for restructuring the way rewards are dispensed. The classroom is reorganr,

ized to encourage cooperative learning as team members of All abilities,

study together, learn basic skills, and have equal opportunities to earn

points (or rewards) for their teams.
0 I

A second example involves research on new authority structures,that

is similar to Gump's observations in the open environment,school in Denver.

Longitudinal research. conducted at' the Center shows th &t student self-

reliance and satisfaction with school life is increased if)teachers share'

classroom decisions with their students. InterestinglOWItudent aca emic

ffr 116
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achievement is not significantly changed --positively or negatively - -by-by the

revised authority structures. Structures that encourage more student

participation in classroom decision making alio alter teaching styes and

peer processes in ways that improve students' attitudes and behaviors.

In classrooms with more teacher-student shared dedision making, teachers

were perceived by students as more trusting, less defensive, and more

encouraging than teachers in regular classrooms. Teachers placed more

importance on and.rewarded students for original ideas and self-expression

(Epstein and McPartland, 1979; McPartland and Epstein, 1977). In these

classrooms, there were fewer students left out of friendship groups. More

students could find and make some friends in classes where they could

choose to work together, at Learning Centers or on projectal or where the

physical, instructional and psycho gical conditions encouraged contact

.among greater numbers of students (Epstein, 1978). It appears that when

the' power to make academic decisions is shared, the ideas bf-all partici-

pants--teachers and students--are more widely appreciated. In our research,

many of the student outcomes that Gump cites as important for effective

citizenship were influenced by increased student participation in academic

decisions.

A recegi field search shows that teachers in alltypes of school

buildings (open and,traditional architecture) offer students opportunities

to practice decision making -from first grade through high school and expect

a variety of positive behaviors and attitudes. to result. Share0eacher-
, .0

.student authority stauctUres are selected by teachers 'especially under two
0
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conditions. First, when there is.great scope and variation in the subject

matter, shared authority structures enable the teacher to permit the

studintsto sample tnd shara range of topics that otherwise would not

be covered'in owe term or one year. Second, when there is great. ariation

in student abilities and/or interests,,these structures enable teachers to

(ideal with individual learningearning schedules and problems (Epstein, 1979).

This field search and other research on the relationship between open

space architecture and open educational programs (Epstein and McPartland,

1975) suggest that Gump's definition of synomorph may be extended to'

include not only a fit between aqphysical,milieu and patterns of action,

but also a fit between a pedagogical milieu (e.g., curricular scope or

demographics of the student population) and patterns of action.

Cooperative learning anicaared teacher - student decision making a

.6

based on revisions in the reward and authority structures in classrooms,

respectively. these two structurarreortanizations may emphasize the

development of-different student outcomes, and each may be more appropriate

for different age levels, or for different academic subjects or units

within subjects. There may be an optimal mix of alternative structures,

or synomorphs for the development in students of particular achieveients,

attitudes and behaviors.
dr

The research Gump reports and the research we have completed suggest

strongly the importance of a mixture of structures or synoilorphs in schools

and,classrOoms: Some structures selected for the classroom may emphasize

cooperation, group goals,.and the equal contribution to common goals made

.113 .
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by students with greater and lesser talents. Other structures may-
emphasize leadership, creative.attd critical:thinkiner and the importance

4

of `decision making bylndividuars about their own learning activities.

Without a purposeful mixture of classroom structures that lead to leader-
.

ship and cooperation, and that reward 'individual initiative or special

talents and group concern and common goals, the potential of school

environments to positivelythfluence student development will not be net.

!tisearch on reward and authority structures suggests that teachers

should not be lured into adopting single structuraf designs for'every

subject, at every grade level, every day. Neither cooperative learning

alone, individualized instruction alOne, shared decision making alone,

teacher-directed lessons alone, programmed learning alone, mastery learn-
.

'ing alone or any other single classroom structural design can produce the

4'

necessary mixture of abilities an d talents needed for effective citizenship 4.

by ii;denti or adults.. "Good citizens" are those who can advance nets

ideas and solve problems because of decisions they are able to make, and'

who can cooperate with others to reach common goals. Both skills are .

#
i .

,

necessary and neither is sufficienelfor education.

The aim of the researchpregram at Johns Hopkins' and the implications
.., .

_

of the work described by Gump is.to make many alternative structures

available to teachers along with well-researched infcAmaiion on their,

*
likely Consecirces for students. 'fie are reaching for that time when the

IMiele
mixing of classroom structures that give fox% tOleainingsenArironments is

*
as well understood as the mixing'of nutrients for effective individual

V
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growth andrAevelopment. With additionia research on the effects on

students of structuresor synomorphs teachers and'administrators will be

able to arrange scliool environments to maximize the effectiveness of

education.

In closing, I would like td raise some questions for discussion that

are'suggestad, not by Gump's paper, but by the topic of this colloquium.

rf 1. It is not yet blear how citizen education is different from

education, good education, or education of citizens. If the label "citizen 1

education" fs just a useful handle to point to something as Important as'

motherhood, apple pie and basic, skillsothen we should say so. If someone

asked for a definition of " citizen education" would it inclUde everything? ",

2. Are we talkingiroo much about cooperation and not enough about

leadership and excellence because schools are afraid of diversity in

students? Are we as-guilty of keeping Advantaged students from progressing

beyond the basics as we have been of keeping disadvintaged students from4

gaining basic skills? at is the effect on citizen educatibn when

schools "Iet the children learn only a certain amount," or when they "let

the children le* as much as they are able"?

3. It is not clear that enough emphasis is being placed bn system-
.

,

tic research of effects on students of contrasting school environments.

Is it sufficient to implement new forms of classroo4environmenti or

)14,66
school governance, or do we need to pay attention to their effects on

s. 4,R

learning, motivation, and the development of diverse talents and compe-
.

teVicies?

,
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I structures ovsynomorphs that'encourage togetherness and inierdependenct.

We Can measure how well alternative structures 0 that job for students,

! ,

.

.

wIf by "citizen education " e mean coopekation, schools can_preate

\end whether the cooperation is long - lasting land /or generalized to other

.\activities and settings. If by "citizen education" we mean critical

\thinking, careful choice, creativity and leadership, schools can create

].earning environments that encourage these behaviors. We can measure
,

,how well different structes or synomorphs do this job for students, and

whether such behaviors are rewarded and lasting. Of course, schools can

`also create environments that discourage leadership, creativity or cogp-

eration. But it seems necessary to measure Fhp effects on students of

theal ernatives that are created if schools are ever to maximize the

comp eientary contributions ofialeiple structures or synomorphs.

'The challenge for research is to define the terms better, and create

thp necessary measures of environments and outcomes to test contrasting

theorieb and models. This requires both cooperation and leadership by

researchers sand practitioners. IIs interesting that these are the very
..

skills we say we want to develop ,in our student citizens.

YIP
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CRITIQUE AND RESPOHiE TO THE SCHOOL ENV/ROHKENT.

AND CIT/4N.EDUCATION

Jean Dresden Grambs

University of Neittland

1.

Ilk

/ As the 1 t speaker for this symposium, I have"an.opportunity and a

--)chillenge; I an comment on all the preceding papers and discussions
. ,

.

without fear of contradiction; but I\rlso have to ad& something new- -and

after the expansive presentations and critiqults that have preceded me I

had some worry alout'whether there was more to add. However, do not fear;

I *link there are some additional comments which I can make which I hope

will move us forward in the area of citizen education.

There is in fact almost too much to be commented on. I am reminded

of a storyWhich was going thaiounds'in Washingt0 the last days.of

March. question: "What is the five day forecast for Harrisburg?" Answer:

"Three 44;7For citizen education I would ask: "What is the five ear

foreust?" and the answer illould be "Fifty years." I believe that this

colloquium has providedpeple evidence that not only is theme a great

deal ofe:Asearch relevant to cit*en education; there is even mote that:,

we do not know. I think.we will be idbusineis for a very long tiof

indeed.

It has been made very clear that we do not k ry much about what

Apes on in classrooms, and ehat,we do need to,learn more in this field if

..-.
we are tq develop sucdessful and effective interventione.: AddItiOnally,N;

4
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we do not know much at all about whatgoes on in the interstices of the

scheolsuch as school lavatories; hallways, cafeterias, buses, locker

areas, and playgrounds. We can all agree on this.

What is possibly m re distressing, however, is that what we do knob!
A

does not seem to make a difference. For example, in preparation for this

colloquium I obtained a'newly published book bar udolf Moos, Thel-vailfia-

tion of Education Environments (1979): I was intrigued by the extensive

review of tip research literature on the impact that many kinds of class-
.

room environments have on student interaction, student attitudes toward

stbpol work, d'student relationships with teachers. Most of the te-
-

searchYT'realazed, I did not know about

journals that I do not read regularly.

since it was published in .

0 is
I was additionelly'strucE, wen I

.

checked the bibliograOhy,,biLthe fact that Moos himself had not published
. ... ,...,

..:, .

any of his research in any of the "mass" education Journals --the ones that
,.

go to practitioners. 'So I wrote him a letter, out of curiosity, to find -
..

out if he had tried to publish in such journals Ind they had not been/

- ,

receptive, or if he had just nOt.done so for other reasons. He replied

almost instantly,, to my great gratification, and said in response to,my

inquiry

..

4.

I had considered publishing some of our.materia1 in
what you call the "mats" educational:journals, parti-100
cularly Educational Leadership', but I simply never
found the time to do it. Since our funding is primer -
il, from research grants, our,first priority necessar-
ily needs to be oriented toward publishing our work
in researeh-type journals. But ,I do-agree that our s

"'work has seUnifidant implications for practite, and I

'try to set,out some of these implications for practice . . .

P

.-/
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Let me say that I would be delighted if either you or
one of your colleagues were-interested in writing an

: article on the practical impXications of my own and
other investigators' work on classroom learning en='.
vironments.

Such a response 'suggest one of the real problems not only in citizen edu-

rcation but in education as a whole: the persons who have done basic re-
.

search,-who have gleaned a few insights into the process of schooling,

only speak and write to and for one another.
.

Practitioners are'not consumers of scholarly research. So much of

what is known about socialization, for example, that could be applied in

classrooms, is never communicated in a meaningful way to those who might

profit froll it. The dissemination problem has dogged educators in almost '

every area including ?search.

There may also be some questions about the research thit we do learn

aboUt..:j was an early reader of the Roger Barker-Paul Gump research on

big and pmall schools. I was particularly fascinated, since my teaching . )

experience was first in a very large junior-senior high schoorin a big

'city and then in a four-yeer high school -in the foothills of the Sierras'

with a total school population of 150 students. I certainly acknowledge

that the.smail school provides substantially more teacher-student contact

than the big school, and the small school'"needs" all of its studentsto

unde'rlakelny ofsthe usual school activities: Every -boy in my stall high

school; for example,was.on some varsity teem, because there were so few

boys! But because students get more opportunities to participatein

academic activities does that mean they are different? Better? Did the

A

°
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size of the school make a difference in the students' eventual behavior

as citizens? Hy hunch is that they all end up as Americans-whatever that

means. In my class in the small school I had the son of the county sheriff,

who told us with pride that when the evacuation of the Japanese from the
:$

West Coast was announced in the early days of World War II, his fither had

. stationed men at the county line so that "none of those .daps could get

into our territory:"

1 have not seen evidence inithe research that products of big or

small schools are identifiable in adulthood for greater increments of

"better(' citizen involvement. I would suspect, too, that the individual

2 visibility which is an asset in one sense, in the small school could also

be A hazard. Such visibility --the Main Street Syndrome, if you

inhibiti the student. who wouldbe different.® Interestingly, the riots

'and disorders of the late 60s and/early, 70s appeared to occur with far

greeter frequendy inlarge than in small schools. Also, many of these

school disorders were prompted by highly idealistic expectations. In my

small high school the students threatened to strike because Intel:toile-

giate.sports were suspended for the duration of the war. -I cannot imagine
.

.

thei calling fora strike for peace, or for civil rights for anyone.

It is important to remember that Schools produce the kind of citizen ,

te

consistent with that culture: Japanese schools produce Japanese citizens;

German.schooli producGeiman citizens; French schools do likewise. The

series edited by George Spindler, Case Studies in Education and Culturt

(1968-1973) prov,Mes vivid documentation of the variety of schooling which



disparate cultures support. Thus far we have not clearly isolated and

identified that which is peculiarly "American" about American schools--

that which does, in fact; produce the American citizen who is recognizable

at 20 yards in any foreign country.

Another significant factor in the development of citizen education?

referred to in Paul Gump's paper. He notes in his opening section that_

"staff/also live in this sociopolitical organization" and that "we plan"

what happens within the school. If I were_, drawing a diagram, I would

enclose all the elements that he had noted--school, student and teacher--

in a large all-encompas sing bo:( labeled "the system." Paul refers, at

the.end of his paper, to the problems of reforming "dysfunctional settings."

A major omission in this colloquium is any discussion of or attention4to.

the school-"system" and who runs it, or to the teachers who process the

. sysiem's many messages regarding citizen behavior and education. ..

t
An

s

immediate question arises: why don't teachers do all the good
. ,

.

things t t we know about? The Teams-Games-Tournaments TGT) procedures

/411

. .

. , .

develo ed by Johns Hopkins are exciting and proven ctive in both the
/

achievement dimension and in the redUciion of interracial conflict dimen-

sions. Yet few schools have even heard about them.

, Twenty-seven years ago, when ;Aar& a young and hungry assistant pro-
.

fessor at Stanford, a colleague and I wrote & textbook, Modern Methods in

Secondary Education. The fourth edition was published this spring

(GraMbsi Carr, 1979). It has had a good enough .record of student accep-

tance (and sales) that the publishers agreed tea fourth edition despite

.157hro
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dropping enrollments in teacher education. So you can see it is a good

book! What was most depressing about ate new revision, hOwever, was that

44r.

several key chaptersnotably the one on thi democratic classroom and,the

one on small group processes-,,-have remained substantially the same since

-

the 1952 edition. Whft we said back then is just as valid today; the

only problem is that the education profession still needs to be told

these things: Students, coming to us today are as unaware of democratic

school ptactices (because they have never experienced them in their pre-

college or college environments) as were their counterparts in 1952. And

they are equally innocent of experience with small group work. What we

,proposed,then, and what Ialso incorporated in a for the National

Conference of Christians and Jews in 1955,,bears a family resemblance to

the TGT"procearef of Johns Hopkins. We too claimed that such processes *

would reduce intergroup tension. I 'can't say that Johns Hopkins is rein-

venting,# wheel we discovered a quarter of a century ago, but I can say

that their procedures are not all that new, either. Why have these in-

sights into schooling been.so marginally accepted? Why are "scholars

discoveriwwhat practitioners recommended years back? , '

e complex problems of dissemination and diffusion of educational

innovation cannot be'addressed here. I might suggest, however, that in-
_

-sufficient attention has been given to the social system of the.schoolf

tda question of who his the power in the classroom and the perceptions of
I

how that power is utilized (Grambs, 1978).' Teachers, I believe, are

socialized by the system into a state of "learned powerlessness" by the

al 153
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A

hierarchical structure of the system. It is e interest of adminis-

trators for them to induce these feelings in teachers. Despite the

teachers' union activity, powerlessness over'their im7school academic and

instructional decisions appears to be an enduring attribUte of the teacter

role. Maybe the people who bectec teachers are ones who want and like

the paternalistic (most of the administrators are men) dictatorship en-

trenched in the'system (GraMbs, 1950). In most cases, teachers enjoy

great power over students, and in turn transmit to the students a sense

of powerlessness over their in-school fate. Is this part of the reason

why teachers consistently resist sharing decision making with, students

and resist efforts to enlarge the areas of responsibility that youth need

to develop mature citizen behavior?

Teachers perceive, too, that the psychic reward'system of the school

militates against the kinds of practices research has shown to be effec-

tive in developing citizen behavior, Administrator4s4\appear not to reward

teachers who promote cooperative behavior. In part; of course, this is a

reflection of the inabilitrof gdmistrators themselves to share decision

making and develop cooperative problem solving among faculty. I will
116.

believe that students can /earn democratic citizen behavior when I find

a school which can work out,a procedure to keep lavatories open,dunttional,

and clean without the use of uniformed security guards. That administra-

tors do not appreciate teachers above the primary grades who promote coop-
.

er6tive behavior should not besurfrisfag. Teachers who follow such

deviant classroom practices do so because they know thepractices

trct5 153
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work and believe in them. These teachers are sufficiently, autonomous not

to need administrator approval or support.

We need to return toethe problem of the dysfunctional system and its
, .

survival through thick and .thin. Who gets the papiff from the system?

If we can answer that question, we..might'have a-clue to our dilemmi.

The school is agtposed towork as an essential sorting system on the ,

bAis of earned merit. There is no true-inherited socialialass status.

Therefore there is no assurance that those who ought to benefit (the
11

, . . .

doctor's son) will benefit more than those who ought not to benefit (the
0

welfare motherla.daughiir). Asa reidlt, the system must be manipulated

so that meritocracy in fact will not function. A careful study by James

,Rosenbaum (1978) on the sorting, of a relatively typical high:
.

.

school showed how those who "ought" to plo to college were effectively
'

tracked in that 'direction, and those who "ought.noe_to go to college

were effectively (and. covertly) deflected from that goal.

, . ,

,. ,

There is an "X" factor in our educational system that underlieS and
. ,

subverts every effort to achieve genuine dimoiratic classroom practices.
, .

.

-..

this' "X" factor is the Allure-VaII
.

se grading system. 'V is accepted by

all who organize and participate in the educational enterprise, that some

students must fail. PrOleps'have arisen with any educational innovation

which promises that all students could learn and pass; Bloom's'mastery'

learning and programmed learning are but two examples, I sispect the

Johns Hopkins marerial will meet the same fate if it results in"raising

the rning level of,all itudents'so that failure is eliminated:- The

.'
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gi
system requires failure.'

The payoff from this sorting process goes, of course, to those who

already have social status or access to social mobility. The,system is

,wholeheartedly supported by parents of childrdn who succeed, who were

themselves successful school achievers, even'if the sorting process has

to be,distorted to get the desired results. Some cynics even suggest

that our social order requires, a subclass which is more or less permanently

undereducated (Bowles, 197!). How can expect appropriate and effective

citizen education to occur when e rning environment is so antitheti-

cal? The'essential egalitarian core of the democratic process is denied

within a system which says some are more equal than others; some will have

sore access to.the reward system than others; and some. must not be allowed

to get thtough the system successfully.

1

The dilemma this porting process poses forteachers must not be under-

estimated. And the current school climate appears to be making things

worse. An article in The Washington Post for May 28, 1979, quotes a report

ipsued by the Fairfax, Virginia, schools regarding the shortages'in cer-

tain teaching area's, despite the well-publicized oversupply of teachers.

The report noted tha0"teaChing is one of the most 'depressing and unprom-

ising' professions." As one official put it "Teaching is not a fun
- A

9
thing anymore."

As 't =cher trainer, I know that most of my students approach their

first t tions with joy idealism. Why then do they Change

in a fe do they n in the classroom thefine things which,



we and they agreed before they went into teaching, make such good sense

and make teaching fun? Because the

reward them 6r such practices. It

failing 9,iho ought to fail and resisting methods which might be

,

system, they soon learn, does not

insists that they become judges,

failurf-proof.

The sum total of the way the system operates

surface, to be counterproductive. How can such a

democretic itizen which we desire? The miraculOus thing, the amazing

would appear, on the

system produie the

thing, is that in fact our student do enter adulthood as Americans,

committed (often passionately and mostly irrationally, but committed none-

. .

theless) to democracy. We fear the commitment isrragile thing, which

may break under the impact of devaitating economic crise4 or the seduc-
.

°time of a charismatic demagogue of the right or left. We must; there-
.

fore, 'continue to expend every effort to ensure that the ctizens our

schools produce--despite the nondemocratic systei whOch they endure-fin'

4
.those schools --will be committed to democracy, behaviorally, rationally,

and forever.

1 t
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The purpodk of this paper is to present s pragmatic model for re-

solving school conflicts which tan be used as partof a citizen educe-
, 0

Lion program in the school. The paper explains the theoretical and

conceptual bases for conflict and negotiation; offers s rationale for

using negotiation to resolve school conflict; and describes a negotia-

tion model and the research on whichit is biased. It also discusses

the relatj,ship of the model to civic education and makes suggestions
.

for trainingin negotiation inthe

Conflict is a phenomenon that occurs in all institutions. It may

-be defined as one or more incidents in which one party was perceived by

the other as threatening to take or taking. Lion against the other

party. An example of a conflict as described by a high school student

follows:

Student X was selected as0 member of the basketball
team. The coach made a rule that studehts ittend
practice otherwise student would not play in matches.
Student X missed s Amber of practices and explained
to the coach.that absence was due to fact of mother

. not allowing her to stay for practices after school.,
Student X was, in spite of missed practices.; still
the strongest player to filla vacant spot on the
team. Other students grumbled that coach would be

.i64.
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breaking her own rule by allowing student X to play
in match. oseh sent letter home to student's

-mother to explain situation and ask if student could
remain after school for 14aftices. 'Coach also talk-
ed with othermembers of the teem and explained
student X's tences. Coich played student X in
match on the derstanding that she would be able to
attepd"future prwiced after school and all prac-
tices during the lunch breaks. (De Cecco & Richards,
1974, p. 27) '

The example is a conflict in that there was an implied threat by
oN

the teacher to take action against the student by not allowing'her to.

play in in the matches if she broke the Practice rule, The conflict con-

i
tains several key incidents: the occasions when the student missed A

practice, the,student explaining. the reason for missing practice, the

other students grumbling over the co4hAs reluctance to enforce the

,practice rule, and the coach sending the letter to the stwant's home.

Conflict is not always negative. 1C4er (1969, p. 31), fbr example; .

points out tha " pe entirely harmonious, for it would then

be devoid of process'ind stru ," and describes a nutter of positive

functions of conflict: (1) it establishes the individual's ego identity

and autonomy; (2) it strengthens group consciousness and cohesiveness;

(3) it stabilizes unctions through the resolution of..tinsion in

tionships; (4) it results .in creativity and growth by posing'new ,chal-

level; and (5), it results in the' development of new systems by ques-
.

Honing the status quo.

Conflict, then, can be viewed to s' "central explanatory category

41Ifor'the analysis of social change and progress" (Coast, 1969, p. 16)..

It also,'however, may be destructive. Deutsch (1973) refers to destruc-

I
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,tive conflict, which is conflictthat is unilaterally resolved through

aggression .or physical violence,

. Both students and the school as in institution may be caught up in

'destructive conflict. The school may contribute toodestructive conflict

in several/ways. First, it is an environment whfre students and teach,

.ersof'different ethnic, social class, religious and political back-

grounds may clash., Second, the school does not give students a chance

lo express anger said disagreement over their treatment

authorities. 'T>reis little opportunity for students

side and pear the other side of conflicts, but such an

i
necessary if students are to develop the ability to view 'conflicts from

by the school

to express their 7.

opportunitf is

the point view of others as well as themselves. Third, by gassin

out thigh grades to relatively few students, the school encourages stu-

dentto compete. Competition ause some students to cheatoto give

up attempts to learnt'to develop hostile relations with other students,

and to channel energy into destructive behavior.

handle problems witV students by, blaming the students' personalities

. \.
Fourth, teachers may

for

th eir attitudes ahbut school or by resolving conflict through the use of"-)

Ne
force or avoidance.

The students may also contribute to destructive conflict in a vriL

ety-of ways; failing to attend school 1 classes; using prohibited.

sdbstancei, suChas alcohol and drugs; disruptiAg classes and assemblies;

sexual acts; stealing and destroying property of theschool, school per-

sonnel and'other students (DA Ce4co & Roberts; 1978).

/-
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The incidence of destructive conflicts in the school has beenin-

crering. A study by the

reported that vandatrsiVE---

Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency

,

year (De Cecco & Richards,

public schools cost taxpayers $500,000,000 a

1975). In a five-year period (1970 through

1975), thEre'Were 70,000 serous assaults on teachers, an increase of

ge
'77.4%. Assaults on studeits increased by 85.3%, robberies v 36.7%,

rapes and attempted rapes. by 40.1%, homicides by 18%, and weapons con-

fiscated by 54.4%4. In a study of Chicago

conflicts with studints were ranked among

3). In a third study, 1.82 of all large-(American Educator, 1978, p.

t city high school

1978). The same

teachers, verbal and physical

the ten most stressful events

teachers reported bearattacked in one month (Rubel,

study suggests that two of the four best ways of

/clueing violence in schools are'(1) to increase efforts in student goy-

eritment and rule enforcement and (2) to treat students fairly, and

equally.

Rationale for Using Negotiation to Resolve School Conflict

'There are several modes of conflict resolut .use of authority:_

avoidance, forcet-and negotiation. Conflict is resolvtd by authority'.
V,

when one party in the conflict imposes,a resolutiOn on the othit party

through the use of power inherent in its institutional role. Tradi-

7onilly,
conflicts in the school, have been resolyed through the use o f

authority. The use of authority,* however, can have destructive effActt ,

on students who are parties to conflicts: it can escalate conflict to

,
crude, it can result instUdent violence and vandalism, or it can

1
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nroduce student apathy (De Cecco b141chards: 1974).

1 When one or both parties makeno'efforts to deal w4h the conflict,

the conflict may be resolved by avoidance. This mode may take the forms
,

of compliance, denial or removal. *Compliance occurs when one party

1

sus to the demands of the other party. Denial occurs when one or

both par'ties ignore or refuse to recognise the existence of the conflict.

Removal-occurs when the parties have no further contact with eacitlother
4

after the conflict has begun, !midance ,day have negaiive Psychological'

effects'on the individual such as depression, anxiety, guilt, and loss
.

of self-respect. In the long run it meyqaso escalate conflict and re-
..

suit in physical expressions of anger. Inschools*todav,howeve,

avoidancermay be the mode.of conflict. resolution used most often by

teachers, and students.

lict is r

I t

olved by forCe when a party other than an institu-

tional party use hysical sr verbal threats or action'to impOse A ree-

olution o e other party. It is a mode for resolving conflicts used
1

. .

currentlyAy individuals and groups of students to resolve school con-
. .. ,

, .

Has. The use of force can have destructive effects.on both sc ool

,

t ti. , .rpersonnel and students: it can escalate conflict to crisis, it.may
. .

. .

1
,

result in the spread of violence and vandalism, fend those who are vic-

timized may use force in retaliation.

When bot patties arrive at and implemeim their own covpromises
1

conflict is esolved by negotiatien. It is a mode of resolutfbn that
.

May be reiative4r neglected in the school,, even though it may have .

A
.

iss\
nof

a
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..

spveral positive results.. First,,negotiation can channel anger into

.."-
..

N.3'
energy for AtaaJoimrsolutions to problems that neither party alone could'

\
have produced. These' solutions may result ill both,individual and insti-

, . ,

tUtional Changes: Second, negottation can clarifyithe roles, relation- , _,
I IP

shipe, mutual' expectations and values,of the parties. Third, it may.

,

prevent escalating conflict into crisit. Fouith, negotiation might en-

courage the patties to commit themselves to the resolutions they'*deve1-

taped. Finally, using negotiation provides opportunity for students to
. < .

. .

.
learn hour to resolve conflicts within a framework ofprotecting the

democratIG,rights of all parties.

Conflict
1

negotiation inevitably 6i-limitations, and is oftentimes

not even attempted by
,

the parties because the' obstacles seem insurmount-

able. But if the parties are willing to attempt it, the process of

negotiation channel the creative epfteof both parties: Issues

,--7

that originally appeared nonnegotiable. are transformea into potentially i

\'"
. .

.negotiaBle ones. e

.

Description of Model of Negotiation
A

A six-step model of negotiation for resolving school conflict has

13pqa developed (De Ceccor Richards,, 1974; De Cecco &Schaeffer, 197).

The six Steps are:

Step 1. Stating the issues.

loth parties express their anger, verbally add face-to-
. , di

.

face, over specific incidents andissuea,
.-

1

Step 2. Analysing the ist
. , 1
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Both partiJanalize issues in termof specific conditions

and behavior in the school, and-in terms of democratic rights.

Step 3. Agreeing on what the issues are.

The parties together, preparestatements that include the

issues of each party:*

Step 4. Bargaining for an'agreement.

1

Both parties make proposals for resolving the conflict and

reach agreements that balance the gains and losses.

Step 5. Agreeing on the implementation plan.

Both parties agree on their respective responsibilities

for carrying out the bgreement.

Step 6. Asieling on the evaluation plan.

Both pafties agree on the persons, methods and time for

evaluating if and how well the agreement has been imple-
*

men ted.
so

'

A;$

The first step of this model is based on the definitions of conflict,

incident, issues, and modes

4
Conflict, One or more

of angty expression that< are given below.
s

Ancidents in which one party was perceived by
4

. the othbr as threatenineto take or taking action against,the other parry.

Incident. A:tangle event,occurring at a particular time and place-
4 o

and involving particular individuals.

'lathes. Specific conditions and behaviors in 'the school that,are

w

challenged. ,These pertain to the reality of the:school's bocial,and,
'( v

physical environment and have been typed by Deutsch (1973) as followb:
-

4

10,

')16170 - /43 .
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(1) Control of resources: the conflict is over control of time, space,
4

money., power or materials. (2) Conflicting Values: the conflict -

volves one party's attempt-to impose its values on the other party
.

(3) Corifiicting tastes: the conflict involves one party preferring or

doing soMethlr that annoys the other party. (4) Conflicting perCeptions

of facts: the conflict involves the parties' differentzrceptiOne of

events or motivations, (5) Relationship between parties: the conflict

involves parties perceiving their authority or responsibilityViffer-

ently.

Mbdes of angry expression. Conflicts arouse anger that can.be

expressed in four general ways: (1) verbally and face-to-face, (2) ver-
_

Bally and' not face-to-:face, (3) physically and face-to-face, and

(4) physically and r!ot face-to-face (De Zecco & Schaeffer, 1978). In

the face-to-face verbal expression; parties express anger in words in

each other's pretence. In the verbal expreikon that is not face-to;. '

t face, the parties exprest anger-in words; but not to each other. In
. .

,

.

fAcerto-face phy sical expression, parties express anger through bodily.

assault. In the physical expressibn that is not face-tot-face, 'parties

either destroy property or physically assault others who are not parties.

In order to. start negotiatiops, parties must.perceive that there

iff'a conflict. iMrlarify this perception, at least one party should,

express anger to the other party. This anger should be tied 00 spedif-
*

, is issues. Issues sho uld be stated as concretely as possible, in terms

of the tpecifiAincidents and the behaviors ands cortOitions about which

1.
. .
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the partie' are angry. ,

Anger should be expressed by each party verbally and face-to-face

to the other party for several reasons: (1) to avoid the destruct ±ve

consequences of indirect angry expression; (2) to give the other party

the opportunity to expresONts own anger andstate its own issues;

(3) to provide each party an opportunity-to assess the relStive impor-

'tance otall the issues stated; and (4) to express anger which, if left

unexpiessed,cin impede one party from listening to the'other party.

Step 2 is based on the definition and classification of issues
A(

described above, the concept of decentering; and democratic rights.

A

Deceseng is a theory deyeloped by Inhelder and Piaget (1950 which

refek to the cognitive ability of conflicting parties to view the,con
,

flats from both heir own and other parties' perspectives. Democratic'
. .

Fights are those rights set/flora in the Bill, of Rights, Tfiey include:

dissent, proceduripl due process, substantive due process, equality, and

prfifacy'(Liljestand, *478) .

In this stWithe parties should' provide each other full descrip-

tions of the conflict and the incidents, ineludiqg lime, place,-parties
-

present, and what was said and done. Exchanging descriptions may assist '

parties to clarify issues, gain perspective on the incidenti, and note

differenor-in perdeption of events ana issues. *

Each, party should identify the democratic rights that were abridged

by themselves and by.the other party. This'procedUre provides a demo?

cratic framelork withinwhich negotiations, can occur. By focusing on

A ,

1

tiek,A
,
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the rights rather than the motives of each party, the conflict has a

better chance of being negotiated. In the process of identifying the

abridged rights, the parties must also identify the individuals respon-

sible for the abridgment. This proceis ensures that the right parties.

al.cipate in the negotiation. Having each party identify their own

rights that may have been abridged by the other party, and the other

party's rights that may have been abridged by them, facilitates the

process Of decentering.

Whereas Step 1 is more emotional than cognitive, Step 2 is more

cognitive than emotional. Carrying out both steps may assist the

parties to integrate the feeling and-thought generated by the'conflict.

Step '3 is based on the concept of decentering and Deutsch's defini-

tion and classification of issues. To establish a colmon basis for

negotiations, parties must be able.to view the conflictfrom each other's,

perspectives and to agree on what the issues,are. By using the classi-

fication of issues, the parties can distinguish more negotiable from

less negottabl issues.

&hrTIere are ee beneficial consequences. of caking the third step:

the number of issues is reduced to those incorporated in the state-
-,

menti prepared by the'parties
r

(2) the parties recognize that, althoUgh.
,

#

they diiagree, they may still be able to negotiate; and(3)it prevents.

. '

tsetse" fromimoliferating at later steps in the negotiation process.

Step 4 is based on the concepts of decentering and democratic

rights. 'ASy decentering and by respecting each other'`" rights, the

. 1.

a
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parties can bargain on'the basis of each other's priorities of gains and

losses. Ip this step each party proposes several 'alternative resolutions

*

to the conflict, that divide the gains and, if necessary, the losses.
.

With the possibiliti of -each party making gains', there is the likelihood
...

. , .,

that both parties ill havd an investment in resolving the conflict:
0 4 .

,

Step 5 requir s that the parties develop a specifiplan for imple
,

.

menting the agreement reached inStep.4. This plan should contain speci-

fic statements of who has particular respo nsibilities, when theY are to be

performed, and what action shouldbe taken when one party fails to carry

out itaresponsibilities. The procedure may avoid new conflicts arising

from misunderstandipg land forgetfulness.

Step 6. requires that parties develop a specific plan for evaluating
.

the implementation. The/plan should contain specific statements of'who
.

'the evaluators are, the aethods'of evaluation,; when it is to occur, and

how the result*
I
are to be reported and used. In long-term agreements, it

.
.

e necessary to have periodic evaluations and\revisions of the origi-
,

, . . .
,

i compromise. This procedure provides the opportunity to,negotiate -

issue left unresol4ed or, to negotiate new issues.

Resea h on Ne otiation
. ,

jhe Model of negotiation deiCribed above is based on research-on
,

., .
. .

democratic-rights, decentering, and the ways students hypothemdcally

resolve school conflicts. 1

Democratic rights: De Ceeco Shd Richards (1974) AnveSt atee

..
students' understanding of the democratic rights involved their ow n

.9010011C6fliCte, *They identified four civil rights: participation in

)



t

.

decision making, due process, equality, and dissent. Participation in
0

decision making was defined as the right tohave a voice in what rules

=

should be madeand how they should be enforced. yue_process was defined

as the right of a person whO'had been accused
A
of something to have a fair

chance to defend herself or himself. Equality was defined as'the right

4

to% the same chance in life no matter what your race, religion, of

sex is, or how well off your paOents are. Dissent was defined asthe

right to criticize, protest or refuse to lake part In a group.

I
The original data were collected in 1969, through self-report ques-

.

tionnaires, from 6,783 students in more than 30 oublic/pd parOchial ur-

ban and 'suburban junior mid senior high schools in the New York City metro-
,

politan area. The sample comprised an extensive mix of socio-economic

0
virattia, race, nationality, religion, and school entrance requirements.

The questionnaire was -a modification of the critical incident procedure

deyelpped by Flanagan (Flanagan & Schmid, 1959). The students were asked to

describe incidents they had experiepc dior observed which left them or oth-

-.3

ers with at least two alternative ways acting ank in which the "democra--

'4
tic thing to do" was not immediately 'cies After describing the.inciAents

4
students identified the civil. Tight they;kelieired hicP,been abridged, using

the list offour civilerights end definitions presented above. They were
4-

/asked to rank the rights from one to.foUr, as inning 6 rank of one tot,
.

the ri they believed had been most clearly.. ged.
.

i

nding0 indicated that studepts Were able to identify the civil

rights that were abridged' in their;SChobi conflicts. The demoskStic right
A " .

4
most frequently reported as:abridged Was decision making in both junior

and senior high sch0oli an in both urban and suburbanareas.

.

1 "1 t)
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,Dissent was the right next most.frequently abridged, followed respectively

by equality and due process.

Decentering. De Cecco and Richards (1974) determined igtether or not

decelering was stiovm by students in their written deicriptiois of

school conflict.' If students:used "I" in describ g the first party,

the description did not show decentering. Decentering ability was shown

when students described the first party as "he,"! "she," "ye," or "they,"

. because these. pronouns indicate that the students could,take a point of

' -view other than their own.. In both first and second ,party descriptions,

senior more than junior high' school students showed decentering,, a find-

ing consistent with the cognitive developmental theory of.Inhelder and

Piaget (1,958).

Wa447;?udents hippothetically resolve conflicts. Schaeffer (1975)

investigated the diffeiences in hypothesized resolutions, students pro-

. Added ford he conflicts of others. The resolutionl students suggested

foi ,their owNconliticts were Uptight to reflect their actual.performences

in real conflice situations Hypothetical resolutions to-conflicteof

others were Contider,elfto be related to ability to generate different

'types of resolutions. Students' emotional involvement in their awn

conflicts, it was b

1

t ed, vould'reduce the number and types of teso-,
. -

lutioni they suggeste theif own conflicts. Angry emotional in-
.

vtavement may blind one party to the conflict issues as viewed by the

other Generating alternative resolutions may be facilitated when

eachparty views the conflict from both fts own mid the party's

4



perspectives.

I

444

Schaeffer also,, compared hypothetical resolutions suggested by stu-

IP
a

dents in alternative schools with those suggested by students in tradi-

tional schools. Herelman (1971) statearthat political thinking may be

the sole function of politically related stimuli when such stimuli are

intense, visible, and unequivocal. He believes that most political

thinking in adolescence results from politically related environmental

factors. Schaeffer assumed that the alternative school environment

. .

contains politically related env, ronmental faCtUrs which are intense, 4

visible, and unequivocal. Alternative schools presumably'provide an
, .

Ilienvironment conducive to sharing, group work, democratic teacher-student

and student-stuJiht relationships, and a cooperative atmosphere. Stu-

dents learn to work with'others and have the opportunity to become aware

of perspectives' other than their own. N,

The results of Schaef.fer's study were as follows:*(1) The devilop-

- 1
mental component of decentering was supported in that the mean score of

decentering for senio.Ahigh students was significantly greater thlsr.that

for junigr high students in both alternative and traditional schools.

(2) It was found that students who,decentered more in describing conflicts

also used more negotiation in suggesting conflict resolutions. (3) Re-

sults across the"entire sample showed that 'scores in using.negotiation

.
in ctflict

resOlu4s

involvement

4

resolution were higher for conflicts of others than for the

suggested for their own conflicts. Apparently, emotional

in one's own conflicts may interfere with one's ability to

t
t

-1"-
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a

generate alternative resolutions. (4) Ttel.resultsfaIso indicated that

students in alternative schools suggested h significantly greater use of '

negotiation in generating' alternative resolutiOns to both their own con-

flicts and to conflictsof others than did students in traditional
)44.

schools. It seems that the environment of the school may affect theuie

of negotiation by students in dealing with conflict.
0

Negotiation and Civic EddCation

ConfliCts will frequently arise in democracy because of the diver-
.

4
sity of needs and wants of individuals and groups andtheir participa-S;

tion in decision making. Negotiation piovides the means for tesolvfpg

,

conflict while protecting the rights and needs of individuals ansPgroupa. °

Lt would seem then that training in dee of negotiation would 6e useful

inpreparing students for their fut e roles seas aitirns.

this /Japer cerye another' The negotiation
,

purpose In a cltize

Ppportunities to

demc;crietiC

1%17); an&

ogram, It can pro Ode students with

thre _major components of citizenAdlitatilon: 1

rights (Lil e= trana, 1978);'

(ALL 1977), Th

cognit;.;;\and social skills (hiA,

e.

4
.

dnShili of rights, skills,
. , .

eI are described below. .and attitudis to each step of the negotiat

Democratic,rigts. As stated rand audAer a4ci-
de /

ates (1978) have identified five democratic rights

if the Bill qf Rights to the United States Constitution,

dissent, pro4lural dile process, substantive due process, equality, and

at lf forth

rt
ese are:

00.

V

1



The eight,of dissent'is protected in Step 1 of the model.by providing

the opportunity for both parties to express anger over each other's

actions. It is further protetted in Step by being tied to specific

. conditions and behavior that aroused anger.
.

.

.

.

. -..Th
.

the right of procedural due process is protec ted in the first three
t

`Steps of the model. Steps 1 and 2 provide the opportunity for each party

t to hear and answer the,chargeeof the other parties. Step,13 allows the

partIej)to,agreeon which ch4rges shoukd be dealt with.

The right of substantive due process is protetted in- Steps 4 and 5

.6r providing essential gains klit each .yarty and assuring theim delivery.

The right of equal! v is protected in each step of the model because.

4.each, step allows both part es to participate eqtially in the resolution
t

of the confliCt.

The right of privacY..is protected ftt Step 3 by the parties agreeing

he issues that are negotiable. Parties can refuse to negotiateJj
issues, such as private sexual \conduct, that endanger their Tigh Of .0

privacy.

Cognitive and Social Skills. Inquiry skills (problem solVing and

decisi

soIV.

making) are involved in,the steps of negotiatiori. Problem

ills are involved in Steps 1 through ir of the' model. In Steps

1 and 2, problems are explored and desciiited as specific issues. In

Step 3 the probAma that will take the' higheit.priorities-fv'solution

are selected.

and selected.

!

InStep 4 the options for solution are generated, evaluated

I

-01
.4

0'

.13'(
.4

. * or

t
,

k.

4
'
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-
Decision-sakinq skills ate invoilhaN4i_Steps 3 through 6of the

= model- In Step 3 the parties decide which issues should takethe high-
,

eat priorities, In Step 4 the parties decide on the particular gains

r

and losses for each party. In Step 5 the "partiesomusf decide how to

0
imilemept thiagreement and on their respectiVe responsibilities for

-

iMplemtiOn. An 'Step 6 the parties must decide the standards and
o

conditions for evai4ting.tq implemedtAtiort. : .

....../

- .Interpers 1 skills are involved in all stepd of the model. Com-

e

,milnication skills, particularly Speaking and listening by both parties,

are utilized each step. Skiils'ineacting cooperatively are basic to

the model since

e \
ally satisfying

4

' parties present

solutions that are mutually acceftable. Action skills are involftd when

I

ing.about, problems. Particular. action skills-setting gosls,,Nlanning
,

'op 4
strategies considering consequentes and evaluating courses of action--

, Ni.. .
,

are centrally involved in the last two stepS of negotiation.

,

Attitud es. Attitudes appropriate fl or cititefis..in a demodreey are,
., .

. ,. : .

thi parties mdat take each step together and reach mutu-
4 ' '.

VI.
agreements. Leadership skills are involved when the .

' -
Afendtheir positionlkh the conflict and invent ,

the parties have nngoing ieaponsibility for resolving, not just complaili

involved. in the step'sof negotiation.'` These attitudes have, been

fled a respett for others'and cohmittfinttoquityt rationality, con-
. . .1 t,

science and democrat c rights. The model,is related to these attitudes,

.1110

.

in two general ways! 1)-the attitudes are prerequisite to the uee of

. the model 14causethey are the basis for the Willingness to negotiate
I

4

a

L. I

4

4

14 7

a .

1

a a .
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\

, . t
,

and (2) the explicit use of the negotiation model provides opportunities
$

for students tdevelop these attitudes.
J.

Training in Negotiatten -/ , -
.

f 4if
As explaine bd above, training in negotiation cam be an'important

. . . . a

part of citizen education. However,,very few teachers or students have
_ I . d

.

an opportunity to learn how to 'negotiate. Teachers are not taught nego-
,-y

48.

I

tiating skills and techniques as partof their professional preparation.

z,,___Students areenk taught these skills at Nome or in school. This section

t

of she papers,. therefore, will sugg4st some Ways in which training in.a .../P

,

, iiii

. , . ..

.. .

.negotiation model of conflict resolgtion can be provided,
I

411, *
, Training1 may be offered in high school or university cpurses,Jand'

,

4 I .
In ib-aerviceiorkshops. Participants In courses and workshops should

./. 7
1 ,

t . . -...

includ,e,teachers find students as well as 'school administratorssand far-
,

I

'ents. It is importut to include paetidipants in each'category, se*I tftat

they can learn to negotiate conflicts
,

that"occur among them. The sub 1
_ 4

1
*

stanegbf the training should'include the definition and identification
.

of,democratic rights, developmIntof.cognitive qd social skills And,
. ,

democratic attitudes,s'and the lesolukios of.real cont4cts through use

of the model mot negotretione
.

There are seveisa rqasons for using teal conflicts fas opposed to

fittitious conflicts 115 the training, First, participapts are more
T ' -, ./'

'likely to become involved in and cpsnmitted= to the training when there is ',
. , .., , ,

,the prospectoof nuecesefUl res lution of their own ongoing conflicts.
.a.... 7 ,

Second, the use ofsreal. conflicts discourages a comm oh respre to con-
«- .c..... : k

N \
f

I 0.' , . .-Al
.

. ,
. .

. ,f

:
I
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0

net

flicc--thoNavoidance of direcOverSal expression of anger and attempts

to cooperatively resolve the conflict: Negdtiating real Conflicts within'

the framework 'f training provides the technical assistance/and the emo-
,,

ti

%
.tional support of the trainers and other members of the group in resolv-

ing what may be difficult conflicts.

participants specific procedures to follow forTrainers

the variqus

/may bane'

am provide

steps of the

from writing

megotiation model. For example,,partiapants,
.v

s* f
outthe specific substance of. the particulaf

step they are completing. In carrying out Step 1, the part can de-

.

scribe in writing the ihcidents in the conflict,,excliange_c ies of their
. .

.
. ,

reportay-and read their own reports, aloneiCthtpresenct -,the o ther i'

. $

/parties. This f 1 prookdiere ftructures4lhe conflict and reduces the:,
.

: dt.--.:
threlt of angry expres'ion. In Step 2, it may'be-helpful for the parties

. , .

.

to ne theokeports prepared in Step 1 foi identifyingissues as seen ,,

ii.

.

Cy either siee: . )

.

1 ' 4 l y! 1 - .

Cl Thelollowing propedures may. facilitate cotpletigg Step 4. (1 Each ,
,-...-.,- .

), E

*4 L

party, from Its own peispettive, should state(in writing the'conflift'

)(4'

1 issues. (2) Both parties
%
should exchange these written statements.

.,. .

...,

10+.

(3) Both parties, together,. should determine areas, of cOmmonality Ow, --
-,)1%, . .

i

t

, ,

Overlap in the. issues. (4),Bot parties, together,. should lecord state- .1 "
1.

,..,
s ,

:

. ,111

.menta of issues which they both agree (5) These statiments Otuld .

, I. = ,4
, . ...4

.
, . .

he stated4as questions and as specIfia-coAdifions to be negotiated.% The li

, 111,

....

.

,.
use of the Itmmtion formipresents the issues as h..Kobrems to be lolved,-

.1. . , . ,, .

. , . ..

The.refereqce to conditiot4 letds to baigaini4-an1 the:eavoidasce ofi,

.

or--

.
1 ' *.%

I

.

0
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The following procedures maybe used for taking Step 4! (1) Using

iin-lOse resolutions.

1

.- . ..
.

tile comiOn statement of issues, each pary should list proposals for re -40,

0
solvi0 the-issues.-The proposals should be as concre te as possible

. * ,

4
.

. -I. (2) The possitile gains and. losses for each party should be identified
, 4

foreach,proposalb (3) Each varty should rank the' proposals (its own

and the other party's), assigning the first ranks to the most important

gains (fOr tte ranker) (4) 3oth parties should agree to inclusion and

,revision of statements of the original proposals. These last statements

constitute the bargaining agreement. 4

When taking eteps 5 and 6, participants are taugl$ how to plan the,

implementation of their agreements. They should be told to Apecify as
'____,.

- ...,

concretely,as-possiblewho*Will Ab_what.andspecifjlkwhen and where.tt.
; . .,

will be done. The evalua on program should ihclude.specificiaion of
.

.

wfto is to carry out the evaluation, when it is to-be carried gut,
*

, ...

-
. .

standards of acceptable performance Of the implementation, and a
.
descripi-

.

, ,
. ..-

tion of what is to be;dode if the performance 'found fo.*lacking or

.

Below `standard. Both the ithplameat ation and a luation plans IhOuld' be

signed by the parties to.the comflict."'

//

.

; '
n

..

It,ie possible that traiE144 in negotiatio-can reedit in the insti-
.$ i

% .1-.
futionaliting of the begotiation'prooess in .the school..,There are varr.

, e0. 4 /
ioils'forms,of institutioni'li;stion--establfihtnAgrievance-committees tb

. .
.

,

"haer.tescher and student.qomplaints designkting.traine0 mediatora to 'u -...
- . ., .

1 , .
assist ',snits in using the.Aodel to resolve aonfliki and increasing -, ,

4. . ,
4. . .

...

.4,rk ,
.,._

s" 1'83 , , $

'.
4. .

, .-.

. . W.' ,
- . .

.

.

.
r -

I s
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.

the participation of students in.ehe-de4sion making of the school., Each

of these folks might play an pliportalx role if a citizen a4pcation
.

, ,

gram. A
.

V

1

#
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SEEKING OMMANDATIONS FOX PRACTICE:' A CONCLUSION

Barbara E. Presseisen, Director.
Citizen Education, Research for Bette? Schools, Inc.

.
. . .

Twg questions were raisedat the outset of
..

this volume to give
. I. . .. .>

Locus o-the concerns ofMtheory and practice in citizftn education: ,

the wayln.which a schoOl is managed influ-
_

'4\
ence the condeirs Cf.authority, responsibility ghtsn

o

and freedoms as they are included in studen citizen

educationpreparation?

How does a classroom's organization o' \the design of

tide school's environment influence the perceptioi of

1We "cgmate" of that institution and its citizen

education program?

,

Research reviewed.at RES' May colloquium suggests, that school i

*

most' influential political.sorialization.ligeni,with respect to many

issues of governing rule compliance, attachment tosymbols and insti-
,--

tutions
j

, a nd independence from palaan politics (Gii!iespie.& Sjley,
.

.
..

.
.

.
.

. p.
.

9). It-is4not the sole institution of Influence, and, with regard'to

4'

effects on attit0 s and behavior foriation, must share its a eh both

the community guutthe foully. Nevertheless, school managehent without
*\

. - . .

regard, far individuil rights and- freedobseraises serious Concerns for

'developing model* ordembCiatic practice 1Grambi; 1%5), $ome research-
- - .

'Ore Maintain that the current eitsation 1.4 Schotils is-in need of immediate
. .4

modification, with ,extensive exaMOratiin of whd.hai lea/ power in the

°
I

'11
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'classroom and what are the perceptions and realities of how that power

/1.9 utilized..
0

,. t . I-
* , Views of individual joelmvior and the study

of..

institutional environ-
, ., . .

. , ..- .

ments.underline the holistic Appioachkto understandift-sc s as complex
.

. ,,,

ti

,social organizations. Elkind (p. 37) calls for,the need to understand'

childrens' psychological growthiand devel opme nt a part of a totality of

relationahips. Gump IR. '57) has developed a theory of synomorphsslmilar
r

. r

relationihipi and structures that OgLate the whole orgaiization of

O.

,

institution Arid directly.influence kducational outcomes. Epstein (p. 153)

suggests that an array of such alternative stitbawres can be made 'avail: .;

. .

able to classroom teach rs along wit data on their likely con- 'I lir

'
..- ..

sequences for students. .A .limia can die predicated in terms of the
4

.

desired results of citizen education that instructors and adziinistrators4,
, L "416"

as well aem6mbers of the _community, want. to achieve: Both individual
i

.

. ,

growth anc advancement'of the in t4tution as a whole can be erved by
1

o ,

such environments, which can maximize the effsztiveness of the school's

i
educational program.

,
.

T.
The three areas of emphaiis presented at the May colloquium suggested

41 4manynew directions for citizen education from sdholarly
-

research,, but. .,
r 0 , r

not concliisive findings.
.
.Obviously; much more work need's to'bepursued

. ! ,

in each research area: Similarly, clear direction for.practitioners A..
.. de

)also lacking. NelSon (p.. 97) points out that changes on the.partof idu-

.

cators do not come easily or without expenditures of.time and,energy. In0 . Y( 4, ...- .

. "
addition, he suggeshs, IA a multicultural 'society such as America on the

. ,
. ..

'society

, . b

. "
..
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threshold of the twenty-first century, the needs oritudents in a popula-

. tion so diverse will re%iire more'ethnograOhic studies and'exiensive

preparation of educators. In advocating a Piagetian or developmental/

tapproach, both Wyner*(0,102) and Gallagher (p. 1361 emphasizea creative

i $

1

growth model oredaational change and direct .experiences with the

objects of learning the students' own communities. More direct experi-
-

ences for admiiiiserators might also be suggedtet. Finally, a rethinking
I .

.

, . .-... ,
.

. .

of the curriculdm and an end to fragmenta on', as called for by French

(p. 129),,uuSt accoMpinyIa fuller definition f citizen education to carry

the concerns Torgovernance.and school climate beyond the narrow confines
, . .

.

4
of a subject matter focus whithis basic to other aspects of education ,

. % !,

but meaningless aldne )

The examination of school. /governance and classroom climate as

important.issues of citizeneducation led to a number of recommendations

by conference participants with regard;to what practitioners and research-
. 4V

ers could. do in the immediate future. 'These'recommenliations included:

y

Citizen education shpuld have the support of the whole .

.

range of educationalprofessionals, most partibularl/

. district administrators, principals, and teaching staff.

.r
1.410", ,11, It is probable that smaller schools are more conducive

to citizenship behavior., Hawever,.citizen education in'

larger school can and,thould be approached by fostering

alternative " nomorphs" and by providing students with

group identity within a school.' It should also be

recognized thapstsdents will have to cope with large

.183.°1,e.
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1

groups in adult life, even when their school eXperi-

.1 .6 '
1 .

3,- ence has been in smaller institutions., 1
,

-

4-"L--,,,, Tfleoreticians and practitioners .should develop a .
1

,"Collegial relationship, not,an'4antagonistic or cross-
s;.

6
purposes attitude.

-

- Regard' shoul4 be carried-out ofi the variables thought',

to. be *related to citizenship be Arior, schOol

size, role, models, decision making,. and participatory L.

actiVity.

4

A variety of "expressive" experiences should be part of

students' citizen education; such as,xertal inierfction,
.^ a

creative dimensioil , 'and-role-model leafing: Sucit.
l"

experiences may be valuable ways to learn for all

school p&rsonnel..,

.

Both the cognitive and affSaire:domains are impoo tent

to citizen education. They should not be fragm ted

t

p
f

in the school program., Basic skillskare obvious

requirements for a titerate citizenry, too.

"'earning byoin " 4e.g,,community internships} should

be a goal Of citize qaducation, despife theyproblem of

`variation Di local resourcesiand attitudes. Moreover;

'
' .

schoOl itself should be viewed as a political and
_ . ..,

social entity-that au serve'as a Aboratory in a %b.- .

If(

community for deve °ping the Skills to deallwith,political

sand institutional °ceases)

I

: 1.
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The developmental level of students shoad be a key

consideration, in all-citizen edudatiop.strategies.

More research and testing in-this area are needed.

4Citizen education should transcend the narrow Ocial;
. .

-4

1

studies approach and embrace a multi-disciplinary,
40

philosophical, And'institu/ tional perspective. EdUca-
4

ts
tion for effective, citizenship is not simply a %

"7
curricular mattet.

* CitizIR educiation ahouldtdevelop the skills and

.knowledge for etfectiye (as distinpished2rom "good")'
- .

.... . t

Citizenship., It should dealAwith same aspect's of

the'lense of empowerment.

4

0 .

1

Citizen...eduCaflon should foster the awareness that
, , i.

.
$

. , cconceptss suth,as justipe and equality should be , , .
.

- - .

, based od a 'concern fob the commonwea ; for

,everyone's.welfare not 'on concern f ok `one'ssown

1

;

or one group's paiochial and territorial preoccupa- .

.»
tioas.-,Skills to develop this awareness cap betaught-.

School personnel should be aware of similar concerns:and , ,, !.

skill building in,the school or the district, each

of which can be approached as a complex, sipial
r

organizetidn.
A- t

In addition, some community and'pclic concerns were rained'by ihe

t 6

"examination of school governance and classrooto climate. There is a

4

.

4

?Mr
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general consensus that accepts the impbrtance of positive stInt
. ,

relationships with the larger community and the significance of local

support for the slools., A holistic or integrated approach was advocat-

ndirources of the community can enrich the cttizen education prog ram

,

s,
andrOovide a living laboratory for the participation and empowermentv

concerns of making democracy real to students. By the same token, a

more meaningful exchange beeWeen community members, famllies, and school
.

staff cant enhance
4

greater support

the educational environmentof ecommunity and win

the school's program and practices. Such suggestions.
maybecome more medTgful in a period of high inflation accompanied by

/ declining ehrdllment and an excess of schoolhouse spice.

. 'The-key.to the issues raVed in the volume --s if one factor can be
4

isot*ed or highlighted -- is involvement on the part of all the pers ns
4

or groups who constitute the educational environment. To be i volved
.

.

\. *
the dectsionmaking, the setpng of poll& the selection of materials

.
A

.

and practices;-etc.,_is to be concern#d, to have rights to be respected;

to have responsitalities to achieve. Such involvement is the essence .

A

of democrpy's schools.

s

I
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